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Abstra t
Non lassi ality and entanglement are two important features exhibited by ontinuous
variable quantum states. This thesis is entered on the onne tion between non lassi ality and entanglement in the ontext of ontinuous variable quantum systems. Evidently,
non lassi ality is a prerequisite for entanglement. The onne tion between the two has
been well explored in the ontext of Gaussian states, namely in the ontext of squeezing
non lassi ality. We study the onne tion in the ontext of other well known non lassi alities, namely non lassi al photon number statisti s and antibun hing. By denition, every
lassi al state is a onvex sum of oherent states, and hen e is separable. Non lassi ality
does not imply entanglement, but every entangled state is non lassi al. Negativity under
Partial Transpose (NPT) implies non lassi ality, but Positivity under Partial Transpose
(PPT) by itself does not indi ate that the state is lassi al or separable. A PPT state
an be separable or entangled, an be lassi al or non lassi al.
Chapter 1 is primarily introdu tory in nature, bringing forth the various on epts
involved in the theory of entanglement, both in the nite dimensional situation as well as
in the innite dimensional ase of ontinuous variable systems. It is expository in nature
and olle ts some of the te hniques useful later in the thesis.
In Chapter 2 we bring forth a relationship between non lassi ality and entanglement.
The problem of studying the interrelationship between non lassi ality and entanglement
is tied to the fa t that there is no simple test whi h an on lude in a denite manner if a
given generi mixed state is lassi al or not, and there is no single test whi h an answer
with ertainty if a mixed state is entangled or separable. However, in very spe ial or
spe i

ases one an make denitive statements. For states of a single mode of radiation

whi h are diagonal in the Fo k basis, the issue of lassi ality/non lassi ality has been
settled. This is possible thanks to the result of the lassi al Stieltjes moment problem
[170℄. We bring out the possibility of using su h non lassi al (non-Gaussian) resour es to
(ab)

generate useful entanglement. With a produ t state of the form ρ̂in
input, the output two-mode state

(ab)
ρ̂out

= ρ̂(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0| as

of a beamsplitter is shown to be NPT whenever

the photon number distribution (PND) statisti s {p(na )} asso iated with the mixed state

ρ̂(a) of the input a-mode is antibun hed or otherwise non lassi al, i.e., if {p(na )} fails to
respe t any one of an innite sequen e of ne essary and su ient lassi ality onditions.
(ab)

We establish the equivalen e of lassi ality and PPT of ρ̂out in this kind of situations.
(ab)

(ab)

Thus NPT is a ne essary and su ient test of entanglement of ρ̂out . Furthermore ρ̂out is
shown to be distillable if ρ̂(a) is antibun hed or violates any one of an innite sequen e of
three term lassi ality onditions. We also dis uss the issue of distillability arising from
an intrinsi ally higher order violation of lassi ality. This is the only se ond instan e in
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ontinuous variable entanglement theory where NPT has turned out to be a ne essary
and su ient riterion for entanglement, the earlier instan e being that of two-mode
Gaussian states. A preliminary version of these results is found in [194℄. We attempt to
estimate the entanglement of formation (EOF) of entangled states generated in the above
manner. We evaluate both upper and lower bounds on EOF for very spe ial examples.
Our prin ipal tool in this s heme is the fa t that average entanglement does not in rease
under lo al operations and lassi al ommuni ations (LOCC). The general idea used has
been to proje t out the state into 2 × 2 subspa es, and then use Wootter's formula for

the entanglement of formation of a two-qubit system to estimate the entanglement; su h
a pro ess is learly an LOCC. However, a drawba k with su h a s heme is the fa t that
one annot estimate more than one ebit of entanglement even from a highly entangled
state. For the simple example of an entangled state generated by passing through a 50:50

beamsplitter an arbitrary mixture of the ground state and nth Fo k state on Ali e's side,
with Bob's side in the ground state, we give a distillation pro edure whereby we distill
more entanglement than given by lower bound for EOF in [76℄. We extend these ideas to
entangled states generated from PND's whi h orrespond to a very spe ial superposition
of oherent states, and we demonstrate distillation pro edures whi h distill well above
one ebit of entanglement. We also indi ate the possibility of using the Terhal-Vollbre t
formula [69,76℄ in estimating entanglement, in a more general ontext, using a trun ation
s heme.
The study undertaken in Chapter 2 is ontinued in Chapter 3 from a more general
perspe tive. We des ribe a single test whi h, if su essful, is able to simultaneously establish both the non lassi ality and NPT entanglement of a given two-mode state. We
extend the notion of antibun hing to two-mode systems through the Mandel matrix onstru t, and show that non lassi ality at this level naturally separates into two distin t
kinds, Type I and Type II, depending on whether the sub Poissonian statisti s is visible
or not at a single-mode level. The Type of a non lassi al state is invariant under the
a tion of every U (2) beamsplitter. A state ould go from separable to entangled under
beamsplitter a tion, but its Type is invariant. Type II states are spe ial in the sense that
one may pass su h states through any U (2) beamsplitter, even then an never dete t
antibun hing lo ally i.e., in a single-mode. We onstru t examples of both types. We
introdu e a beamsplitter invariant denition for the Mandel parameter, extended to the
ase of two-mode systems through the nonpositivity of the Mandel matrix. That we are
able to do so is be ause the Mandel matrix transforms ovariantly under beamsplitter
a tion. However, we nd that the two-mode Mandel parameter an take values less than

−1, as ompared to the Mandel parameter in the single-mode ase. This feature seems

to expose the limitation of the beamsplitter as an entangling devi e, as there are en-
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tangled states that the beamsplitter annot produ e. The two-mode Mandel parameter
is relevant only within the Type under onsideration. We explore the produ tion of bipartite entanglement from separable non lassi al states by beamsplitters, we tra e ba k
the entanglement to the non lassi ality involved, and we illustrate this aspe t through
several examples. We demonstrate distillable entanglement in this ontext. We extend
these ideas to the ase of generating tripartite entanglement through generalised beamsplitters, and examine their dete tion through simple moment-based tests whi h tra e
ba k the entanglement to a parti ular type of non lassi ality. We also demonstrate the
possibility of generating genuine tripartite entanglement from two-mode Mandel type
non lassi ality.
In Chapter 4 the EOF of an arbitrary two-mode Gaussian state is omputed. In this
ontext, we bring out the intimate onne tion between the two-mode squeeze parameter
as a measure of the strength of non lassi ality and alternatively as a measure of entanglement. Apart from a onje ture, our analysis rests on two main ingredients. One of
them is a four-parameter anoni al form we develop for the ovarian e matrix, one of
these parameters, the squeeze parameter, a ting as a measure of EOF. The other is the
generalisation of the EPR orrelation used in the work of Giedke

et al [70℄ to non om-

muting variables. The onje ture is in respe t of an extremal property of this orrelation
[327℄.
In Chapter 5 we study the ompatibility onditions between the (global) spe trum
and the spe tra of the individual modes of a general n-mode Gaussian state. We present
an elementary proof for the ompatibility onditions, making optimal use of beamsplitter
and two-mode squeezing transformations. An unexpe ted bye-produ t of our elementary
approa h is the result that every two-mode Gaussian state is uniquely determined, modulo
lo al transformations, by its global spe trum and lo al spe tra, a property shared not
even by a pair of qubits [18℄.
In Chapter 6 we obtain the operator-sum representation of all the quantum limited
single-mode Bosoni Gaussian hannels. The analysis lends insight into how ertain
unphysi al pro esses su h as the transposition map, or s aling of the Weyl-ordered hara teristi fun tion, or a ombination of both an be rendered physi al through a threshold Gaussian noise. The motive here is to bring out this aspe t in a transparent manner
through the operator-sum representation. We have that the s aling of the diagonal weight
fun tion and s aling of the Husimi Q fun tion orrespond to physi al pro esses. As will
be seen in the following Chapter, the fa t that s aling of the Q fun tion is physi al is
of riti al relevan e when one denes a measure of non-Gaussianity for quantum states.
This Chapter further explores the notion of non lassi ality breaking and the notion of
entanglement breaking in light of the operator-sum representation.
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Having brought out the onne tion between non lassi ality and entanglement, and
having exposed non lassi ality as a resour e, it is useful to understand this resour e as
being Gaussian and non-Gaussian. Chapters 2 and 3 primarily dealt with non-Gaussian
states and the non lassi ality asso iated with them, but Chapters 4, 5, and 6, dealt with
Gaussian states and issues regarding them. In Chapter 7 we bring out the essential
dieren e between these two very dierent resour es through the onsideration of umulants. Sin e the higher order umulants dened through an s-ordered quasi-probability is
independant of the ordering parameter s and hen e is intrinsi to the state, every non vanishing umulant of order greater than two serves as an indi ator of non-Gaussianity. We
introdu e a new measure for non-Gaussianity based on the negentropy of the Q fun tion.
We show that our measure satises some of the requirements that a good non-Gaussianity
measure should satisfy, espe ially the invarian e of the measure under uniform s aling
of the Q fun tion. The s ale invarian e of the measure is demanded by the fa t that
s aling of the Q fun tion is a valid physi al transformation as shown in Chapter 6. The
measure is well supported by the fa t that the Mar inkiewi z theorem holds for phase
spa e distributions too [358℄. We analyti ally evaluate this non-Gaussianity measure for
mixed entangled states generated by passing the photon-added thermal state through a

U (2) beamsplitter, the an illa being in the ground state. We nd for these examples
that the non-Gaussianity as evaluated by our measure, is independent of temperature,
whi h is a dire t manifestation of s ale invarian e. That we are able to evaluate the nonGaussianity for these mixed entangled states is be ause of the invarian e of the measure
under passive transformations. We also evaluate the measure for the phase averaged oherent state. In a re ent work [361, 362℄, Genoni et al introdu ed distan e based measures
of non-Gaussianity of a state through the Hilbert-S hmidt distan e and relative entropy
dened at the density operator level. We ompare their measure with ours for the simple
example of the photon-added thermal state [216℄.
Finally we on lude with some remarks and dis uss possible future dire tions of resear h, parti ularly in the ontext of the use of non-Gaussian resour es in quantum
information pro essing.
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1
Basi Ideas
1.1 Introdu tion
The state of a quantum me hani al system S is des ribed by a density operator ρ̂ a ting
on a Hilbert spa e H. The system in onsideration spe ies the dimension of the Hilbert
spa e. The operator ρ̂, satises the following three dening properties :

ρ̂ = ρ̂† , Tr ρ̂ = 1, ρ̂ ≥ 0.

(1.1)

A pure state is des ribed by a normalised (unit) ve tor |Ψi in the Hilbert spa e H, and

the density operator orresponding to |Ψi is given by

(1.2)

ρ̂ = |ΨihΨ|.

Clearly, distin t ve tors in the Hilbert spa e do not orrespond to distin t states. All
unit ve tors in H whi h dier from one another by phase fa tors, represent one and the

same state. In other words, states are represented by an equivalen e lass of unit ve tors
of the Hilbert spa e. It is lear that the state ρ̂ in Eq. (1.2), satises the three dening
requirements in Eq. (1.1).
The most general state of a quantum me hani al system S is des ribed by a `mixed'
state ρ̂, whi h is a onvex ombination of pure states, i.e.,

ρ̂ =

X
k

pk |Ψk ihΨk |, pk > 0,

X

pk = 1.

(1.3)

k

The quantum state spa e thus forms a onvex set in whi h pure states orrespond to
the ase when all but one of the pk 's are zero. The pure states satisfy the additional
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requirement

ρ̂2 = ρ̂,

(1.4)

and orrespond to the extremal points of the onvex state spa e. They annot be realised
as nontrivial onvex ombinations of other states. While Trρ̂2 = 1 for pure states, mixed
states satisfy

Trρ̂2 < 1,

(1.5)

and orrespond to non extremal points of the onvex state spa e.
The probabilities pk 's and the ensemble realisation in Eq. (1.3) are in general assoiated with a preparation pro edure. The nontriviality of the ensemble realisation arises
from the fa t that the |Ψk i's need not be orthogonal, or even linearly independent, and

that the set of ensembles realising a given mixed state ρ̂ is a huge family [1℄. A prepara-

tion pro edure yields an ensemble realisation for ρ̂, but given a ρ̂ it is impossible to tell
whi h preparation pro edure it was derived from.
The natural obje ts of interest are the expe tation values of observables. Observables
in quantum theory are represented by hermitian operators Ω̂,

Ω̂ =

X
i

λi |Φi ihΦi | =

X

λi Pi ,

i

X

Pi = 11,

(1.6)

i

and Pi 's are proje tion operators obeying Pi Pj = δij Pi . The {λi } are interpreted as

the out ome or eigenvalue of an experiment orresponding to the observable Ω̂, and

{|Φi i} as the orresponding eigenstates. The eigenvalues λi are real, but an be negative.

The

expe tation value of an observable Ω̂ with respe t to a pure state |Ψi is given by

hΩ̂i = hΨ|Ω̂|Ψi. In the ase of a mixed state ρ̂, the expe tation value is given by
hΩ̂i = Tr(Ω̂ρ̂) =

X
k

pk hΨk |Ω̂|Ψk i.

The expe tation value hΩ̂i is interpreted as the

(1.7)

average value of the observable Ω̂ over

repeated trials of the experiment, with the same state ρ̂ prepared ea h time.
Though the average value of the out ome is al ulated as in Eq. (1.7), a parti ular
trial yields a parti ular eigenvalue λi as the out ome of the experiment. The probability
of o uran e qi of the ith out ome orresponding to the eigenvalue λi is given by

qi = Tr(Pi ρ̂) =

X
k

pk hΨk |Pi |Ψk i.

(1.8)
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Given a parti ular out ome i, the state of the system after measurement is no more
represented by ρ̂, but ollapses to the orresponding eigenstate of the observed eigenvalue,

ρ̂′ =

Pi ρ̂Pi
.
Tr(Pi ρ̂)

(1.9)

This is the Von Neumann ollapse postulate. Sin e the given state has ollapsed into a
parti ular eigenstate of the observable, it is no more useful in the study of the properties
of the original state. Thus for a new trial, one has to repeat the preparation pro edure to
obtain the ρ̂, and rerun the experiment. Su h a measurement s heme is alled as the Von
Neumann proje tive measurement, and the probabilities qi are alled the Von Neumann
proje tion valued measure.
To summarise, the density operator ρ̂ ompletely spe ies all the properties of the
system. All expe tation values of all possible experimental observables Ω̂ are aptured
by ρ̂.

1.2 Composite systems
Consider a bipartite system S whi h onsists of subsystems A and B . Let HA and HB

denote the Hilbert spa es of the subsystems, then the Hilbert spa e of the total system
is the tensor produ t HS = HA ⊗ HB of the Hilbert spa es of the subsystems. Let the

dimension of HA be m, and that of HB be n. Let {|ψj i} form an ONB in HA , and {|φα i}
an ONB in HB . Then any pure state |Ψi of the ombined system an be written as

|Ψi =

X
j,α

cjα |ψj i ⊗ |φα i.

(1.10)

A pure state |Ψi of the bipartite system S is said to be a produ t state if and only if the

expansion oe ients cjα have the produ t form cjα = xj yα , i.e., the m × n oe ient

matrix c is the outer produ t of two ve tors. Any state |Ψi whi h annot be written in
the produ t form

|Ψi =
6 |ψi ⊗ |φi,
is said to be

(1.11)

entangled.

Theorem 1.1 Given a state

|Ψi

in the tensor produ t spa e HS = HA ⊗ HB , it an
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always be written in the form [2℄
r
X
p

|Ψi =

j=1

r ≤

λj |ψ ′ j i ⊗ |φ′ j i,

min(m, n),

where
X

λj > 0,

λj = 1,

(1.12)

j

and {|ψ′ j i} and {|φ′ j i} are ve tors from an ONB in HA and HB respe tively.
Proof : This an easily be seen from the singular value de omposition of the c matrix,
i.e.,

c → c′ = V cW T ,

(1.13)

where V and W orrespond to independent lo al unitary hange of basis in HA and HB

respe tively, i.e.,

|ψ ′ k i =

X
j

|φ′ β i =

∗
|ψj i,
Vjk

X
α

∗
|φα i.
Wαβ

(1.14)

V and W are hosen su h that c′ is diagonal.
The integer r is known as the S hmidt rank of |Ψi. The S hmidt rank r , and the

S hmidt oe ients {λi }, onstitute the lo al invariants of the state. It is lear that for

produ t states the S hmidt rank is one. The S hmidt rank r , of a given bipartite pure
state |Ψi, is thus an entanglement witness of the state.

The notion of entanglement for the ase of mixed states is mu h more subtle. As we

have already seen in Eq. (1.3), any mixed state of the bipartite system A + B an be
written as

ρ̂AB =

X
k

pk > 0,

pk |Ψk ihΨk |,
X

pk = 1.

(1.15)

k

A state ρ̂AB is said to be

separable, if there exists an ensemble realisation {|Ψk i, pk } of

ρ̂AB , su h that all the |Ψk i's are produ t states [3℄, i.e.,
ρ̂AB =

X
k

pk ρ̂Ak ⊗ ρ̂Bk ,

(1.16)
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where the pk 's are positive, and ρ̂Ak 's and ρ̂Bk 's are density operators of subsystems A
and B respe tively. Without loss of generality, these density operators an be hosen
to orrespond to pure states. Stated dierently, any onvex sum of produ t states is by
denition a separable state, and separable states onstitute a onvex subset of the onvex
state spa e. Any state whi h annot be written as a onvex sum of produ t states is said
to be entangled. The subtle part of the denition stems from the fa t that one has to run,
in prin iple, through all possible de ompositions of a state to on lude if it is separable
or not.

1.2.1

Partial tra e

Consider a bipartite system in the state ρ̂AB . Suppose we are interested in the subsystem

A alone, i.e., we are interested in measurement of a lo al observable Ω̂A whi h a ts only
on the Hilbert spa e HA . The a tion of su h an observable is des ribed by the operator

Ω̂A ⊗ 11B on the extended Hilbert spa e HS = HA ⊗ HB . Using the resolution of identity

in the B subsystem with the hoi e of an ONB {|φα i} ∈ HB , the expe tation value of

the A subsystem observable Ω̂A is

Tr(Ω̂A ⊗ 11B ρ̂AB ) = TrA TrB (Ω̂A ⊗ 11B ρ̂AB )
X
=
hψk | ⊗ hφα |Ω̂A ⊗ 11B ρ̂AB |ψk i ⊗ |φα i
k,α

ρ̂A

= TrA (Ω̂A ρ̂A ), where
X
= TrB ρ̂AB =
hφα |ρ̂AB |φα i.

(1.17)

α

Clearly, ρ̂A is an operator on the Hilbert spa e HA . The tra e operation exe uted only on

the B subsystem is alled partial tra e, and the resulting ρ̂A is alled the redu ed density
operator of subsystem A. It is lear that partial tra e preserves the dening requirements
on a density operator. The notions indi ated above hold irrespe tive of whether ρ̂AB was
pure or mixed. Every observable of subsystem A sees the state ρ̂AB as if it were the state

ρ̂A . Clearly, partial tra e of pure bipartite states leads to either pure or mixed states
of the subsystem. If we begin with a bipartite pure entangled state, the partial tra ed
state of the subsystem is denitely mixed, and the matrix rank of the redu ed state is
the S hmidt rank of the initial bipartite pure entangled state. Thus, partial tra e an be
viewed as an entanglement witness for bipartite pure entangled states. The on ept of
partial tra e also renders another explanation to the origin of mixed states, i.e., through
the pro ess of onsidering evolutions in omposite systems and then dis arding one of the
subsystems, we are able to generate mixed states of a subsystem. The notion of mixed
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states was earlier onsidered through the notion of a preparation pro edure.

1.2.2

Positive Operator Valued Measure

The notion of Positive Operator Valued Measure (POVM) is the generalisation of the Von
Neumann measurement s heme, and is easily understood in the ontext of measurement
in omposite systems.
Consider a system A with Hilbert spa e HA , to be in the state ρ̂A , and an auxiliary

system B with Hilbert spa e HB , to be in the state ρ̂B . Then the state of the ombined
system is

= ρ̂A ⊗ ρ̂B ,

ρ̂S

where

(ρ̂A ⊗ ρ̂B )mα,nβ = (ρ̂A )mn (ρ̂B )αβ .

(1.18)

A Von Neumann measurement on the ombined system system is represented by proje tion operators

Pi Pj = δij Pj ,

X

Pi = 11.

(1.19)

i

The probability of the ith out ome of su h a test given that the state of the ombined
system is in ρ̂A ⊗ ρ̂B is,

qi = Tr[Pi (ρ̂A ⊗ ρ̂B )] =

X

(Pj )mα,nβ (ρ̂A )mn (ρ̂B )αβ .

(1.20)

mα,nβ

This an be equivalently written as

qi = TrA (Mi ρ̂A ), where
X
(Mi )mn =
(Pi )mα,nβ (ρ̂B )αβ ,

(1.21)

αβ

and {Mi } are operators on the Hilbert spa e HA of the A subsystem. The hermitian
nonnegative operators Mi whi h need not ommute learly satisfy

X

Mi = 11.

(1.22)

i

Ea h member of the set {Mi } is alled a positive operator valued measure (POVM) [4, 5℄,

sin e ea h Mi is a positive operator by onstru tion. The main dieren e between a Von
Neumann type measurement and a POVM is that the Mi are not proje tion operators
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and the number of out omes is independent of the dimensionality of the Hilbert spa e

HA . The probability of the ith out ome is now given by
qi = Tr(Mi ρ̂),

(1.23)

as ompared to Von Neumann Tr(Pi ρ̂). We have removed the subs ript A to indi ate the
omparison at system level. The Von Neumann ollapse postulate holds, ex ept that the
state of the subsystem after the measurement is the partial tra e of the ollapsed state
of the omposite system.

1.3 Quantum Dynami s
Consider a system with Hilbert spa e H. The set of all density operators ρ̂ a ting on H is

a subset of the set of all linear operators a ting on H. The set of all linear transformations

on H forms a ve tor spa e. If H is n dimensional, then this new ve tor spa e is learly

n2 dimensional. Quantum evolutions are linear transformations on the linear operators

a ting on H. Linear transformations on this new ve tor spa e are alled linear maps to

distinguish them from linear operators on H. They are sometimes alled super-operators.
It would seem that any linear map a ting on the density operator ρ̂, and preserves the

three dening properties of density operators in Eq. (1.1), is a valid quantum evolution.
This is not so! Further onditions beyond (1.1) arise from looking at omposite systems.
Suppose we were dealing with only losed systems, then any map whi h preserves the
dening properties of the density operators would have appeared physi al. Sin e we may
be a part of a larger system but observing only our system lo ally, it be omes imperative
that the map under onsideration takes valid density operators of the extended system to
valid density operators. Thus one is lead to onsider what are alled ompletely positive
maps.

1.3.1

Completely positive maps

Consider a bipartite system S with Hilbert spa e HS = HA ⊗ HB . A linear map Λ a ting

on the spa e of operators a ting on HA an be extended to a t on the spa e of operators

a ting on HS through the denition of the map Λ ⊗ 11n , where 11n is the identity map on

subsystem B , i.e., the map Λ a ts only on the A subsystem, but leaves the B subsystem
as it is. Every possible hoi e of HB gives us a possible extension of the above kind for Λ.

A map Λ is said to be ompletely positive if it is positive for all su h possible extensions.
By positive we mean that it takes valid density operators a ting on HS to valid density

operators a ting on HS . The subtle part of the denition stems from the fa t that one
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has to in prin iple run over all possible extensions spe ied by the hoi es of HB , to
on lude if a given positive map Λ is ompletely positive or not. We have the following

important result :

Theorem 1.2 The a tion of any tra e-preserving ompletely positive map Λ on a density
operator ρ̂ an always be written in the following form :
Λ(ρ̂) =

X

Wα ρ̂Wα† ,

α

X

Wα† Wα = 11.

(1.24)

α

We don t give the proof here, but a heuristi way to see this is as follows. Let {|ψj i} and

{|φα i} be a set of ONB in HA and HB respe tively. Suppose that the density operator
of the bipartite system is initially in the state

ρ̂A ⊗ |0iB B h0|,

(1.25)

where |0iB denotes a pure state in the B subsystem. Evolve the state unitarily in the
ombined system so that

ρ̂A ⊗ |0iB B h0| → U (ρ̂A ⊗ |0iB B h0|)U † .

(1.26)

Now performing a partial tra e over the B system Hilbert spa e yields

ρ̂′A = TrB (U (ρ̂A ⊗ |0iB B h0|)U †
X
=
hφα |U (ρ̂A ⊗ |0iB B h0|)U † |φα i
α

=

X
α

hφα |U |0iB ρ̂A B h0|U † |φα i.

(1.27)

If we denote

Wα = hφα |U |0iB ,

(1.28)

then we an express ρ̂′A as

ρ̂′A =

X

Wα ρ̂A Wα† .

(1.29)

α
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It follows from the unitarity of U that

X

Wα† Wα =

α

X
α

=

B h0|U

B h0|U

†

†

|φα ihφα |U |0iB

U |0iB = 11A .

(1.30)

Thus we have two ways of pi turing ompletely positive maps [69℄.

• Every tra e preserving ompletely positive linear map Λ, has an operator sum
representation as in Eq. (1.24).

• Every tra e preserving ompletely positive linear map Λ, has an unitary representation as in Eq. (1.27).

What we have just demonstrated is that an unitary representation of a ompletely positive
map an in fa t be viewed as an operator sum representation. The nontrivial part of the
theorems is that every tra e-preserving ompletely positive map an be obtained in this
manner. A simple way to understanding this aspe t is by reasoning that any reasonable
evolution should be a omplished as a unitary (hamiltonian) evolution on a larger system.
It is useful to note that in the unitary realization one begins with a produ t state of the
ombined system, and a pure state for the B subsystem proves su ient. It is lear from
the denition and Eq. (1.24) that the set of all tra e preserving ompletely positive maps
form a onvex set.

1.4 Dete ting entanglement
One of the foremost problems of quantum information theory has been the development
of tools for dete tion of entanglement. Sin e a given density operator ρ̂AB of a bipartite
system S , has innitely many de ompositions [1℄, and sin e we annot possibly run
through all of them to see if ρ̂AB is separable, it is imperative that we devise e ient
methods of dete ting entanglement. Bell inequalities provide us with su ient riteria
for entanglement, and entropy based inequalities an also dete t entanglement in suitable
ases. These are s alar manifestations of entanglement, whi h has its roots at the density
operator level. Sin e we only measure s alar quantities in the laboratory, the s alar
manifestations of entanglement are ru ial from an experimental point of view. From a
theoreti al perspe tive, the s alar manifestation of entanglement is intimately onne ted
to the theory of positive maps whi h has a dire t bearing on the on ept of entanglement.
We briey dis uss these ideas below.
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1.4.1

Entropi inequalities

Entropi inequalities originate from the observation that there is more information in
an entangled state viewed as a whole than viewed as aggregate of information in the
subsystems. A simple example su h as a maximally entangled state in 2 × 2 dimensions

illustrates this. The state when viewed in 2 × 2 dimensions as a whole is a pure state,

but when we look at the state of either of the subsystems the state is a random mixture

proportional to the identity operator. Thus from either of the subsystems we gain no
knowledge of the state. Su h a qualitative feature an be made quantitative through
entropi inequalities su h as

S(ρ̂A ) ≤ S(ρ̂AB ),

S(ρ̂B ) ≤ S(ρ̂AB ),

(1.31)

where S(ρ̂) = −Tr(ρ̂ log2 ρ̂) is the Von Neumann entropy of a state ρ̂. Any separable

state obey the inequalities, but entangled states need not [1013℄. The idea is easily

generalised to entropi inequalities su h as those based on Renyi quantum entropies.

1.4.2

Majorisation

Majorisation is a te hnique that helps us ompare two ve tor quantities. In the ontext of
lassi al probability theory, it be omes useful when we ompare two dis rete probability
distributions. Based on majorisation, we may be able to on lude if one probability
distribution is more `spread out' than the other, or in other words if one probability
distribution is more `disordered' than the other. We now state the denition [14, 15℄.
Let x = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) and y = (y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ) be two ve tor quantities, arranged

in the nonde reasing order, i.e., x1 ≤ x2 ≤ · · · ≤ xn and y1 ≤ y2 ≤ · · · yn . Then we say

x ≺ y (x is majorised by y ) if and only if
k
X

j=1
n
X
j=1

xj ≥
xj =

k
X

j=1
n
X

yj , ∀ k ≤ n, and
yj .

(1.32)

j=1

That majorisation aptures the disorderliness is seen through its impli ation on entropy. Let the ve tors x and y denote two probability distributions and let x ≺ y ,

then H({xi }) ≥ H({yi }), where H(.) is the Shannon entropy [14, 16℄. The majorisation

relation is more fundamental in apturing disorderliness, in the sense that the entropi
inequality an be seen to follow as a onsequen e of the majorisation relation.

10
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As already mentioned, entangled states have more information when seen as a whole
rather than in their parts. This statement is made mathemati ally pre ise through the
following majorisation relation :

Theorem 1.3 If a bipartite mixed state ρ̂AB is separable and ρ̂A and ρ̂B are the redu ed
density matri es of the subsystems A and B , then

λ(ρ̂AB ) ≺ λ(ρ̂A ), and λ(ρ̂AB ) ≺ λ(ρ̂B ).

(1.33)

Here, λ(ρ̂AB ), λ(ρ̂A ), and λ(ρ̂B ), onstitute the eigenvalues of ρ̂AB , ρ̂A , and ρ̂B , arranged
in the nonde reasing order [17℄.
The above majorisation relation an be violated if the state ρ̂AB is entangled. Clearly,
entropi inequalities su h as Eq. (1.31) are implied by the majorisation relation in Eq.
(1.33).
Majorisation relations are not only useful in dete ting entanglement, but appear in
more general s enarios su h as when we are dealing with quantum evolutions. The S hurHorn lemma plays a pivotal role in this [14, 15℄. We will dis uss more of the majorisation
relations in Chapter 5, where we study ompatibility relations for Gaussian states [18℄.

1.4.3

Bell's inequalities

Bell inequalities arose initially from the study of quantum theory from the perspe tive of
lassi al probability theory. One of the profound impli ations of quantum theory is that it
gives rise to new possibilities in the orrelation of distant events that annot be explained
by lassi al lo al models. Bell observed that there is an upper bound on the orrelation
of distant events as explained by a lassi al lo al model, and that quantum me hani s
ould violate it [19℄. It was evident that any su h violation was easily explained through
entanglement. We now have the well established fa t that violation of any of the Bell
type inequalities is a lear manifestation of entanglement. Here we briey dis uss one
su h inequality, namely the Clauser-Horne- Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [20℄.
The CHSH inequality refers to orrelation experiments involving two di otomi observables at two sites. The observed values of ea h of these observables an be taken to
be ±1. Let the observables in the Ali e's side be denoted A1 and A2 , and those on Bob's
side B1 and B2 . The out omes of the experiment in ea h trial is denoted by a1 , a2 and

b1 , b2 respe tively. Dene the orrelation fun tion between two observables A and B , A
on Ali e's side and B on Bob's side, as

E(A, B) = habi,

(1.34)
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whi h is the average value of the orrelation over repeated trials. Then the CHSH inequality reads as

|B| = |E(A1 , B1 ) + E(A1 , B2 ) + E(A2 , B1 ) − E(A2 , B2 )| ≤ 2.

(1.35)

This an be easily seen from the fa t that for a given trial B is ±2, hen e the average is

always less than or equal to 2.

The quantum me hani al version of the CHSH inequality for 2×2 dimensional systems
is easily stated through the denition of the Bell-CHSH observable

B̂ = â1 · σ ⊗ (b̂1 + b̂2 ) · σ + â2 · σ ⊗ (b̂1 − b̂2 ) · σ.

(1.36)

P3

and σi are the

Here â1 , â2 , b̂1 and b̂2 are arbitrary unit ve tors in R3 , â · σ =

i=1 ai σi ,

Pauli matri es. Any â · σ orresponds to a spin observable with eigenvalues ±1. With
this denition the CHSH inequality for a bipartite 2 × 2 dimensional system reads as

Tr(ρ̂B̂) ≤ 2.

(1.37)

The onstraint imposed by the above equation is not generally obeyed by quantum mehani al systems. For instan e, for the hoi e of the various unit ve tors, ea h separated
√
by angle of 22.5 degrees and with the singlet hosen as the state, Tr(ρ̂B̂) = 2 2 [5℄, learly

a violation of the CHSH bound implied by a lo al lassi al model. An upper bound on

the maximum possible expe tation value of the Bell-CHSH observable was obtained by
√
Cirelson to be 2 2 [21℄. The remarkable aspe t of the inequality is that experiments onrmed the violation [22℄, in omplete agreement with quantum me hani al predi tions,
thus demonstrating entanglement. This inequality an be extended to more observables
on ea h side [23℄ in a bipartite setup, and to more number of parties [24℄. Violation in
the latter ase will indi ate presen e of multipartite entanglement. The Bell inequalities
are only one of the ways to dete t entanglement, and they are not very powerful in the
sense that there are inseparable states obeying the Bell inequalities [3, 25℄. That is, there
is entanglement that is not dete ted through violation of Bell inequalities. See [26℄ for a
review.

1.4.4

Positive maps

The theory of positive maps is an ines apable ingredient in the theory of entanglement.
The rst use of them was demonstrated by Peres in [27℄. He observed that a separable state remains a state (positive) if subje ted to partial transposition (PT). A ru ial
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observation by the Horode ki's that partial transpose is a positive map but not a ompletely positive one, led to the exploration of the intimate onne tion between the theory
of entanglement and positive maps [28℄. Earlier in Eq. (1.24), we had introdu ed the
notion of ompletely positive map. We noted that a linear map Λ is ompletely positive
if and only if the extended map Λ ⊗ 11n is positive for all n. We now introdu e the notion

of positive but non ompletely positive maps. We say that a linear map Λ is positive but
not ompletely positive if Λ takes density operators to density operators, but it has an
extension whi h fails to do so.
Let the map Λ a t on operators on Hilbert spa e HA , and let its extension a t on

operators on the Hilbert spa e HS = HA ⊗ HB . Suppose the extended map given by

Λ ⊗ 11n , does not take positive operators on HS to positive operators on HS , but the

map Λ takes positive operators on HA to positive operators on HA . Then the map Λ is

said to be positive but not ompletely positive. Su h a map ould be tool a in dete ting

entanglement in bipartite systems spe ied by the Hilbert spa e HS = HA ⊗ HB . If su h

a map a ts on a separable state ρ̂AB on HS , we have the following to be true :

(Λ ⊗ 11n )(ρ̂AB ) = (Λ ⊗ 11n )
=

X
k

X
k

pk ρ̂Ak ⊗ ρ̂Bk

pk Λ(ρ̂Ak ) ⊗ ρ̂Bk ≥ 0.

(1.38)

This follows from the linearity and positivity of the map Λ. On the other hand, if the
extended map a ted on an entangled state, it ould lead to the following possibility :

X
(Λ ⊗ 11n )(ρ̂AB ) = (Λ ⊗ 11n )(
pk ρ̂ABk )
k

=

X
k

pk (Λ ⊗ 11n )(ρ̂ABk ) 6≥ 0.

(1.39)

This possibility arises be ause the map Λ is not ompletely positive. Thus a positive
but not ompletely positive map helps us dete t entanglement! We have the following
important theorem [28℄ :

Theorem 1.4 Let ρ̂AB a t on the Hilbert spa e HS = HA ⊗ HB . Then ρ̂AB is separable
if and only if for every positive map Λ on HA , the operator
(Λ ⊗ 11n )(ρ̂AB )

(1.40)

is positive.
We now give a brief dis ussion on positive maps. It is onvenient to go to an indexed
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notation to des ribe them. The three dening properties of a density operator in this
notation are

ρrs = ρ∗sr , ρrs x∗r xs ≥ 0 , ρrr = 1.

(1.41)

Summation over repeated indi es is implied as usual. Any linear positive map Λ takes
valid density operators to valid density operators. Su h a map an be expressed as

Λ : ρ̂ → ρ̂′
′

ρr′ s′ = Λr′ s′ ,rs ρrs .

(1.42)

The hermiti ity requirement of ρ̂′ demands that

Λs′ r′ ,sr = Λ∗r′ s′ ,rs ,

(1.43)

tra e preservation of ρ̂′ demands that

Λr′ r′ ,rs = δrs ,

(1.44)

and preservation of positivity implies that

ρ′r′ s′ x∗r′ xs′ ≥ 0 ⇒ Λr′ s′ ,rs ρrs x∗r′ xs′ ≥ 0.

(1.45)

From spe tral resolution of ρ̂, it is su ient to onsider positivity requirement on any of
its proje tors, hen e we only require

Λr′ s′ ,rs x∗r′ xs′ yr∗ ys ≥ 0.

(1.46)

Let us dene a new matrix M by permuting the indi es of Λ :

Λr′ s′ ,rs = Mr′ r,s′ s .

(1.47)

The hermiti ity ondition in Eq. (1.43) now reads

Mr′ r,s′ s = Ms∗′ s,r′ r ,

(1.48)

i.e., the matrix M is hermitian. Hen e we have the spe tral resolution

Mr′ r,s′ s =

X

λα ξr′ r (α)ξs∗′ s (α).

(1.49)

α
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Rewriting the positivity requirement of ρ̂′ in Eq. (1.45) in terms of the matrix M , we
have

x∗r′ yr∗ Mr′ r,s′ s xs′ ys ,

(1.50)

whi h means that the matrix M is positive on produ t ve tors. With this, any positive
linear map reads as
′

ρr′ s′ = Mr′ r,s′ s ρrs
X
=
λα ξr′ r (α)ρrs ξs∗′ s , (α) ⇒
α

ρ̂

′

=

X

λα ξ̂(α)ρ̂ξ̂ † (α).

(1.51)

α

The eigenvalues {λα } need not be positive, sin e our only requirement was positivity M

on produ t ve tors. A ompletely positive map is a positive map as in Eq. (1.51) where
all its eigenvalues, i.e., its {λα } are positive [2931℄.

1.4.5

Entanglement Witness

The onvex stru ture of the state spa e and the onvex stru ture of the set of all separable
states for a given bipartite system enable us employ the ideas known in the ontext of
onvex sets to distinguish entangled states from separable ones. The simple idea that
a onvex set and a point lying outside it an always be separated by a hyper plane
is manifested in the ontext of state spa e as an entanglement witness. The following
theorem due to Horode ki's aptures this idea [28℄.

Theorem 1.5 A state ρ̂AB a ting on the Hilbert spa e HA ⊗ HB is separable if and only

if

Tr(Âρ̂AB ) ≥ 0

(1.52)

for every hermitian operator Â satisfying Tr(ÂP̂ ⊗ Q̂) ≥ 0, where P̂ and Q̂ are proje tions
operating on HA and HB respe tively.
The impli ation of the theorem is that if a state ρ̂AB satises the inequality

Tr(Âρ̂AB ) < 0

(1.53)

for su h hermitian Â whi h is positive on produ t ve tors, we denitely know that the
state ρ̂AB was entangled. Any Â whi h is positive semidenite will not serve our purpose
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in dete ting entanglement, as su h an operator would be positive on entangled states
too. Thus the operator Â though positive on produ t ve tors, has to be ne essarily
indenite to dete t entanglement of some states. Thus, if su h a witness Â were to
dete t entanglement of a state ρ̂AB , the state ρ̂AB is a point lying outside the onvex
set of separable states, and the numeri al matrix determined by Â is a hyper plane
separating this point from the onvex subset of separable states. The observation that
any entanglement witness is a hermitian operator whi h is positive on produ t ve tors
but not positive denite, reminds us of the dening property of a positive map in Eq.
(1.51). In other words, we have an isomorphism between positive but not ompletely
positive maps and entanglement witnesses [32℄. The rst use of an entanglement witness
was in [3℄, where the ip operator V̂ served as an entanglement witness. It is easy to
he k for systems of 2 × 2 dimensions that the ip operator dened in the standard basis

is the M matrix orresponding to partial transpose. It is useful to note that any Bell
observable B̂ as in Eq. (1.36) an also be viewed as an entanglement witness.

1.4.6

Partial Transpose

The partial transpose test is a lassi example of the appli ation of the theory of positive
maps in dete ting entanglement. Partial transpose was initially introdu ed by Peres in
[27℄ to dete t entanglement. It is dened as follows. Consider the matrix elements of a
state ρ̂AB of a bipartite system spe ied by the Hilbert spa e HS of m × n dimensions,
i.e.,

ρ̂iα,jβ = hψi | ⊗ hφα |ρ̂AB |ψj i ⊗ |φβ i.

(1.54)

T is dened through its matrix elements thus :
The partial transposed matrix ρ̂PAB

ρ̂PT
iα,jβ = ρ̂iβ,j,α .

(1.55)

Su h an operation is easily seen in its matrix form. The state ρ̂AB of the m × n system
an be written as




ρ̂AB = 

···

A1m

Am1 · · ·

Amm

A11
.

···

.




,

(1.56)

i.e., as an m × m array of n × n matri es Aij a ting on the se ond Hilbert spa e HB . The

whole matrix is dened by the matrix elements {Aij }αβ = ρiα,jβ . Then partial transpose
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is simply the transposition of the {Aij } matri es.




ρ̂PT
AB = 

AT
11
.
AT
m1

···

AT
1m

···

AT
mm

···

.




.

(1.57)

Under partial transpose a separable state goes to a valid state, i.e.,

ρ̂PT
AB =

X
k

pk ρ̂Ak ⊗ ρ̂T
Bk =

X
k

pk ρ̂Ak ⊗ ρ̂∗Bk ≥ 0.

(1.58)

Sin e every ρ̂∗Bk is a valid state, ρ̂PT
AB is a valid state. An entangled state under partial
transposition an result in a non positive operator. Thus partial transpose dete ts entanglement. Even though the operation is basis dependent, the on lusions are not. We
have the following theorem for lower dimensional omposite systems [28℄ :

Theorem 1.6 A state ρ̂AB of a 2 ⊗ 2 or 2 ⊗ 3 system is separable if and only if its partial
transposition is a positive operator.

1.4.7

Redu tion Criterion

Yet another example of a positive map that is not ompletely positive is the redu tion
map. Consider the map

Λ(ρ̂) = 11 − ρ̂.

(1.59)

This maps is learly positive, sin e the eigenvalues of a density operator are positive and
less than one. Now onsider the extension of this map to omposite systems. A separable
state satises the following inequalities :

11 ⊗ ρ̂B − ρ̂AB ≥ 0,

ρ̂A ⊗ 11 − ρ̂AB ≥ 0,

(1.60)

but entangled states need not. Here ρ̂A and ρ̂B are the partially tra ed versions of

ρ̂AB for Bob's and Ali e's subsystems respe tively. The above two onditions are jointly
alled the redu tion riterion [33℄. The redu tion inequalities in Eq. (1.60) imply the
majorisation inequalities in Eq. (1.33), and onsequently imply the entropi inequalities
in Eq. (1.31) [34℄. It is known that the redu tion riterion is weaker than partial transpose
test in dete ting entanglement, i.e., there are entangled states that partial transpose
an dete t, but redu tion riterion annot [33℄. Thus, entanglement riteria dened
through the redu tion map, majorisation, and entropi inequalities, are all weaker than
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partial transpose in dete ting entanglement. It is also known that more general entropi
inequalities other than that stated in Eq. (1.31) are implied by the redu tion riteria
[35℄.
We now digress to introdu e the important notion of distillability before ontinuing
the dis ussion on positive maps. This digression is useful, as both the partial transpose
map and the redu tion riterion are intimately onne ted to the on ept of distillation.

1.5 Distillation
A entral aspe t of quantum information theory is transmission of quantum information,
i.e., transmission of quantum states through quantum hannels. The whole idea rests
largely on the teleportation proto ol [36℄ whi h onsumes a maximally entangled state in
the pro ess of transmitting a qubit from Ali e's side to Bob's side. Anything less than
a maximally entangled state results in the loss of delity of the transmission. Thus a
primary resour e for a hieving a perfe t teleportation is a shared maximally entangled
state. Thus arises the need for reating maximally entangled states starting with lesser
entangled states. The aim of a distillation or puri ation pro edure is to extra t from
a large ensemble of low delity EPR pairs a smaller sub-ensemble of high delity EPR
pairs, using only lo al operations and lassi al ommuni ation (LOCC); these may then
be used for faithful teleportation [3739℄.
We begin by illustrating a puri ation pro edure in the ontext of pure states, and
then extend it to mixed states, before onsidering formal denitions. We sti k to 2 × 2

dimensional systems for the sake of simpli ity.

Suppose Ali e and Bob share two opies of an entangled state |ψi whi h is not max-

imally entangled, i.e.,

(α|0iA′ |0iB ′

p

1 − α2 |1iA |1iB ) ⊗
p
+ 1 − α2 |1iA′ |1iB ′ ),

|ψi ⊗ |ψi = (α|0iA |0iB +

(1.61)

where |0i and 1i are the eigenstates of the σz operator, and A and A′ refer to the Ali e's
side parti les, and B and B ′ to Bob's. Expanding the above, we have

|ψi ⊗ |ψi = α2 |0iA |0iB |0iA′ |0iB ′ + (1 − α2 )|1iA |1iB |1iA′ |1iB ′ +


√ p
|0iA |0iB |1iA′ |1iB ′ + |1iA |1iB |0iA′ |0iB ′
2
√
2α 1 − α
2

(1.62)

for the state of the two pairs. Now let Bob make a lo al measurement for the z- omponent
of the spin. He an get either 2, 2, or zero. Suppose the result is zero, then Bob informs
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Ali e over phone and they de ide by mutual onsent to retain the state, else they de ide
to dis ard the state. The probability of su h an out ome is 2α2 (1 − α2 ). The resultant
state after the experiment is the term indi ated in the square bra ket :

|ψr i =

|0iA |0iB |1iA′ |1iB ′ + |1iA |1iB |0iA′ |0iB ′
√
.
2

(1.63)

The subs ript r denotes that the state is a result of lo al measurement. Suppose we do
the following renaming, i.e., |0′ iA = |0iA |1iA′ , |1′ iA = |1iA |0iA′ , |0′ iB = |0iB |1i′B , and

|1′ iB = |1iB |0iB ′ , the state that Ali e and Bob share is then a singlet. Su h pro edure

of generating the maximally entangled state is ine ient in the sense that we may end

up losing part of the entanglement the parties initially shared through our very a t of
dis arding some of the out omes. But the method gets more and more e ient as Ali e
and Bob apply su h a proto ol olle tively to more and more pairs. It was shown in [38℄
that Ali e and Bob an obtain n singlets from k |ψi's with the ratio approa hing

n
= E(|ψi) = −α2 log2 α2 − (1 − α2 )log2 (1 − α2 ).
n,k→∞ k
lim

(1.64)

E(|ψi) is the entropy of entanglement and equals the Shannon entropy of the squares of
the S hmidt oe ients of |ψi

Distillation pro edures in the ontext of mixed states are more sophisti ated. For the

sake of simpli ity we outline a pro edure illustrated in [40℄; it aptures the essen e of
distillation in the ontext of mixed states. Suppose Ali e and Bob share two opies of
the mixed state

ρ̂AB = f |φ+ iAB hφ+ | + (1 − f )|ψ + iAB hψ + |,

(1.65)

where |φ+ iAB and |ψ + iAB are Bell states dened as

|00iAB + |11iAB
√
,
2
|01iAB + |10iAB
√
.
=
2

|φ+ iAB =
|ψ + iAB

(1.66)

Unless f = 12 , the state is inseparable. This an be seen for example through the partial
transpose test. The aim here is to in rease the fra tion f of |φ+ iAB hφ+ | through some

lo al operations and de isions taken through mutual onsent arrived at through lassi al
ommuni ation. To this end, they perform a bilateral lo al CNOT operation, i.e., CNOT
operations performed on pairs AA′ and BB ′ . Su h an operation is learly lo al a ross
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the Ali e and Bob divide. The a tion of su h an operation is summarised below.

|φ+ iAB |φ+ iA′ B ′ → |φ+ iAB |φ+ iA′ B ′ ,

|ψ + iAB |φ+ iA′ B ′ → |ψ + iAB |ψ + iA′ B ′ ,
|φ+ iAB |ψ + iA′ B ′ → |φ+ iAB |ψ + iA′ B ′ ,

|ψ + iAB |ψ + iA′ B ′ → |ψ + iAB |φ+ iA′ B ′ .

(1.67)

After this lo al operation the state Ali e and Bob share is

ρ̂ABA′ B ′

= (f 2 |φ+ iAB hφ+ | + (1 − f )2 |ψ + iAB hψ + |) ⊗ |φ+ iA′ B ′ hφ+ | +
f (1 − f )(|φ+ iAB hφ+ | + |ψ + iAB hψ + |) ⊗ |ψ + iA′ B ′ hψ + |.

(1.68)

Now they perform lo al z- omponent measurements on the A′ and B ′ parti les. If they
get the results to be orrelated, they de ide to retain the remaining pair, else they dis ard
the remaining pair. The su ess probability is given by f 2 + (1 − f )2 , and they share the
state

ρ̂′AB =

f2

1
2 +
2 +
+
+
2 (f |φ iAB hφ | + (1 − f ) |ψ iAB hψ |).
+ (1 − f )

(1.69)

The fra tion f ′ = f 2 /(f 2 + (1 − f )2 ) > f for f > 1/2. The pro edure is learly lossy as

in the ase of pure states in that we may lose entanglement in some of the out omes. But

given a su iently large initial ensemble we an, with a nite probability at every step,
tend towards a higher delity of the desired pure maximally entangled state by iterating
this pro edure. Ali e and Bob an, at the end of the pro edure,

distill a smaller ensemble

of pairs with entanglement delity f arbitrarily lose to unity [40℄. These pairs an then
be used for faithful teleportation. Distillation pro edures in the ontext of mixed states
were initially des ribed in [37℄.
A areful analysis of a general distillation pro edure tells us that there are three
aspe ts to it, namely, lo al general measurements, lassi al ommuni ation, and postsele tion.

Lo al general measurements : These are the most general possible measurements
performed on the Ali e's and Bob's side. They are des ribed by two sets of operators Ai
and Bj whi h satisfy the ompleteness relations

X
i

A†i Ai = 11,

X

Bj† Bj = 11.

(1.70)

i

They an be realised by appending additional systems lo ally, evolving them together,
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and then performing joint measurements lo ally. Under these a tions, a shared state
evolves as

ρ̂AB →

X
ij

Ai ⊗ Bj ρ̂AB A†i ⊗ Bj† .

(1.71)

Su h a pro edure is learly lo al.

Classi al ommuni ation : This simply means that while performing the lo al general
measurements, Ali e's and Bob's a tions an be orrelated through mutual onsent arrived at through ommuni ation over the phone, in whi h ase, the evolution is des ribed
by

ρ̂AB →

X
i

Ai ⊗ Bi ρ̂AB A†i ⊗ Bi† .

(1.72)

This des ribes a ombination of both lo al general measurement and lassi al ommuniation.

Post-sele tion : This is the pro edure by whi h Ali e and Bob hoose to retain ertain
out omes of the lo al general measurement subje t to lassi al ommuni ation. Suppose
they retained the state orresponding to the ith and j th lo al out omes, the resultant
state is

Ai ⊗ Bj ρ̂AB A†i ⊗ Bj†

Tr(Ai ⊗ Bj ρ̂AB A†i ⊗ Bj† )

.

(1.73)

The denominator in Eq. (1.73) ensures the normalisation [4144℄.
Any manipulation involving the above three pro edures is su in tly alled as

lo al

operation and lassi al ommuni ation (LOCC). Clearly any LOCC operation des ribed
by Eq. (1.71), is a ompletely positive map as in Eq. (1.49), but ea h of the W 's are in
tensor produ t form Ai ⊗ Bj . Thus, any LOCC an be thought of as a separable super

operator a ting on ρ̂AB . It is known that every LOCC an be represented by a separable
super operator, but not every separable super operator is an LOCC [44℄.
To summarise, a puri ation or distillation pro edure is essentially one of extra ting

singlets from multiple opies of shared entangled states through LOCC. A state is said
to be distillable if one an a tually distill, using a pre-agreed proto ol, pure singlets from
multiple opies of the state. However su h a denition may appear impre ise from the
implementation point of view, sin e the set the of all LOCC available to the two parties
is truely enormous.
It was shown in [45℄ that every entangled state of a 2 × 2 dimensional system is distil-
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lable. The idea is that even if an entangled state in 2 × 2 dimensions had singlet fra tion
less than

1
2,

it an always be onverted by LOCC, .i.e., a lo al ltering operation, to a

state with singlet fra tion greater than

1
2

and, onsequently, the re ursion proto ol de-

s ribed in [39℄, ould be used for further distillation. A tangible riterion for distillability
follows from this fa t [45℄.

Theorem 1.7 A state ρ̂AB is distillable if and only if, for some two dimensional proje tors P and Q, and for some n, the state P ⊗ Qρ̂⊗n
AB P ⊗ Q is entangled.

Thus, proje ting out the given n opies of the state ρ̂AB into a 2 × 2 dimensional

subspa e, and demonstrating entanglement in that subspa e, amounts to showing the
distillability of the state in ontention.
An impli ation of this denition is that states whi h are positive under partial transpose (PPT) annot be distilled by LOCC. This an for example be seen from the fa t
if a state is PPT, then n opies of the state is also PPT, and LOCC doesn't take PPT
states outside the set of PPT states, i.e., LOCC is a PPT-preserving operation. Thus if
′

ρ̂AB =

X
i

′

PT
ρ̂AB

=

X
i

Ai ⊗ Bi ρ̂AB A†i ⊗ Bi† ,

then

T †
Ai ⊗ BiT ρ̂PAB
Ai ⊗ Bi†T .

(1.74)

′

T is positive, ρ̂ P T is also positive, sin e it is derived by the a tion of a ompletely
If ρ̂PAB
AB
T . Thus, negativity under partial transpose (NPT) is a ne essary
positive map on ρ̂PAB

ondition for distillability. It is known that any state that violates the redu tion riteria
in Eq. (1.60) is distillable [33℄.
Having introdu ed the useful on ept of distillation or puri ation, and having shown
that negativity under partial transposition is a ne essary ondition for distillability, an
immediate question that arises is the following. Are there entangled states that are
nondistillable? A immediate way of answering this question is by answering the following
simpler question. Are there entangled states that are PPT? The answer to this was given
by the Horode ki's in [45, 46℄. There they onstru ted states that are entangled but PPT.
Su h states were alled

bound entangled, meaning one annot distill any entanglement

from them. To dete t entanglement in states that are PPT is a nontrivial task, sin e we
need to devise methods that are `stronger' that partial transpose. This has led the sear h
for stronger riteria in dete ting entanglement. We dis uss some of them below.
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1.5.1

Range Criterion

The range riterion is a useful tool to dete t entanglement, parti ularly in ases where
partial transpose fails. The statement of the riterion is summarised in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1.8 If a state

a ting on the spa e HAB is separable, then there exists a
family of produ t ve tors |ψj i ⊗ |φα i su h that,
(i) they span the range of ρ̂AB ,
(ii) the ve tors {|ψj i ⊗ |φ∗α i}ki=1 span the range of ρ̂PABT (where ∗ denotes omplex
onjugation in the basis in whi h partial transposition was performed).
ρ̂AB

In [46℄, the range riterion was applied to dete t entanglement in a PPT state. Consequently, it led to the elegant onstru tion of UPB's (Unextendible Produ t Basis) in [47℄.
These are a set of produ t orthogonal ve tors in HAB that has fewer elements than the

dimension of the spa e, but there does not exist any produ t ve tor orthogonal to all of

them. Thus, a UPB is a partial basis that annot be ompleted into a produ t basis. A
simple example of su h a UPB for a 3 ⊗ 3 dimensional system is

1
1
|ψ0 i = √ |0i ⊗ (|0i − |1i), |ψ2 i = √ |2i ⊗ (|1i − |2i),
2
2
1
1
|ψ1 i = √ (|0i − |1i) ⊗ |2i, |ψ3 i = √ (|1i − |2i) ⊗ |0i,
2
2
1
|ψ4 i = (|0i + |1i + |2i) ⊗ (|0i + |1i + |2i).
3

(1.75)

Given a UPB, it is easy to onstru t bound entangled states. Consider the proje tor
4
X

|ψi ihψi |,

(1.76)

1
ρ̂AB = (11 − PU P B ).
4

(1.77)

PU P B =

i=0

now onstru t the state

The range of ρ̂AB ontains no produ t ve tors, otherwise one would have been able to
T is positive, i.e., ρ̂
extend the produ t basis. Clearly ρ̂PAB
AB is PPT. The state ρ̂AB is thus

PPT entangled, and hen e bound entangled. The range riteria as a tool was su essfully
extended to the ase of ontinuous variables in [48℄, to dete t bound entanglement.
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1.5.2

Non-de omposable maps

The presen e of PPT bound entanglement ne essitates the denition of de omposable
and non-de omposable positive maps. A positive map is said to be de omposable, if it
an be represented in the form

Λ = Λ1CP + Λ2CP ◦ T,

(1.78)

where Λ1CP and Λ2CP are ompletely positive maps, ◦ denotes omposition, and T denotes

the transposition map. Clearly, a de omposable map a ting on a omposite system is
no stronger than partial transpose in dete ting entanglement. It turns out that in 2 ⊗ 2
and 2 × 3 dimensional systems, every positive map is de omposable [49, 50℄. Thus

positivity under partial transpose turns out to be a ne essary and su ient ondition
for entanglement in these systems, as indi ated earlier. However, in higher dimensional

systems there are positive maps that annot be de omposed as above. Any map that
annot be written as in Eq. (1.78), is said to be a non-de omposable map. Clearly, nonde omposable maps an potentially dete t entanglement that partial transpose annot.
Thus the study of non-de omposable maps has turned out to be an integral part of
entanglement theory. Examples of su h maps an be found in [6, 5154℄. In [51℄, it was
demonstrated that given a UPB one ould onstru t a non-de omposable map.
There seems to be no simple universal way of showing a positive map to be nonde omposable. One possible way is to onstru t a PPT state, and then show that the
map dete ts entanglement in the PPT state, thus establishing that the map is inde omposable. This parti ular route to demonstrating non-de omposability has led to sear h
for systemati ally hara terising PPT states [55, 56℄.

1.5.3

Un ertainty relations

The te hnique of dete ting entanglement through un ertainty relations is based on the
fa t that separable states, in addition to obeying the general un ertainty prin iple whi h
arise from non- ommutativity of operators, have to obey additional onstraints simply
arising from the fa t that they are separable. Su h a te hnique, though initially introdu ed in the ontext of ontinuous variable systems [57, 58℄, has been su essfully used to
dete t entanglement in nite dimensional systems [5961℄. Su h a te hnique is powerful
as it dete ts even bound entanglement [60, 61℄. We will dis uss these ideas later when
we deal with ontinuous variable entanglement.
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1.6 Measures of Entanglement
Sin e entanglement is a fundamental resour e in quantum information s ien e, it is important that one is able to quantify it. Any measure of entanglement has to meet some
desirable physi al requirements. Some reasonable requirements are enumerated below
[37, 41℄.
(i) For any separable state as in Eq. (1.16), whi h does not have any entanglement,
the measure of entanglement E should be zero :

E(ρ̂sep
AB ) = 0.

(1.79)

(ii) The se ond requirement on erns the invarian e of the entanglement measure
under simple lo al unitary transformations, sin e su h a transformation amounts to a
hange of basis lo ally and hen e an be undone lo ally in a deterministi manner. Any
lo al unitary operation should not be able to hange the quantity of entanglement shared :

E(ρ̂AB ) = E(UA ⊗ UB ρ̂AB UA† ⊗ UB† ).

(1.80)

(iii) The third requirement states that the average entanglement should not in rease
under lo al operations, lassi al ommuni ations, and post-sele tion (Eq. (1.72)), sin e if
the onverse was possible, it would mount to reating entanglement from less entangled
states through lo al operations alone. It is true that through appropriate post-sele tion,
we are able to extra t pure state singlets by LOCC as shown in Eq. (1.73), but we
are able to do so only at the ost of dis arding other out omes. Thus, on the average
entanglement does not in rease. Suppose given the state ρ̂AB we get the post-sele ted
states ρ̂iAB with probability pi , we then require

E(ρ̂AB ) ≥

X

pi E(ρ̂iAB ).

(1.81)

i

(iv) Finally one would require that the measure of entanglement is additive. Given
two entangled bipartite states ρ̂1 and ρ̂2 with the ombined system in ρ̂1 ⊗ ρ̂2 we would

like to have

E(ρ̂1 ⊗ ρ̂2 ) = E(ρ̂1 ) + E(ρ̂2 ).

(1.82)

For bipartite pure states there is a unique measure of entanglement. Given a bipartite
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pure state in the S hmidt form

|ΨiAB =

Xp
i

λi |ψi iA ⊗ |φi iB ,

(1.83)

the unique measure of its entanglement is

E(|ΨiAB ) = −

X

λi log2 λi ,

(1.84)

i

the Shannon entropy of the squares of the S hmidt oe ients. It is the Von Neumann
entropy of the redu ed density matrix of either subsystem. The uniqueness of the measure
follows from the fa t that given k opies of the state |Ψi one an distill n opies of singlets

and, onversely, given n opies of singlets one an produ e k opies of the given state.

However, su h a reversible transformation is to be understood in the sense of the limit

k, n → ∞ [38℄. With this inter onvertibility available, we have
(1.85)

nE(|ΨiAB ) = kE(|SiAB ),
where |SiAB is the singlet state. The inter onvertibility implies that

X
k
E(|SiAB ) = −
λi log2 λi .
n,k→∞ n

E(|ΨiAB ) = lim

(1.86)

i

By onvention, one takes E(|SiAB ) to be one [37, 62℄. This measure whi h is alled the
entropy of entanglement or simply entanglement, ranges from zero for a produ t state to

log2 d for maximally entangled states in d ⊗ d dimensions.

1.6.1

Entanglement of Formation

Having dened a unique measure of entanglement for bipartite pure states, it is now
possible to extend this measure to dene a good measure for the ase of bipartite mixed
states. As indi ated earlier, the set of ensembles ε = {pi , ρ̂iAB } realising a given mixed
state ρ̂AB is an innitely huge family [1℄. Keeping this fa t in mind, the denition for
the entanglement measure for the ase of bipartite mixed states is dened as

E(ρ̂AB ) = min
ε

X

pi E(ρ̂iAB ).

(1.87)

i

The minimisation has to be arried out with respe t to the possible ensemble de ompositions. Clearly, any separable state has an entanglement measure zero by denition. The
above measure is alled the

Entanglement of Formation (EOF). The EOF satises the
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rst three requirements required of a good measure. The regularised version of the EOF
is dened as [63, 64℄

E(ρ̂⊗n
AB )
,
n→∞
n

Ec (ρ̂AB ) = lim

(1.88)

the entanglement ost of ρ̂AB . By denition the entanglement ost of a state is expe ted
to be lesser than its EOF, sin e a minimisation over a mu h larger ensemble set is to be
arried out. In ase the EOF of a state is additive, then its entanglement ost Ec is equal
to its EOF. It is now known that EOF is in general not additive [65, 66℄.
The EOF of a state is in general very hard to evaluate. It is thus remarkable that
Wootters was able to provide a losed form expression for the EOF of an arbitrary two
qubit state [67, 68℄. The other ases where losed form expressions have been found are
those states with a high degree of symmetry [6972℄. We will ome ba k to this measure
when we dis uss the EOF for two-mode Gaussian states.

1.6.2

Distillable entanglement

This is the amount of pure state entanglement that an be distilled from multiple opies
of a given entangled mixed state through LOCC. There are no hard and fast rules as
to how one goes about it. Distillable entanglement, as a measure of entanglement, is
proto ol dependent. Given n opies of the shared entangled mixed state ρ̂AB , where

n is very large, if one is able to extra t m opies of pure state singlets by LOCC, the
distillable entanglement is dened as

D(ρ̂AB ) = lim

n→∞

m
.
n

(1.89)

Fundamental prototypes of various proto ols were initially introdu ed in [37℄. As indi ated earlier, not all entangled states are distillable, thus for bound entangled states
distillable entanglement is zero. Distillable entanglement as a measure of entanglement is
however useful in the sense that it a tually gives an estimate of the useful entanglement
one an harvest from multiple opies of a given state through LOCC. This measure being
proto ol dependant, is not unique. As an example in the ase of two qubits, the one way
hashing proto ol gives a nite yield with

m
≈ 1 − S(ρ̂AB ),
n

(1.90)

where S(ρ̂AB ) is the Von Neumann entropy of the state ρ̂AB . In omparison, the re ursion
proto ol similar to the one dis ussed in Se tion 1.5, gives almost a zero yield [37℄. It
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is known that any distillable entanglement is a lower bound on the entanglement of
formation [37℄.

1.6.3

Distan e based measures

This ategory of measures arise from the onvex stru ture of state spa e. We know that
the set all states in a given bipartite system form a onvex set, so does the set of all
separable states of that system. And learly, the set of all separable states form a subset
in the state spa e. Thus one an talk of

distan e between the given entangled state and

a separable state. Let S be the set of all separable states. The measure of entanglement
for a given state σ̂ is dened as

E(σ̂) = min D(σ̂||ρ̂),
ρ̂∈S

where D is any measure of

(1.91)

distan e (not ne essarily a metri ) between the two density

operators σ̂ and ρ̂, su h that it satises the requirements put forth above. One measure
whi h satises the rst three requirements is based on the quantum relative entropy
dened as

ˆ
D(σ̂||ρ̂) = S(σ̂||ρ̂) = Tr[σ̂(lnσ̂
− lnρ̂)].

(1.92)

The quantum relative entropy is not symmetri and does not satisfy the triangle inequality required of a metri . One ould have dened the measure with σ̂ and ρ̂ inter hanged,
however in su h a ase, pure entangled states have innite measure of entanglement,
whi h is not desirable. It is known that for pure bipartite states, the relative entropy
of entanglement is the Von Neumann redu ed entropy [41, 42℄. The relative entropy
of entanglement has been evaluated for Bell diagonal states, however a losed form expression is not known in the ase of general two qubit mixed states. It is known that
the relative entropy of entanglement is not additive [71℄, that it is always less than the
entanglement of formation [42℄, and that it is an upper bound on the distillable entanglement, thus a lower bound on the entanglement of formation [42, 73℄. While in the ase
of pure states one an distill as mu h entanglement as is present, the mixed state s enario is dierent. One annot distill all the entanglement that is present. The existen e
of bound entanglement is a manifestation of this aspe t. This has led to onsideration
of thermodynami al analogies in the ontext of mixed state entanglement [42, 62, 74℄.
Other distan e measures su h as the Bures metri have also been analogously extended
to dene entanglement measures [42℄.
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1.6.4

Negativity

Most of the measures of entanglement dis ussed above are hard to ompute for an arbitrary mixed entangled state. Espe ially, the entanglement of formation and the relative
entropy of entanglement require an optimisation pro edure, whi h is in general not easy.
Thus it is useful to have a pra ti al measure whi h is easily al ulable. The negativity or
the logarithmi negativity is one su h measure. The negativity for a bipartite state ρ̂AB
is dened as

N (ρ̂AB ) =

T || − 1
||ρ̂PAB
1
,
2

(1.93)

where ||.||1 denotes the tra e norm. The tra e norm for a hermitian operator is the
sum of the absolute values of its eigenvalues. Thus N (ρ̂AB ) is simply the sum of negative

T . Given negativity, we an dene yet another measure of entanglement,
eigenvalues of ρ̂PAB

the logarithmi negativity whi h is dened as
T
EN (ρ̂AB ) = log2 ||ρ̂PAB
||1 .

(1.94)

The logarithmi negativity satises the last three of the requirements required of a good
measure of entanglement. It is lo al unitary invariant, does not in rease under LOCC,
and is additive. However, sin e it is based on partial transpose, it fails to measure entanglement in bound entangled states [75℄. In a similar fashion, one an dene al ulable
measures of entanglement based on negativity based on other positive maps [76, 77℄.

1.7 Continuous variables
In the earlier Se tions, our on ern was systems des ribed by nite dimensional Hilbert
spa es. We now onsider extension of some of these ideas to the ase of ontinuous
variable systems. Su h a study is ne esitated by the very nature of the urrent available te hnology. One approa h towards pra ti al implementation of the fundamental
ideas of quantum information pro essing has been through the urrently available quantum opti al te hnology. Many fundamental aspe ts of quantum information theory have
already been demonstrated in various labs, essentially through quantum opti al te hnology [78111℄. Entanglement or EPR orrelation was initially demonstrated in [78, 79℄.
Teleportation in the ontinuous variable ontext was initially dis ussed in [82℄ and then
demonstrated in [83℄. It was subsequently reported in other experiments [85, 86, 88
90, 92, 93℄. Continuous variable dense oding has been reported in [96, 103105℄. Entanglement of the polarisation degree of freedom of photons was established in [8487℄.
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In [85℄ two qubit entanglement was demonstrated, and in [87℄ three qubit entanglement.
In [86℄ teleportation of a single photon's polarisation state was reported. Coherent state
based key distribution was reported in [97100℄. Other experiments that report ontinuous variable entanglement are found in [80, 81, 91, 94, 95, 101, 102, 107, 108, 111℄.
In [94℄ atomi ensemble entanglement was reported, and in [95, 101, 111℄ multipartite
entanglement was reported. In [109, 110℄ teleportation between light and matter was
reported.
A fundamental attribute to most of the above mentioned experiments has been the
use of non lassi al resour es. It is well known that states of radiation, naturally divide
into lassi al and non lassi al types [112℄, non lassi ality being more fundamental than
entanglement in the sense that it is a prerequisite for entanglement [113115℄. A primary
reason for the possibility of many experiments in the ontext of quantum information theory has been the availability of non lassi al resour es, primarily in the form of quadrature
squeezing [116135℄. It is well known that this kind of non lassi ality, when pro essed appropriately with the help of passive devi es like beamsplitters, an reate entanglement,
parti ularly in Gaussian states [113115, 136140℄. Squeezing has been, and ontinues to
be studied as a resour e in the ontext of ontinuous variable entanglement.
Bearing in mind this te hnologi al s enario, a study of entanglement from the perspe tive of quantum states of radiation be omes desirable. Any su h study requires one
to deal with a system of quantum harmoni os illators, systems whose Hilbert spa es are
innite dimensional. The potential role of su h systems in quantum information theory
have been explored in [141163℄. In [141℄ the issue of en oding a qubit in an os illator
was dis ussed, and the possibility of using oherent states to arry out quantum omputational tasks was dis ussed in [164℄. Su h a study showed the possibility of using
ontinuous variable set up to do quantum information tasks arried out on nite dimensional systems. In [142℄ the possibility of key distribution using squeezed states was
dis ussed. In [143, 147, 148℄ quantum ryptography with Gaussian states was analysed.
Multipartite entanglement and its potential use in quantum networks were onsidered in
[144, 145, 150, 154156℄. In [151℄ universal quantum omputation based on ontinuous
variable luster states using linear opti s and homodyne measurement was explored. In
[152℄ the problem of quantum state engineering was onsidered. In [146, 149, 157159℄
ontinuous variable Gaussian hannels were studied. In [161, 162, 165, 166℄ the possibility of generating entanglement in nanome hani al os illators was explored; su h systems
are also modelled as a system of quantum harmoni os illators. Thus it is natural to
undertake the study of entanglement in the ontext of ontinuous variables.
The simplest study of entanglement in the ontext of bipartite ontinuous variable
systems is the study of two-os illator systems. For this bipartite ontinuous variable
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system S = A + B , subsystems A and B onsists of a single quantum harmoni os illator
ea h. The total system S is spe ied by respe tive annihilation and reation operator
pairs â† , â, and b̂† , b̂ a ting on the Hilbert spa es Ha and Hb . Their only non-vanishing
ommutators are

[â, â† ] = [b̂, b̂† ] = 11.

(1.95)

The Fo k or photon number states for the two modes provide a natural set of ONB's for

Ha and Hb respe tively. They are given as,
n

|ni = (n!)−1/2 (â† ) |0ia ,
m

|mi = (m!)−1/2 (b̂† ) |0ib ,
n, m = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(1.96)

Then the produ t states |n, mi ≡ |nia ⊗ |mib form an ONB for Ha ⊗ Hb [167℄. This
des ription is easily extended to multipartite ontinuous variable systems through introdu tion of additional reation and annihilation operator pairs.

1.7.1

Quasi-probabilities

When dealing with quantum me hani s of ontinuous variables, i.e., radiation eld modes,
it is useful to go over to their des ription in the language of quasi-probabilities. A state
of a quantum me hani al system des ribed by a density operator ρ̂ an be equivalently
des ribed in the language of their s-ordered quasi-probabilities in a omplete manner. The

s-ordered quasi-probabilities apture all the statisti al information present in the density
operator ρ̂. In this set up a density operator ρ̂ is mapped into a quasi-probability, and
the observables to orresponding ordered fun tions in phase spa e. Considering a singlemode for simpli ity, the s-ordered quasi-probability orresponding to a state ρ̂ is dened
as

Wρ (α, s) = Tr(ρ̂T̂ (α, s)), where,
Z
1
D(ξ, s)exp(αξ ∗ − α∗ ξ)d2 ξ, and
T̂ (α, s) =
π
1
D(ξ, s) = exp(â† ξ ∗ − âξ + s|ξ|2 ).
2

(1.97)

D(ξ, s) is the displa ement operator orresponding to a given s, and α is the phase spa e
variable whi h is denoted as α =

q+ip
√ .
2

The parameter s takes the values −1 ≤ s ≤ 1.

The three dening properties of a density operator given in Eq. (1.1) trans ribe into the
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following requirements on the s-ordered quasi-probability :

Tr(ρ̂) = 1 ⇔

Z

Wρ (α, s)d2 α = 1,

ρ̂† = ρ̂ ⇔ Wρ (α, s) = Wρ∗ (α, s),
Z
ρ̂ ≥ 0 ⇔ Tr(ρ̂ρ̂′ ) ≥ 0 ⇔ Wρ (α, s)Wρ′ (α, −s)d2 α ≥ 0.

(1.98)

The rst requirement demands that the s-ordered quasi-probability is normalised to one
with respe t to integration over the phase spa e, while the se ond demands that it be
real. For the third requirement to be satised one has to in prin iple he k for positivity
of the tra e inner produ t of the given density operator ρ̂ with respe t to all valid density
operators ρ̂′ , whi h amounts to he king for positivity of the overlap integral of the given

s-ordered quasi-probability with respe t to all valid (−s)-ordered quasi-probabilities. The
dening requirements at the density operator level doesn't enfor e pointwise positivity of
the s-ordered quasi-probability, further, a valid s-ordered quasi-probability an be highly
singular.
Obje ts of interest are the expe tation values of observables with respe t to the given
density operator ρ̂. Given an observable Ω̂, assume that it possesses an s-ordered power
series expansion

Ω̂ =

∞
X

n,m=0

Ωn,m (s){â†n âm }s ,

(1.99)

where {â†n âm }s is the s-ordered produ t given by

1
{â â }s =
π
†n m

Z

T̂ (α, s)α∗n αm d2 α,

(1.100)

then the expe tation value hΩ̂i is given by

Tr(ρ̂Ω̂) =
Ω(α, −s) =

Z

Ω(α, −s)Wρ (α, s)d2 α,

∞
X

Ωn,m(−s)α∗n αm .

where
(1.101)

n,m=0

Evaluating expe tation values of s-ordered operators with respe t to a density operator

ρ̂ orresponds to evaluating the fun tion Ω whi h is obtained from Ω̂ simply by repla ing
{â†n âm }s by α∗n αm , and then evaluating its overlap integral with the s-ordered quasiprobability Wρ (α, s) orresponding to the state ρ̂. Conversely, any observable Ω̂ an be
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written as

Ω̂ =

1
π

Z

Ω(α, s)T̂ (α, s)d2 α.

(1.102)

The s-ordered quasi-probabilities enables us to re ast quantum me hani s in the language
of statisti al me hani s. Given an observable Ω̂, we have an s-ordered weight fun tion

Ω(α, −s), whi h aptures the ontent of Ω̂ for ea h −1 ≤ s ≤ 1.

The more familiar s-ordered quasi-probabilities are Sudarshan's φ fun tion orre-

sponding to s = 1, the Wigner fun tion orresponding to s = 0, and the Husimi or Q
fun tion orresponding to s = −1. The notion of s-ordered quasi-probability an be

easily extended to the multi-mode ase as well [167169℄.

1.7.2

Sudarshan's φ fun tion

It turns out that any density operator orresponding to a single mode of radiation eld
an always be expanded as

ρ̂ =

Z

d2 z
φρ (z)|zihz|,
π

(1.103)

where φρ (z) = Wρ (z, 1), and |zi is the oherent state. This is alled as the diagonal

representation. It is remarkable that every density operator an be expanded diagonally
in the oherent state basis. This has been possible be ause of the over ompleteness of the
oherent state basis [112℄. This representation enables one to evaluate ensemble averages
of normally ordered operators. Normal ordering orresponds to shifting all the reation
operators to the left and all the annihilation operators to the right. The useful on ept
that arises out of this representation is the notions of lassi ality and non lassi ality.
If φρ (z) orresponding to a density operator ρ̂ is pointwise nonnegative in the omplex
plane, then the density operator is a onvex ombination of oherent states. Sin e the
oherent states are the most elementary of all quantum me hani al states exhibiting
lassi al behaviour, any state that an be written as a onvex ombination of these
elementary states is deemed lassi al. We have,

φρ (z) ≥ 0 for all z ∈ C ⇒ ρ̂ is classical.

(1.104)

Any state whi h annot be written so is deemed non lassi al. This denition is readily
extended to the multi-mode ase. Not all states are lassi al, and in fa t the φ fun tion
an be highly singular. For the Fo k states |ni, the diagonal fun tion φρ (z) turns out to

be nth derivative of the delta fun tion. We will make extensive use of non lassi ality in
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the ontext of entanglement in bipartite ontinuous variable systems.

1.7.3

Non lassi ality

One of the primary on erns in quantum opti s over the years has been non lassi ality.
This notion has been explored in various ways and its manifestations detailed [170
192℄. Physi al manifestations su h as photon number os illations have been explored
in [170, 175, 178, 181, 183, 193℄. More re ently, non lassi ality has been viewed as a
resour e for entanglement [113115, 137139, 171, 194℄.
An important on ern in the study of non lassi ality is in respe t of the methods
employed to dete t non lassi ality. We briey des ribe one of the te hniques. Suppose
we have the operator

F (â† , â) =

X

cij â†j âi .

(1.105)

ij

Dene the positive operator F † F and normal order it to obtain : F † F :. Then the
expe tation value of this normal ordered operator in a state ρ̂ is
†

†

h: F F :i = Tr(ρ̂ : F F :) =

Z

d2 z
φρ (z)|F (z ∗ , z)|2 .
π

(1.106)

Cal ulating h: F † F :i is equivalent to evaluating the phase spa e average of a pointwise

positive fun tion |F (z ∗ , z)|2 with respe t to φρ (z). Thus if the expe tation value of a

positive normal ordered operator with respe t to a state turns out to be negative, then
we an surely on lude that the state was non lassi al. However if the expe tation value
turns out to be positive, we annot on lude that the state was lassi al. In prin iple,
one has to run over all possible positive fun tions over the phase spa e to test if a state
is lassi al or not.
The method outlined above has been dis ussed and used in [170, 182, 186, 189191℄.

The idea an be further extended through the use of positive polynomials whi h are not
sum of squares of other polynomials [191℄. It is useful to note that there is no on lusive
test for non lassi ality, of an arbitrary mixed state. There are however two ex eptions,
namely single-mode Gaussians [185℄ and single-mode phase invariant states [170℄.
Another important aspe t in the study of non lassi ality has been its quanti ation.
Measures of non lassi ality have been dis ussed in [171, 173, 174, 177, 188, 195198℄.
Distan e based measures were dis ussed in [173, 188, 195, 196℄, where the measure of
non lassi ality was dened as the least `distan e' of a non lassi al state with respe t to
the set of all lassi al states. The distan e based measures are in general hard to evaluate
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be ause of the inherent minimisation pro edure involved in the denition. In [174, 177℄ a
measure based on the smoothening of the φ fun tion was dened. One an go from the φ
fun tion to any s-ordered quasi-probability through a Gaussian onvolution parametrised
by τ . The point τc at whi h the resultant quasi-probability is just about a true probability
gives us a measure of non lassi ality. In [197, 198℄ a measure of non lassi ality based on
Hudson's theorem was dened. Hudson's theorem says that the only pure state whose
Wigner fun tion is positive is a Gaussian state [199℄. This fa t indi ates that any measure
that aptures the negativity of the Wigner fun tion is a measure of non lassi ality of the
state. More re ently, in [171℄ a measure of non lassi ality inspired from an entanglement
point of view was dened. Non lassi ality of a single-mode state was dened as the
maximal bipartite entanglement it an produ e when oupled with additional lassi al
resour es and passed through a 50:50 beamsplitter.

1.7.4

The Wigner fun tion

The Wigner fun tion is the s-ordered quasi-probability orresponding to s = 0. It is
obtained by onvoluting the φ with a parti ular Gaussian weight fun tion. Thus, in
prin iple, it is not as singular as the φ fun tion, but nevertheless it an be pointwise nonpositive in phase spa e. In this des ription, density operators are put in orresponden e
with real valued fun tions over the phase spa e through the rule

1
Wρ (q, p) =
π
We re all that α =

q+ip
√ .
2

Z

dq ′ hq − q ′ |ρ̂|q + q ′ iexp(2iq ′ p).

(1.107)

We may write Wρ (q, p) as Wρ (ξ) for onvenien e [200, 201℄,

where ξ is the pair {q, p}. The Wigner des ription oers several advantages, from the

theoreti al and experimental perspe tives. It turns out to be onvenient in the ontext

of unitary evolution of states under the a tion quadrati hamiltonians. Given the unitary operator U (S) orresponding to a quadrati hamiltonian whi h is aptured by a
symple ti group element S ∈ Sp(2n, R), a state evolves as

ρ̂ → ρ̂′ = U (S)ρ̂U (S)† .

(1.108)

This transformation takes a very simple form in the Wigner des ription :

S : ρ̂ → ρ̂′ = U (S)ρ̂U (S)† ⇔ Wρ (ξ) → Wρ′ (ξ) = Wρ (S −1 ξ).

(1.109)

That is, Wρ′ (Sξ) = Wρ (ξ) for every anoni al transformation S ∈ Sp(2n, R). That
is, the Wigner fun tion transforms as a Sp(2n, R) s alar eld [202℄. This is also true
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of inhomogeneous linear anoni al transformations involving phase spa e translations as
well.
The Wigner fun tion is also important from an experimental perspe tive, as it an be
dire tly measured in a lab. The Wigner fun tion by denition, is the expe tation value
of the displa ed parity operator with respe t to the given density operator[169℄, and thus
an be observed in a laboratory. Indeed, the Wigner fun tion of various quantum states
of radiation have been reported [203215℄.

1.7.5

The Q fun tion

The Q fun tion orresponds to the quasi-probability with order parameter s = −1 For a
state ρ̂ of a single-mode of radiation eld it is dened as

Qρ (α) = hα|ρ̂|αi.

(1.110)

It is thus pointwise nonnegative in the omplex plane, being the expe tation value of a
oherent state on a positive semidenite density operator ρ̂. Thus it is a true probability
distribution. However it should be noted that not all valid probability distributions are
valid Q fun tions. The quantum me hani al un ertainty prin iple pla es severe restri tions on probability distributions whi h qualify to be valid Q fun tions. The advantage
of working with them is that one will deal only with true probabilities. We will onsider
them in more detail in Chapter 7 where we dis uss non-Gaussianity [216℄.

1.8 Dete tion of Entanglement
Dete ting entanglement in ontinuous variables has been an important pursuit, as methods employed in the ase of nite dimensions annot always be extended in a naive
manner. Among tests based on positive maps, only the partial transpose test and redu tion riterion have been extended [57, 217℄. However, inseparability riteria (inequalities)
dened through EPR-like operators based on the quadrati moments, initially introdu ed
in [58℄, are ee tive in dete ting entanglement in ontinuous variables. These inequalities are derived from rst prin iples as onsequen es of separability. The un ertainty
prin iple pla es ertain restri tions on the moments, and all states have to obey the
un ertainty prin iple [218℄. However, separable states have to obey further onstraints,
whi h an be taken as inseparability riteria. Simple examples of su h onstraints are
the Bell type inequalities, violation of whi h have been observed in entangled Gaussian
states [219, 220℄.
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1.8.1

Bell's inequalities

The Bell type inequalities as in Eq. (1.36) are extended to the ontinuous variable ase
through the denition of the parity operator. The parity operator takes the role of the
spin observable, and the role of `dire tion' of the spin observable is taken by displa ement
in phase spa e. The parity operator Π(ξ) for N modes is given as
n̂i †
N
Π(ξ) = ⊗N
i=1 Πi (ξi ) = ⊗i=1 Di (ξi )(−1) Di (ξi ),

(1.111)

where Di (ξi ) is the phase spa e displa ement operator of the ith mode, dened in Eq.
(1.97). It happens that the expe tation value of the parity operator Π(ξ) with a given
state ρ̂ gives its Wigner fun tion [168, 169℄ :

Wρ (ξ) = Tr(ρ̂Π(ξ)).

(1.112)

Hen e, the expe tation value of the parity operator on simple states su h as Gaussian
states is easily evaluated. In [219℄ the Bell operator

B = Π(0, 0) + Π(0, β) + Π(α, 0) − Π(α, β)

(1.113)

was onsidered, where α, and β are phase spa e displa ements on the two modes. Separable ontinuous variable states have to satisfy the inequality |B| ≤ 2. It was demonstrated

in [219℄ that the two-mode squeezed va uum learly violated this inequality. This idea
was further generalised to the multi-mode ase in [221℄.
Another equivalent approa h towards Bell inequalities in ontinuous variable systems

was given in [220℄. This was done through the extension of the spin operators to innite
dimensions through a dire t sum of the spin- 12 Pauli operators. In this set up, the Pauli
spin operators σ̂z , σ̂ + , and σ̂ − are given by
n̂

+

σ̂z = (−1) , σ̂ = σ̂

−†

=

∞
X

n=0

|2nih2n + 1|.

(1.114)

It is easy to see that the pseudo-spin operators dened above, satisfy the SU (2) algebra
required of spin- 12 operators. It is now easy to extend the Bell-CHSH inequalities in
Eq. (1.36) to the ontinuous variable ase. In [220℄ su h an extension was done, and
the entanglement in two-mode squeezed va uum was demonstrated. The role of Bell's
inequalities in dete ting entanglement is also dis ussed in [222225℄.
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1.8.2

Partial transpose

We have already seen in Eq. (1.109) that the Wigner fun tion transforms as a s alar eld
under the a tion of symple ti group elements orresponding to evolution under quadrati
hamiltonians. The transpose map and the partial transpose map also take a geometri
form in the Wigner des ription. For a single mode of radiation eld, it follows from
the denition of the Wigner fun tion that transpose operation on the density operator
is equivalent to omplex onjugation of the elements of the density matrix in position
representation, whi h trans ribes faithfully into momentum reversal operation in the
Wigner des ription :

T : Wρ (q, p)

→

Λ

=

′

Wρ (q, p) = Wρ (q, −p) = Wρ (Λξ),
diag(1, −1) = σ3 .

(1.115)

This amounts to a mirror ree tion whi h inverts the p oordinate, leaving the q oordinate un hanged. The transpose map takes density operators to density operators, but is
unphysi al as seen in Se tion 1.4.6. For a bipartite system of two modes of radiation eld,
partial transposition amounts to inverting the p oordinate for one of the subsystems.
Its a tion on the Wigner fun tion is given by

PT : Wρ (qa , pa , qb , pb )

′

→

Wρ (qa , pa , qb , pb )

=

Wρ (qa , pa , qb , −pb ).

(1.116)

Though the partial transpose, as a map, is given by an elegant transformation with
regard to the Wigner fun tion, its usefulness as an entanglement witness is manifest
only when we are able to test a phase spa e distribution for its Wigner quality. That
is, one has to answer the question as to when is a fun tion in phase spa e a Wigner
fun tion. Su h a question was initially raised in the limited ontext of Gaussian Wigner
fun tions in [201℄, and fully answered in [226℄ in that ontext. This was possible be ause
of the Williamson's theorem [226℄. This onsequently led to the demonstration of partial
transpose as an ee tive entanglement riterion in the ase of two-mode Gaussians [57℄.
In general, one an test for entanglement in a limited manner through the manifestation
of partial transpose on moments.
Given a state ρ̂(ab) of a bipartite system of two modes of radiation eld, a test for
entanglement in ρ̂(ab) through partial transpose would be to test for negativity of ρ̂(ab)P T .
A dire t approa h would be to test for violation of positivity of the diagonals of ρ̂(ab)P T in
some orthogonal basis pertaining to the omposite system Hilbert spa e Ha ⊗ Hb . Su h

an eort may be tedious while one is dealing with ontinuous variable systems. A simpler
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pra ti al approa h, but limited in s ope, would be to test for violation of positivity of

ρ̂(ab)P T by taking its expe tation value with a positive operator. Su h a test may not in
prin iple apture the negativity of ρ̂(ab)P T in its entirety, but may prove to be useful in
ertain ontexts. An immediate requirement of the pro edure demands the systemati
onstru tion of positive operators a ting on Ha ⊗ Hb . Given an operator

η=

X

cjklm â†j âk b̂†l b̂m ,

(1.117)

jklm

the operator η † η is positive by onstru tion. A simple test for violation of positivity of

ρ̂(ab)P T is to then he k if
Tr(ρ̂(ab)P T (η † η)) = Tr(ρ̂(ab) (η † η)

PT

) < 0.

(1.118)

To this end, we need to know how partial transpose a ts on an ordered monomial

(â†j âk â†p âq b̂†l b̂m b̂†r b̂s ). Sin e the reation and annihilation operators b̂† and b̂ are real,
transposition on Bob's side alone amounts to hermitian onjugation of operators on Bob's
side. We have

(â†j âk â†p âq b̂†l b̂m b̂†r b̂s )P T = (â†j âk â†p âq b̂†s b̂r b̂†m b̂l ).

(1.119)

As a simple example demonstrating the ee tiveness of the pro edure o urs in the ase
of two-mode Gaussians. The violation of partial transpose at the level of varian e matrix
orresponding to η † η being quadrati in the annihilation and reation operators of the
two modes, turns out to be a both ne essary and su ient test for entanglement [57℄.
We shall see later how this pro edure an be ee tive in more general ontexts [227229℄.

1.8.3

Inseparability riteria through un ertainty relations

This method of dete ting entanglement in ontinuous variable systems is based on the fa t
that expe tation values of nonlo al operators pertaining to the omposite system have
to obey additional onstraints for separable states in addition to the usual un ertainty
prin iple. As a simple example, onsider the pair of EPR like operators x̂a − x̂b and p̂a + p̂b .
The sum of the varian es of these two operators goes to zero for maximally entangled

states. Su h a state may appear unphysi al though, but for the two-mode squeezed
va uum the total varian e rapidly tends to zero with in reasing degree of squeezing. And
this state approa hes the maximally entangled state as the squeeze parameter grows.
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However for a separable state, assuming that the rst moments were zero, we have

h(x̂a − x̂b )2 i + h(p̂a + p̂b )2 i =
X
X
X
pi hx̂2a ii +
pi hx̂2b ii − 2
pi hx̂a ii hx̂b ii
i

+

i

X
i

=

X
i

+

X
i

X
i

pi hp̂2a ii

+

i

X
i

pi hp̂2b ii

pi (hx̂2a ii − hx̂a i2i ) +
pi (hx̂2b ii

−

hx̂b i2i )
2

+

pi (hx̂a ii − hx̂b ii ) +

+2

X
i

X
i

X
i

X
i

pi hp̂a ii hp̂b ii

pi (hp̂2a ii − hp̂a i2i )

pi (hp̂2b ii − hp̂b i2i ) +

pi (hp̂a ii + hp̂b ii )2 ≥ 2.

(1.120)

Su h a riterion was ee tively used in [58, 230℄ to demonstrate entanglement in two-mode
Gaussian states. The EPR un ertainty relation in Eq. (1.120) also be omes useful in
evaluating the EOF of two-mode symmetri Gaussian states. This method was extended
to the multi-mode s enario in [231℄. Similar te hniques, based on the un ertainties on
moments were used in the ase of nite dimensional systems to dete t entanglement
[5961℄, and later extended to ontinuous variable systems in [232℄.

Positive maps on matrix of moments : This te hnique was re ently introdu ed in [233℄.
It enables us to apply the positive maps familiar from the ontext of nite dimensional
systems to dete t entanglement in ontinuous variable systems through the matrix of
moments. Any moment matrix generated by tensoring operators belonging to the individual systems is separable on separable states, thus inseparability of the moment matrix
implies entanglement for the state. As a simple example, for two pairs of operators fˆ1 , fˆ2
on Ali e's side, and ĝ1 , ĝ2 on Bob's side, the matrix of moments formed by the tensored
set (fˆ1 ĝ1 , fˆ1 ĝ2 , fˆ2 ĝ1 , fˆ2 ĝ2 ), i.e.,





M =



hfˆ1 fˆ2 ĝ12 i hfˆ1 fˆ2 ĝ1 ĝ2 i
hfˆ1 fˆ2 ĝ2 ĝ1 i hfˆ1 fˆ2 ĝ22 i
1 2
hfˆ22 ĝ1 ĝ2 i
hfˆ2 fˆ1 ĝ1 ĝ2 i
hfˆ22 ĝ12 i
2 1 1
hfˆ22 ĝ22 i
hfˆ22 ĝ2 ĝ1 i
hfˆ2 fˆ1 ĝ2 ĝ1 i hfˆ2 fˆ1 ĝ22 i
hfˆ12 ĝ12 i
hfˆ12 ĝ2 ĝ1 i
hfˆ fˆ ĝ2 i

hfˆ12 ĝ1 ĝ2 i
hfˆ2 ĝ2 i





,



(1.121)

is separable for separable states. This method enables us to indire tly (dire tly) use the
theory of positive maps to dete t entanglement in ontinuous variable systems.
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1.9 Gaussian states
Gaussian states form an integral part of quantum information theory in the ontext
of ontinuous variables. Initially they were studied in the ontext of radiation elds
in quantum opti s [185, 201, 202, 226, 234240℄. Mu h of the study was devoted to
hara terising them through the varian e matrix and the exploration of non lassi ality of
these states whi h was primarily in the form of squeezing. But with the development of
quantum information theory the fo us has shifted to the study of entanglement in these
states [57, 58, 70, 136, 138, 140, 143, 144, 147150, 156159, 217, 241271℄. Teleporation,
the fundamental proto ol of quantum information theory has been a hieved using them
[83, 8890, 96, 97, 103℄. This has lead to the exploration of Gaussian states in a major
way.
We review, very briey, some of these developments. The potential role of Gaussian states in quantum information pro esses was initially realised in [82℄ in the form of
teleportation. The entanglement involved in this proto ol was rst pointed out in [105℄.
Subsequently, the dete tion of entanglement of these states was ompletely hara terised
in [58, 272℄. The ee tive use of the varian e matrix formalism in the ontext of bipartite
entanglement was initially arried out in [57℄, and this was possible be ause Gaussian
states are ompletely spe ied by their varian e matrix. The primary tool is the ee tive
use of un ertainty prin iple in hara terising them [192, 202, 218, 226℄. The Williamson
theorem has a fundamental role to play in this ontext [192, 202, 226, 272, 273℄.
In [241℄ a family of bound entangled Gaussian states was onstru ted, and in [217℄
the issue of distillability was solved: it was shown that every NPT Gaussian state is
distillable. Puri ation of Gaussian states has been dis ussed in [259, 268, 271℄. In
[242℄, the issue of bipartite separability in the multi-mode ase was ompletely solved.
The various possible situations that ould arise with regard to separability in tripartite
systems was dis ussed in [243℄. Entanglement in multipartite Gaussians was studied in
[249, 250℄. It was found that in spe ial ases Gaussian multipartite entanglement an be
redu ed to two-mode Gaussian entanglements using lo al operations alone.
The role of squeezing in generating entanglement in these states was dis ussed. in
[136138, 140℄, and some of the spe ial properties of Gaussian states were dis ussed in
[244, 246, 252, 253℄. In [244, 246℄ it was found that Gaussian states annot be distilled
with Gaussian operations alone, and in [252℄ it was shown that the optimal loning of
Gaussian states required additional non-Gaussian resour es. Some of the extremal properties of Gaussian states were dis ussed in [253℄. One parti ular su h extremal property
helped solve the problem of determining the entanglement of formation in symmetri
Gaussian states [70℄. We will have more to say on this later in the thesis. Lower bounds
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on the entanglement of formation of general bipartite Gaussian states was obtained in
[262℄.
The determination of entanglement in bipartite Gaussian states through purity measurements was dis ussed in [248, 261, 263℄. Su h a study brought out the possibility of
hara terising Gaussian states through both global and lo al purities. Properties su h as
the loss of entanglement in evolution was dis ussed in [137, 260, 274℄.
Gaussian hannels have been dis ussed in [149, 157, 269℄. A denition for the most
general Gaussian hannel was given in [157℄. The quantum hannel apa ity dened
through oherent information was evaluated for a ertain lass of Gaussian hannels in
[158, 159℄.
The possibility of assessing the entanglement in two-mode Gaussian states using lo al
parity measurements and lassi al ommuni ation was dis ussed in [247℄. It was shown
that given su iently large number of opies of a Gaussian state, its entanglement and
the state itself an be hara terised ompletely by LOCC!
The on ept of entanglement monogamy [275, 276℄ was extended to the Gaussian ase
in [254, 255℄, and monogamy relations were established. In [251℄ the varian e matrix set
up was dis ussed from the perspe tive of onvex sets, and numeri al routines were set
up to generate entanglement witnesses. More detailed reviews on Gaussian states an be
found in [256258℄.
We now des ribe the basi formalism for handling Gaussian states and their transformation, with parti ular attention to non lassi ality and entanglement.

1.9.1

Non lassi ality in Gaussians

Non lassi ality in Gaussian states primarily o urs in the form of quadrature squeezing.
This quantum opti al on ept was initially explored in [185, 192, 237240, 277, 278℄. An
elegant denition for squeezing through the varian e matrix formalism was given in [192℄.
We briey review this work.
Sin e zero-mean Gaussian states are ompletely spe ied by their varian e matrix,
we begin by giving the basi setup of varian e matrix, rst from the perspe tive of
non lassi ality, and later we give the des ription from the entanglement perspe tive.
Consider an n mode quantum system with annihilation operators âj , â†j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
obeying the standard boson ommutation relations

[âj , â†k ] = δjk ,

[âj , âk ] = [â†j , â†k ] = 0,

(1.122)
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or equivalently

[q̂j , p̂k ] = iδjk , [q̂j , q̂k ] = [p̂j , p̂k ] = 0, where
q̂j − ip̂j
q̂j + ip̂j
√
, â†j = √
.
âj =
2
2

(1.123)

It is onvenient to arrange the hermitian q̂j , p̂j and the âj , â†j in 2n omponent olumn
ve tor forms :



ξ̂ (r)











=










q̂1





â1






 . 
. 



 . 
. 









. 
 . 



q̂n 
 ân 
(c)
 , ξ̂ =  †  .
 â1 
p̂1 



 . 
. 






 . 
. 



 . 
. 



p̂n
â†n

(1.124)

The `ve tors' ξˆ(c) and ξ̂ (r) are related by a xed numeri al unitary matrix Γ

ξˆ(c) = Γξ̂ (r) , where
Γ =

11 i11
11 −i11

1
√
2

!

(1.125)

.

The anoni al ommutation relations among the mode operators an now be su in tly
written as
(r)

(c)

(r)

[ξ̂j , ξˆk ] = iβjk ,

(c)

[ξ̂j , ξ̂k ] = iΣjk ,
(1.126)

i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 2n,
where the 2n × 2n dimensional matri es β and Σ are given in blo k form by

β=

0

11

−11 0

!

,

Σ=

11

0

0 −11

!

.

(1.127)
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We dene the 2n × 2n real varian e matrix V (r) for a state ρ̂ by
(r)

Vjk =

1
(r) (r)T
Tr(ρ̂{ξ̂j ξ̂k }),
2

(1.128)

where {., .} is the anti ommutator. We an alternatively arrive at the varian e matrix
by taking the expe tation value of the positive operator ξˆ(r) ξ̂ (r)T , i.e.,

i
hξ̂ (r) ξˆ(r)T i = Tr(ρ̂ ξ̂ (r) ξˆ(r)T ) = V (r) + β.
2
We an write the varian e matrix in an n × n blo k form as
!
V
V
1
2
V (r) =
,
V2T V3
1
(V1 )jk = hq̂j q̂k i, (V2 )jk = h{q̂j , p̂k }i, (V3 )jk = hp̂j p̂k i,
2
j, k = 1, 2, . . . , n .

(1.129)

The matrix V1 gives the orrelations among the q̂ 's, V3 gives those among the p̂'s, and V2
the orrelations between the q̂ 's and p̂'s. For a state ρ̂ with non zero mean (hξ̂ (r) i) 6= 0,
the varian e matrix is dened by simply repla ing ξˆ(r) by ∆ξ̂ (r) = ξˆ(r) − hξ̂ (r) i. Su h a

repla ement orresponds to a rigid translation in phase spa e by amount −hξ̂ (r) i, implemented by the displa ement operator D(−hξ̂ (r) i).

The omplex form of the varian e matrix V (c) is generated by taking the expe tation
value of the positive operator ξˆ(c) ξ̂ (c)† , i.e.,

1
hξ̂ (c) ξˆ(c)† i = V (c) + Σ, where
2
V (c) = ΓV (r) Γ† .

(1.130)

Writing in n × n blo k form, we have

V

(c)

Ajk

A

B

!

,
B ∗ A∗
1
= A∗kj = h{âj , â†k }i, Bjk = Bkj = hâj âk i.
2
=

(1.131)

By denition, V (r) is symmetri positive denite, this also implies that V (c) is omplex
hermitian positive denite. It also implies that A is hermitian, and B is symmetri . We
have the following relations between the blo ks of the varian e matrix in its real and
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omplex forms :

1
A = [V1 + V3 + i(V2T − V2 )],
2
1
B = [V1 − V3 + i(V2T + V2 )];
2
1
V1 = (A + A∗ + B + B ∗ ),
2
i
V2 = (A − A∗ − B + B ∗ ),
2
1
V3 = (A + A∗ − B − B ∗ ).
2

(1.132)

Un ertainty prin iple : Given a real symmetri positive denite 2n × 2n matrix V (r) ,

it has to satisfy additional requirements to qualify as a varian e matrix derived from a
quantum me hani al state. The additional requirements are su in tly aptured by the
un ertainty prin iple [192℄ :

i
V (r) + β ≥ 0.
2

(1.133)

The above ondition is both ne essary and su ient to validate a given symmetri positive
denite matrix V (r) as the varian e matrix of some quantum state. The ne essity of the
ondition follows from denition but the su ien y part, whi h is nontrivial, follows
from the use of Williamson theorem [272, 273℄. In the ase of Gaussian probability
distributions this un ertainty prin iple on the varian e matrix is both ne essary and
su ient ondition to qualify the probability as a Wigner distribution[226℄, sin e in this
ase the varian e matrix ompletely spe ies the quantum state. This is no longer true
in more general ontexts [279℄.

Unitary evolution : Unitary evolution of the mode operators under a quadrati hamiltonian orresponds to a symple ti transformation on the olumn ve tor ξˆ(r) :
(r)

= exp(−iH) ⇒ U † ξ̂ (r) U = SH ξ̂ (r) , where
X (r) (r) (r)
H =
hjk ξ̂j ξ̂k , and
U

j,k

(r)
SH

(r)

(r)T

∈ Sp(2n, R), i.e., SH βSH

= β.

(1.134)

Under su h a unitary evolution, the ve tor ξ̂ (c) transforms as
(c)
(r)
(c)
(c)
ξˆ(c) → ξˆ′ = SH ξ̂ (c) , SH = ΓSH Γ† .

(1.135)
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Given a state ρ̂ with varian e matrix V (r) , under time evolution by a quadrati hamiltonian the varian e matrix evolves through a ongruen e by the symple ti transformation
orresponding to the hamiltonian :
†

ρ̂ → ρ̂′ = U (S (r) )ρ̂U (S (r) ) ⇒

V (r) → V ′(r) = S (r) V (r) S (r)T , S (r) ∈ Sp(2n, R).

(1.136)

We have removed the subs ript H for brevity. Similarly, the omplex form of the varian e
matrix evolves as

V (c) → V ′(c) = S (c) V (c) S (c)† ,

S (c) = ΓS (r) Γ† .

(1.137)

The symple ti group : The dening property of matri es omprising the symple ti group
Sp(2n, R) is
S (r) ∈ Sp(2n, R) ⇔ S (r) βS (r)T = β.

(1.138)

The group is hara terised by n(2n + 1) generators, of whi h n2 generators are ompa t
generators and total photon number. The remaining n(n+1) generators are non ompa t,
and do not onserve the total photon number. The hermitian quadrati hamiltonians
whi h orrespond to the ompa t generators an be taken to be

1 †
(âj âj + âj â†j ),
4
1 †
(â âk + â†k âj ),
4 j
i †
(âj âk − â†k âj ),
4

j = 1, 2, . . . , n;

j < k = 2, . . . , n.

(1.139)

They ommute with the total photon number

N̂ =

n
X

â†j âj ,

(1.140)

j=1

and the unitary operators generated by them orrespond to passive systems whi h preserve lassi ality. The remaining n(n + 1) linearly independent hermitian quadrati nonompa t generators an be given by

1 † †
(â â + âk âj ),
4 j k
i † †
(â â − âk âj ),
4 j k

j ≤ k = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(1.141)
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The maximal ompa t subgroup of Sp(2n, R) denoted by K(n) is generated by the n2
ompa t generators, and is given by

S (r) (X, Y ) =

X

Y

−Y

X

!

(1.142)

,

where X and Y are real n × n matri es obeying

XX T + Y Y T = 11,

XY T = Y X T .

(1.143)

It is easy to see that

S (r) (X, Y )S (r)T (X, Y ) = 11,

S (r) (X, Y )βS (r)T (X, Y ) = β.

(1.144)

Su h a matrix is both orthogonal and symple ti in 2n dimensions. Going over to the
omplex form, we have

S

(c)

(X, Y ) = ΓS
U

(r)

†

(X, Y )Γ =

= X − iY,

U

0

0

U∗

!

= S (c) (U ),

†

U U = 11,

(1.145)

That is X − iY (and hen e X + iY ) is a unitary matrix. Thus the maximal ompa t

subgroup K(n) of Sp(2n, R) is isomorphi to U (n). In other words,

K(n) = SO(2n) ∩ Sp(2n, R) = U (n).

(1.146)

An interesting property of K(n) is that it a ts transitively on the phase spa e unit sphere

S (2n−1) .

Theorem 1.9 A varian e matrix is squeezed if and only if
1
l(V (r) ) < ,
2

(1.147)

where l(V (r) ) is the least eigenvalue of the varian e matrix V (r) [192℄.
One is able make this statement be ause of the transitive a tion of K(n) on the unit
sphere S (2n−1) , though one annot in general diagonalise a given V (r) by K(n) rotations
[192℄.
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1.9.2

Entanglement in Gaussians

We now revise our notation into one whi h is useful in des ribing entanglement in multimode Gaussian states. The earlier notation was useful from the perspe tive of passive
devi es, and hen e non lassi ality as the a tion of any passive devi e is ompa tly des ribed as a unitary transformation on the annihilation operators. With entanglement in
perspe tive, it is useful to make a modewise grouping of the anoni al variables.
Consider a bipartite system onsisting of n modes, with m modes in possession of
Ali e and the remaining n − m modes in Bob's possession. We introdu e the following
notation :

ξˆ(a) = (q̂1 , p̂1 , q̂2 , p̂2 , . . . , q̂m , p̂m );
ξ̂ (b) = (q̂m+1 , p̂m+1 , q̂m+2 , p̂m+2 , . . . , q̂n , p̂n );
ξ̂ = (ξ̂ (a) , ξˆ(b) ).

(1.148)

The ommutation relations are given in a ompa t form as

[ξ̂α , ξ̂β ] = iΩαβ ,

(1.149)

α, β = 1, 2, . . . , 2n,

where








Ω=





J

0 . . . 0


. . . 0 

. .
. 

,
.
.
. 

.
. . 

0 . . . J

0 J
.
.
.
0



J=

0

1

−1 0

!

.

(1.150)

Clearly, a anoni al transformation S satises

SΩS T = Ω.

(1.151)

Suppose that the state has a nonzero mean. Then we an dene the translated operators
∆ξ̂ = ξˆ − hξ̂i, in whi h ase, the varian e matrix is dened as

h{∆ξ̂ α , ∆ξ̂β }i = Tr({∆ξ̂ α , ∆ξ̂ β }ρ̂) = Vαβ .

(1.152)
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The un ertainty prin iple is now stated as

i
V + Ω ≥ 0.
2

(1.153)

We have the following theorem with regard to bipartite separability.

Theorem 1.10 A ne essary and su ient ondition for separability of a Gaussian state

des ribed by the varian e matrix V is [280℄,
V
Sa

1
Sa SaT ⊕ Sb SbT ,
2
∈ Sp(2m, R), Sb ∈ Sp(2n − 2m, R).

≥

(1.154)

The inequality simply states that the varian e matrix of a separable state is always greater
than that of a pure produ t Gaussian state. In other words, a separable state an be
made lassi al by lo al unitary anoni al transformations. Su h a thing is impossible if
the Gaussian state was entangled a ross the a-b divide [26℄.

Partial transpose : As stated already in Se tion 1.8.2, partial transpose a ts on the Wigner
fun tion as momentum reversal on Bob's side. Under partial transpose, the varian e
matrix of a multipartite state a ross a bipartite ut, undergoes the hange V → Ṽ =

Λ′ V Λ′ , where

Λ = diag(11 , 11 , · · · , 1m , 1m ; 1m+1 , −1m+1 , · · · , 1n , −1n ).

(1.155)

We an now implement partial transpose on the varian e matrix and test for entanglement. In addition to the un ertainty prin iple, the varian e matrix of a separable state
has to obey

i
Ṽ + Ω ≥ 0, Ṽ = Λ′ V Λ′ , Ω =
2

ΩA

0

0

ΩB ,

!

(1.156)

.

This an be alternatively stated as

i
V + Ω̃ ≥ 0, Ω̃ = Λ′ ΩΛ′ , Ω̃ =
2

ΩA

0

0

−ΩB ,

!

.

(1.157)

A varian e matrix is said to be PPT, if it satises the above inequality.
Of parti ular interest are two-mode Gaussian states, whose varian e matrix in blo k
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form is given by

V =

A

C

CT

B

!

(1.158)

,

where A, B , and C are 2 × 2 matri es. Su h varian e matri es an be brought to the

following anoni al form using lo al symple ti transformations, i.e., using the a tion of

Slocal ∈ Sp(2, R) ⊕ Sp(2, R) :


a



0

c1

0


 0 a
V → V0 = 
 c
 1 0
0 c2

0


c2 
.
0 

b

b
0

(1.159)

It turns out that in the two-mode ase, PPT is a ne essary and su ient riterion for
separability, and is stated in a lo al invariant form as [57℄

2
1
1
detAdetB +
− |detC| − Tr(AJCJBJC T J) ≥ (detA + detB)
4
4
1
(1.160)
⇔ 4(ab − c21 )(ab − c22 ) ≥ (a2 + b2 ) + 2|c1 c2 | − .
4


It is useful to note that Gaussian states with det(C) ≥ 0 are separable.

In the ase of symmetri two-mode Gaussian states spe ied by parameters a, b = a,

c1 and c2 , it is possible to solve for the entanglement of formation. It is given by [70℄
f (∆) = c+ (∆)log[c+ (∆)] − c− (∆)log[c− (∆)],
− 12

1
2

where

2

C± = (∆ ± ∆ ) ,
p
∆ = 2 (a − c1 )(a + c2 ).

(1.161)

The fun tion f is a onvex and de reasing fun tion of ∆. We will study the EOF of
general two-mode Gaussian states in Chapter 4.

1.9.3

Gaussian ompletely positive mapsGaussian hannels

A Gaussian ompletely positive map (or Gaussian hannel) is any ompletely positive map
whi h takes Gaussian states to Gaussian states. It was dis ussed initially in [149, 157℄, and
more re ently in [158, 159, 281288℄. In [158, 159, 281, 284, 286℄ single-mode Gaussian
hannels were dis ussed and lassied, and issues regarding their hannel apa ity were
studied. More re ently multi-mode Gaussian hannels have been lassied in [287, 288℄.
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Gaussian hannels an be realised very mu h in the form of Eq. (1.26) and Eq. (1.27).
But now one has to be areful to maintain the Gaussian hara ter of the state. Given
a Gaussian state ρ̂ , a simple way to generate the most general Gaussianity preserving
map is to ouple the given state to an auxiliary or an illa Gaussian state, then evolve
them together with a unitary evolution orresponding to the most general Gaussian
preserving unitary, i.e., the unitary operator in this ase onsists of unitaries generated
from anoni al transformations orresponding to a symple ti group element and an
arbitrary phase spa e translation, then tra e away the auxiliary system. Clearly, all
the operations done are anoni al Gaussianity preserving operations. Thus the resultant
state is Gaussian for every Gaussian input. The varian e matrix of the resultant state is
related to the varian e matrix of the input state in the following way :

V → X T V X + Y,

X, Y ∈ R2n×2n .

(1.162)

Clearly, X a ts on the varian e matrix through ongruen e and Y is the additional noise
matrix. Here X and Y are hosen so that the un ertainty prin iple is respe ted. We will
have more to say on them in Chapter 6, where we derive the Kraus representation for a
lass of single-mode Gaussian hannels.
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Non lassi al photon statisti s and entanglement
2.1 Introdu tion
In this Chapter we explore the relation between entanglement and non lassi ality. Nonlassi ality and entanglement are two important features exhibited by ontinuous variable states. It is well known that non lassi ality is a prerequisite for entanglement. Two
anoni al manifestations of non lassi ality have been extensively studied in the quantum
opti s ontext: (1) squeezing [116135℄, and (2) antibun hing or sub-Poissonian u tuation, whi h is a parti ular manifestation of non lassi al photon statisti s [289323℄;
these are respe tively non lassi alities of the phase-sensitive and phase-insensitive types.
Whereas the former has been well explored as a sour e of entanglement in the ontext of
Gaussian states, the same annot be said in respe t of the latter.
Re alling the denition of non lassi ality in Eq. (1.104), every lassi al state is a
onvex sum of oherent states, and hen e separable. In general, non lassi ality does
not imply entanglement, but there is a useful onne tion between non lassi ality and
inseparability, and the beam splitter plays an important role as a bridge between these
two attributes. The seminal work of Asboth et

(ab)
al. [171℄ shows that the output state ρ̂out

of a beamsplitter represented by a unitary operator U , whose input is a produ t state
(ab)

ρ̂in

= ρ̂(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0|, is entangled if and only if the single-mode state ρ̂(a) at the input is

non lassi al. [Thus any measure of entanglement of the output state in this onguration
is a omputable measure of non lassi ality, the entanglement potential (EP) of ρ̂(a) ℄.
(ab)

(ab)

For states of the form ρ̂out = U ρ̂(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0|U † , entanglement in ρ̂out is learly
(ab)

di tated by the non lassi ality of ρ̂(a) . Thus to test for entanglement of ρ̂out , one has
to on lusively answer the question as to whether a given state ρ̂(a) of a single mode
of radiation eld is lassi al or not. Furthermore, given the fa t that negativity under
partial transpose (NPT) is a prerequisite for distillability [45℄, an issue of interest is as
(ab)

to when is ρ̂out NPT, and if so, is it distillable. If one is able to answer some of these
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(ab)

qualitative aspe ts of the entanglement of ρ̂out , then one may pro eed further to address
(ab)

quantitative aspe ts like the measure or ontent of entanglement in ρ̂out . We attempt to
answer these questions for a spe ial lass of states.
For the states ρ̂(a) of the a-mode whi h are diagonal in the standard Fo k basis and
hen e phase invariant, the issue of lassi ality/non lassi ality has already been settled
[170℄, thanks to the Steiltjes moment problem [324℄. We exploit this result to advantage.
To begin with, we briey review the earlier work in [170℄. We introdu e the notion of
phase-insensitive non lassi ality and the lassi ation of states that it leads to. This
leads to demonstration of the the equivalen e of the issue of lassi ality/non lassi ality
of the phase invariant states to a Steiltjes moment problem.
We then briey des ribe the two equivalent approa hes in the des ription of the
problem; one through the fa torial moments {γm }, and the other through the photon

number distribution or PND sequen e {qn }. We dis uss two equivalent approa hes to

appli ation of partial transpose in the ontext of ontinuous variables, rstly through its
dire t exe ution on the state through a hosen basis set, and then in a slightly indire t
way through its manifestation on the moments using the te hnique introdu ed in Se tion
1.8.2.
This is followed by a brief dis ussion of the SU (2) beamsplitter whi h serves our
(ab)

purpose as an entangling devi e. We show that with ρ̂in

= ρ̂(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0| as input,

the two-mode state after the beam splitter is denitely NPT if ρ̂(a) is non lassi al of
the phase-insensitive type. That is, the output two-mode state is NPT if any one of a
sequen e of lassi ality onditions on the PND sequen e {qn } is violated. We bring out
(ab)

the omplete equivalen e between PPT of ρ̂out and lassi ality of ρ̂(a) , thus proving that

for this restri ted lass, NPT is a ne essary and su ient riterion for entanglement.
(ab)

Having done so, we show that ρ̂out is distillable if ρ̂(a) violates any one of the three
term lassi ality onditions we derive, or if ρ̂(a) is antibun hed. The establishment of
(ab)

the equivalen e of inseparability and NPT of ρ̂out , ensures negativity as a good measure
of entanglement in this ontext. We establish simple upper and lower bounds on the
entanglement of formation (EOF) for two simple ases of non lassi al PND. For the
simple ase of ρ̂(a) being a mixture of the ground state and the nth Fo k state, we show
that we an distill more entanglement than indi ated by a lower bound for EOF in
[76, 325℄, whi h is based on the Terhal-Vollbre t formula [69℄, whi h returns the EOF
exa tly for isotropi states.
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2.2 Phase-insensitive non lassi ality for a single mode of radiation eld
Consider a single mode of quantised radiation eld, with reation and annihilation operators â† , â obeying the standard ommutation relation [â, â† ] = 11. A general state of
the eld is des ribed by a density operator ρ̂ whi h is hermitian nonnegative and has
unit tra e. A ording to the diagonal representation theorem [112℄, it an be expanded
diagonally in the oherent state basis as
(a)

ρ̂

=

Z

d2 za
φ(za )|za ihza |,
π

(2.1)

the integration being done over the entire omplex plane. Here |za i is the oherent state

dened as the eigenve tor of â; expanded over the Fo k basis it reads

X
∞
z n
1
2
√a |nia .
|za i = exp − |za |
2
n!
n=0


(2.2)

The weight fun tion φ(za ) is real on a ount of hermiti ity of ρ̂(a) , and normalised to
unit integral on a ount of unit tra e of ρ̂(a) :

Z

d2 za
φ(za ) = 1.
π

(2.3)

However it need not be pointwise positive on the omplex plane (phase spa e). This fa t
leads to the lassi ation of states as lassi al and non lassi al. States whose φ(za ) is
pointwise positive are said to be lassi al, and any state des ribed by a φ(za ) whi h is
not pointwise positive is deemed non lassi al.
With za = reiθ , in general φ(za ) depends on both r and θ . However for a spe ial
lass of states, states whi h are invariant under evolution by the hamiltonian â† â, φ(za )
is a fun tion of |za | alone. These states are diagonal in the Fo k basis and are said to be

phase-insensitive. The diagonal weight φ(za ) des ribing su h a state is radially symmetri

in the omplex plane and this radial dependen e of φ(za ) alone is su ient to des ribe
(a)

the state ompletely. We denote this family of states by D , and its elements by ρ̂D ∈ D :
(a)

ρ̂D =

∞
X

p(n)|nihn|,

.

p(n) = 1,

n=0

n=0

p(n) = hn|ρ̂

∞
X

(a)

|ni =

Z

∞
0

dIa P(Ia )e−Ia

p(n) ≥ 0,
Ian
,
n!

n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
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where

φ(za ) = φ(|za |2 ) = 2πP(Ia ),

Z

∞
0

dIa P(Ia ) = 1.

(2.4)

Here Ia = |za |2 . The above relation is invertible, and P(Ia ) an be written in terms of

the p(n)'s :

Ia

P(Ia ) = e
Λ(K) =

∞
X

n=0

Z

∞

√
dKΛ(K)J0 (2 KI),

0

(−K)n

p(n)
,
n!

(2.5)

where J0 is the Bessel fun tion of order zero [170℄. This invertible relationship implies
(a)

every state ρ̂D in the family D is ompletely spe ied by the radial weight P(Ia ).

Alternatively, one an view these states from the perspe tive of observables. Any

hermitian observable an always be written as a fun tion of â and â† in normal ordered
form, F (â† , â). Its expe tation value in the state ρ̂(a) is given by

hF (â† â)i = Tr(ρ̂(a) F (â† , â)
Z 2
d za
=
φ(za )F (za∗ , za ).
π

(2.6)

If in parti ular F (â† , â) is phase insensitive, i.e., F (â† , â) = G(â† â), then its expe tation
value does not require all the information in φ(za ), a simpler phase averaged distribution

P(I) su es :
F (â† eiα , âe−iα ) = F (â† , â) ∀ α ∈ [0, 2π) ⇒
Z ∞
1
1
†
dIa P(Ia )F (Ia2 , Ia2 ),
hF (â â)i =
0
Z 2π
1
dθ
P(Ia ) =
φ(Ia2 eiθ ),
2π
0
Z ∞
dIa P(Ia ) = 1.

(2.7)

0

We an regard P(Ia ) as the real marginal radial distribution obtained from the omplete

φ(za ). Every phase-insensitive observable sees only the diagonal element of ρ̂(a) in the
Fo k basis. This leads us to dene the photon number distribution or PND of a state
as these diagonal entries p(n). The PND sequen e {p(n)} of a state is dened through
phase averaging the state, whi h amounts to simply dropping the o-diagonal elements
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of ρ̂(a) in the Fo k basis :

ρ̂

(a)

Z

→

†

∞
X

=

†

eiθâ â ρ̂(a) e−iθâ â dθ
p(n)|nihn|,

n=0
∞
X

p(n)

=

p(n) ≥ 0.

1,

n=0

(2.8)

With the two quantities φ(za ) and P(Ia ), one an set up a three-fold lassi ation of
non lassi ality of states :

ρ̂(a) classical
ρ̂(a) weakly nonclassical
ρ̂(a) strongly nonclassical

⇔

φ(za ), P(Ia ) ≥ 0;

⇔

φ(za ) 6≥ 0, P(Ia ) ≥ 0;

⇔

φ(za ) 6≥ 0, P(Ia ) 6≥ 0.

(2.9)

(a)

But when one is dealing with phase-invariant states ρ̂D i.e., a PND {p(n)} or alterna-

tively only with phase-insensitive observables, the following lassi ation of non lassi al-

ity su es :

ρ̂(a) classical
ρ̂(a) nonclassical

⇔

P(Ia ) ≥ 0;

⇔

P(Ia ) 6≥ 0.

(2.10)

Genuinely lassi al states annot be distinguished from weakly non lassi al states at the
phase insensitive level.

2.2.1

Phase-insensitive non lassi ality and moments

Given a phase-invariant state, it is useful to ask if it is lassi al or not, i.e., if its orresponding P(Ia ) is pointwise positive or not. Clearly, P(Ia ) is fun tion on the real axis

with the parameter Ia going from zero to innity. A simple test of positivity of P(Ia )

will be to take its overlap with a nite degree polynomial f (Ia ) whi h is itself pointwise
positive in the real axis, and see if the overlap is positive, i.e.,

P(Ia ) ≥ 0
f (Ia )

⇒
=

Z

∞
0

∞
X

n=0

dIa P(Ia )f (Ia ) ≥ 0,

cn Ia n ≥ 0, 0 ≤ Ia ≤ ∞.

(2.11)
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The overlap integral returning a negative value would imply that P(Ia ) ould not have

been pointwise positive and hen e that the state in onsideration was non lassi al. Thus
every positive polynomial f (Ia ) results in a ne essary ondition for lassi ality. It is useful
to note that the fun tion f (Ia ) being pointwise positive does not require the oe ients
in its expansion to be positive. A simple example is the ase of square of a polynomial
whi h has oe ients of both signs in its expansion.
There are several signatures of phase-insensitive non lassi ality. The most familiar is
the Mandel's riterion, whi h distinguishes between super and sub-Poissonian PND's. A
state with a sub-Poissonian PND is said to be antibun hed. For an antibun hed state
2

2

h∆N̂a i − hN̂a i = hN̂a2 i − hN̂a i − hN̂a i
Z ∞
dIa P(Ia )(Ia − hIa i)2
=
0

= (∆Ia )2 ≤ 0, where
Z ∞
∞
X
np(n) = hN̂a i, and
dIa P(Ia )(Ia ) =
0

Z

∞
0

dIa P(Ia )(Ia + 1)Ia =

n=0
∞
X

n=0

n2 p(n) = hN̂a2 i,

(2.12)

indi ating that P(Ia ) 6≥ 0.

Clearly, Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are indi ative of the fa t that lassi ality/non lassi ality
(a)

of a state ρ̂D is a statement on the moments of its orresponding P(Ia ). For a lassi al
(a)

ρ̂D , its orresponding P(Ia ) is a well dened probability distribution, and the set of all

its moments ompletely spe ies it. We note in the present ontext that a omplete set
of ne essary and su ient onditions expressing the ontent of the lassi ality ondition

P(Ia ) ≥ 0 is the Stieltjes moment problem [170, 324℄. The pointwise positivity of P(Ia )
is ompletely aptured in its moments (fa torial moments) whi h are dened as
†m m

γm = hâ
=

â i =

Z

∞
X
(n + m)!

n=0

n!

∞

0

dIa P(Ia )Iam

p(n + m) ,

m = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

(2.13)

Given the fa torial moments,

Theorem 2.1 The ne essary and su ient onditions for a state ρ̂D(a) spe ied by fa to-
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rial moments {γn } to be lassi al is
M (N ) ≥ 0,


M

M̃

(N )

(N )



=






=



M̃ (N ) ≥ 0,

N = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where

γ0
γ1
γ2
···
γN

γ1
γ2
γ3
· · · γN +1 
 , and
..

.

γN γN +1 γN +2 · · · γ2N

γ1
γ2
γ3
· · · γN +1

γ2
γ3
γ4
· · · γN +2 
.
..

.

γN +1 γN +2 γN +3 · · · γ2N +1

(2.14)

Proof : The ne essity part of the theorem follows from taking expe tation value of a
pointwise positive polynomial over [0, ∞) with P(Ia ). For example, onsider the polynoP
n
mial f1 (Ia ) = N
n=0 cn Ia , where cn are arbitrary real oe ients. If P(I) is pointwise
nonnegative, we will expe t h(f1 (Ia ))2 iP ≥ 0. That is
2

h(f1 (Ia )) iP

=

N
X

m,n=0

=

N
X

cm cn hIam+n iP
cm cn γm+n

m,n=0

=

N
X

m,n=0

(N )
cm cn Mmn
≥0

⇒ M (N ) ≥ 0 for every N.
Similarly, dening the polynomial f2 (Ia ) =
2

PN

n
n=0 dn Ia

(2.15)

and evaluating the expe tation

value of the nonnegative quantity Ia (f2 (Ia )) with respe t to a pointwise positive fun tion
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P(I), we have
hIa (f2 (Ia ))2 iP

=

N
X

m,n=0

=

N
X

dm dn hIam+n+1 iP
dm dn γm+n+1

m,n=0

=

N
X

m,n=0

(N )
dm dn M̃mn
≥0

⇒ M̃ (N ) ≥ 0 for every N.

(2.16)

Thus nonnegativity of P(Ia ) implies that M (N ) and M̃ (N ) are positive semidenite for

every N . The su ien y follows from the fa t that every pointwise positive polynomial

f (Ia ) over [0, ∞) an always be written in terms of two perfe t square polynomials as
[324℄

f (Ia ) = (f1 (Ia ))2 + Ia (f2 (Ia ))2 .

(2.17)

A simple subset of lassi ality onditions on the PND is given by the positivity of

2 × 2 sub-matri es (prin ipal minors) of either M (N ) or M̃ (N ) . That is
γ2m

γm+m′

γm+m′

γ2m′

!

≥ 0,

γ2n+1

γn+n′ +1

γn+n′ +1

γ2n′ +1

!

≥ 0.

(2.18)

The violation of the inequality for the hoi e m = 0 and m′ = 1 orresponds to the
Mandel's riterion en ountered earlier in Eq. (2.12). Any lassi ality ondition, involving
the γ 's an be deemed global in {p(n)} in the sense that they involves all the p(n)'s in
its des ription.

An equivalent approa h to the problem is through the denition of the auxiliary
distribution P̃(Ia ) = P(Ia )e−Ia . It is lear that if P(Ia ) is pointwise positive, so is

P(Ia )e−Ia . We have the following equivalen e :

Classical PND ⇔ P(Ia ) ≥ 0 ⇔ P̃(Ia ) ≥ 0.

(2.19)

In ontrast to the fa torial moments, the moments of P̃(Ia ) are well dened even if P(Ia )
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is not a well dened probability distribution, i.e.,

qn = n!p(n) =

Z

0

∞

dIa P̃(Ia )Ian ,

P̃(Ia ) = P(Ia )e−Ia .

(2.20)
(a)

So it is now possible to redene the lassi ality requirement of ρ̂D as the requirement
of having P̃(Ia ) to be well dened probability distribution. The ne essary and su ient

onditions on P̃(Ia ) to be true probability an now be ast in terms of moments qn of

P̃(Ia ). Given the moment sequen e {qn },

Theorem 2.2 The ne essary and su ient onditions on the PND sequen e

{qn }

in

order that the asso iated distribution P̃(Ia ) be a true probability distribution over [0, ∞)
are
L(N ) ≥ 0,


L

L̃

(N )

(N )



=







=



L̃(N ) ≥ 0,

N = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where

q0
q1
q2
···
qN

q1
q2
q3
· · · qN +1 
 , and
..

.

qN qN +1 qN +2 · · · q2N

q1
q2
q3
· · · qN +1

q2
q3
q4
· · · qN +2 
.
..

.

qN +1 qN +2 qN +3 · · · q2N +1

(2.21)

This means that L(N ) and L̃(N ) are positive semidenite for all N . The proof is analogous
to the previous ase.
A simple ne essary ondition on lassi ality of a PND {p(n)} is a three term lassi-

ality ondition, whi h is derived from the positivity requirement of any of the prin ipal

2 × 2 minors of L(N ) and L̃(N ) . That is,
q2m

qm+m′

qm+m′

q2m′

!

≥ 0,

q2n+1

qn+n′ +1

qn+n′ +1

q2n′ +1

!

≥ 0.

(2.22)

At the next level in the hierar hy we get a ve term lo al ondition by requiring the
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diagonal 3 × 3 blo ks of L(N ) and L̃(N ) to be positive semidenite, i.e.,



qn−2 qn−1


An =  qn−1
qn

qn
qn+1

qn




qn+1  ≥ 0
qn+2

(2.23)

An interesting situation that arises naturally in this ontext is that all the three term
onditions ontained in An ould be satised but still An need not be positive semidenite.
Su h a situation be omes interesting in the ontext of distillability whi h we dis uss later.
Any lassi ality ondition involving the moments of P̃(Ia ) an be deemed lo al in {p(n)}
to the onditions in terms of the fa torial moments, as the former involve only a nite
number of qn 's in their des ription.
To summarise, we have des ribed two equivalent approa hes in des ribing phaseinsensitive non lassi ality, both of them leading to ne essary and su ient onditions
on the PND {p(n)}. In the next Se tion we demonstrate how we ould extra t useful
entanglement from a non lassi al PND. We onvert the failure of the onditions given in
Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.2) into witnessing of NPT entanglement.

2.3 Entanglement, Partial Transpose and Non lassi ality
We now turn to the partial transpose (PT) operation. The density matrix ρ̂AB of a
bipartite system S = A + B is an operator on the tensor produ t Hilbert spa e HS =

HA ⊗ HB . Any density operator ρ̂AB obeys three dening onditions : ρ̂†AB = ρ̂AB ,
Tr ρ̂AB = 1, and ρ̂AB ≥ 0. With respe t to hosen orthonormal bases (ONB) {|ji},

{|αi} for HA and HB respe tively, the produ t states {|j, αi ≡ |ji⊗}|αi} give an ONB
T on H ⊗ H dened in
for HA ⊗ HB . The partial transpose of ρ̂AB is the operator ρ̂PAB
A
B

this ONB by the rule

T
hj, α|ρ̂PAB
|k, βi = hj, β|ρ̂AB |k, αi.

(2.24)

The above denition of partial transpose is tied to the given hoi es of ONB's in HA and

T is a valid density operator or not is independent of
HB , but the question of whether ρ̂PAB

this hoi e.

T ould fail to be positive, and the key result is : if ρ̂P T is not positive, then
In general ρ̂PAB
AB
T is denitely an entangled state. In this ase we may say that ρ̂P T is negative under
ρ̂PAB
AB

partial transpose (NPT).
T will su e to rea h the on lusion
Any test whi h establishes the nonpositivity of ρ̂PAB

that ρ̂AB is entangled. We may for instan e be able to nd an operator Â of the total
T is negative.
system S su h that the `expe tation value' of the positive operator Â† Â in ρ̂PAB
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In that ase we an on lude,
T †
Tr (ρ̂PAB
Â Â)

<
=⇒

0, for some Â
(2.25)

ρ̂AB entangled.

Alternatively, and in a sense more dire tly, we may be able to nd some prin ipal subT |k, βi) representing ρ̂P T , i.e., a sub-matrix formed by
matrix of the matrix (hj, α|ρ̂PAB
AB

interse tions of any subset of

rows of this matrix and the orresponding olumns, su h

that this sub-matrix is not positive denite. Then again we an on lude,
T
Some principal submatrix of ρ̂PAB
6≥ 0

⇒ ρ̂AB entangled.

(2.26)

We will use both strategies in the sequel.
Our aim is to onne t presen e of entanglement

dire tly and transparently to non-

lassi ality, atleast for a lass of states of the radiation eld. We therefore spe ialise the
subsystem a and b to be two distin t mutually orthogonal single mode radiation elds,
with respe tive reation and annihilation operator pairs â† , â and b̂† , b̂ a ting on Hilbert
spa es Ha , Hb , the only non vanishing ommutators being [â, â† ] = [b̂, b̂† ] = 11. The Fo k

or photon number states for the two modes provide ONB's for Ha , Hb respe tively,
m

n

|ni = (n!)−1/2 (â† ) |0ia , |mi = (m!)−1/2 (b̂† ) |0ib , n, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

(2.27)

and the produ t states |n, mi ≡ |nia ⊗ |mib form an ONB for Ha ⊗ Hb . For deniteness

and onvenien e we will implement the PT operation in the Fo k or photon number basis,
so that the transition ρ̂(ab) → ρ̂(ab)P T is dened by,
′

′

′

′

hn m |ρ̂(ab)P T |n, mi ≡ hn , m|ρ̂(ab) |n, m i.

(2.28)

Tr (ρ̂(ab)P T â†j âk b̂†l b̂m ) = Tr (ρ̂(ab) â†j âk b̂†m b̂l ).

(2.29)

Then we easily nd

The key point here is that in the Fo k basis the operators b̂, b̂† are represented by
matri es, so the transposition operation for the matrix of

b̂†l b̂m

real

oin ides with hermitian

onjugation. This result will be very useful in the sequel [227, 228℄.
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2.4 Conversion of non lassi ality into entanglement  the
Beamsplitter
We begin by re alling the a tion of a general linear lossless opti al element on any input
state of two mode a-b radiation eld. Su h an element is determined by some matrix

u(θ, φ, η) of the unitary unimodular groups SU (2) [326℄,
u(θ, φ, η) =

eiφ cos θ

eiη sin θ

−e−iη sin θ e−iφ cos θ

!

(2.30)

[More generally, in luding an overall phase, we have a matrix of U (2)℄. The a tion of this
opti al element or gadget on the mode operators is by unitary operator U (θ, φ, η) on the
two-mode Hilbert spa e Ha ⊗ Hb :

U (θ, φ, η)

â
b̂

!

U (θ, φ, η)

−1

= u(θ, φ, η)

â
b̂

!

(2.31)

.

U (θ, φ, η) an be written in the following form
U (θ, φ, η) = e−i(φ−η)L̂3 e−iθL̂2 e−i(φ+η)L̂3 , where
1 †
(â b̂ − âb̂† ),
L̂2 =
2i
1 †
L̂3 =
(â â − b̂† b̂).
2

(2.32)

Su h a transformation preserves the anoni al ommutation relations. The ase of 50:50
π

beamsplitter (B-S) orresponds to θ = π/4, φ = η = 0, with U0 = e−i 4 L̂2 for the
orresponding unitary operator, in whi h ase the mode operators transform as

1
1
U0 âU0 −1 = √ (â + b̂) , U0 b̂U0 −1 = √ (b̂ − â) ,
2
2
1
1
U0 −1 âU0 = √ (â − b̂) , U0 −1 b̂U0 = √ (b̂ + â) .
2
2

(2.33)

We will use only su h a B-S for the purpose of demonstration, but our results hold for
the general U (2) beamsplitter. In Fig. (2.1) we give a s hemati depi tion of the a tion
of a 50:50 beamsplitter.
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b̂−â
√
2

â+
√ b̂
2

â

b̂

Figure 2.1:

The a tion of a 50:50 beamsplitter on the mode operators.

2.5 The ase of phase-insensitive non lassi ality
In this Se tion we demonstrate through sele ted tests, the equivalen e of phase-insensitive
non lassi ality at the input to the violation of positivity under partial transpose for the
output state. We follow our rst strategy, Eq. (2.25), to demonstrate the equivalen e.
Let us take the input state to be in the produ t form,
(ab)

ρ̂in

= ρ̂(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0|,

(2.34)

with the b-mode in the va uum state. After passing through the beamsplitter, we have
the output state
(ab)

(ab)

ρ̂out = U0 ρ̂in U0−1 .
(ab)

(2.35)
(ab)P T

We now perform the PT operation on the state ρ̂out leading to operator ρ̂out

, and test

for its positive semideniteness. Making the hoi e

Â =

N
X

cn ân b̂n ,

(2.36)

n=0
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and taking the expe tation value of Â† Â with respe t to the partially transposed output
state, we have
(ab)P T

Tr(ρ̂out

Â† Â) =

N
X

(ab)P T †m n †m n

∗
cm
cn Tr(ρ̂out

â

â b̂

b̂ ).

(2.37)

n,m=0

The expe tation values of operators on the partially transposed state an now be related
to expe tation values of operators on ρ̂(a) , i.e.,
(ab)

(ab)P T †m n †m n

Tr(ρ̂out

â

â b̂

b̂ ) = Tr(ρ̂out â†m ân b̂†n b̂m )
(ab)

= Tr(ρ̂in U0−1 â†m ân b̂†n b̂m U0 )
1
m
n
n
m
(ab)
=
Tr(ρ̂in (â† − b̂† ) (â − b̂) (â† + b̂† ) (â + b̂) )
2m+2n
2
1
=
Tr(ρ̂(a) â†(m+n) â(m+n) ).
(2.38)
2m+2n
2
Here we have used the fa t that the b-mode is in the ground state initially. Thus we have
(ab)P T

Tr(ρ̂out

Â† Â) =

N
X

(ab)P T †m n †m n

∗
cm
cn Tr(ρ̂out

â

â b̂

b̂ )

n,m=0

=

N
∗ c
X
cm
n
Tr(ρ̂(a) â†(m+n) â(m+n) )
22m 22n

n,m=0

=

=

N
∗ c
X
cm
n
γ
(ρ̂(a) )
2m 22n m+n
2
n,m=0

N
∗ c
X
cm
n
M (N ) (ρ̂(a) ),
22m 22n mn

(2.39)

n,m=0

(ab)P T

whi h implies that if M (N ) (ρ̂(a) ) 6≥ 0, then denitely ρ̂out

Â =

N
X

dn â(n+1) b̂n ,

6≥ 0. Similarly for the hoi e
(2.40)

n=0
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we have
(ab)P T

Tr(ρ̂out

N
X

Â† Â) =

(ab)P T †(m+1) (n+1) †(m+1) n

∗
dm
dn Tr(ρ̂out

â

â

b̂

b̂ )

n,m=0
N
∗ d
X
dm
n
Tr(ρ̂(a) â†(m+n+1) â(m+n+1) )
2m
2 22n

=

n,m=0
N
X

=

∗
dm

n,m=0
N
X

=

22m+1
∗
dm

n,m=0

22m+1

dn
γm+n (ρ̂(a) )
2n+1
2
dn
(N ) (a)
M̃mn
(ρ̂ ),
2n+1
2
(ab)P T

whi h implies that if M̃ (N ) (ρ̂(a) ) 6≥ 0, then denitely ρ̂out

the a-mode

ρ̂(a)

(2.41)

6≥ 0. Thus if the input in

possesses any form of phase-insensitive non lassi ality, the output of the

beamsplitter is NPT entangled. In parti ular if the input is antibun hed, the output is
NPT entangled.

2.6 The ase of general non lassi al PND
Consider a state diagonal in the Fo k basis whi h is ompletely determined by its PND
probabilities {p(n)},
(a)

ρ̂D =

∞
X

p(n)|nihn| .

(2.42)

n=0

Now pass the two-mode state
(ab)

ρ̂in

(a)

= ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0| ,

(2.43)

through a beamsplitter. The output two-mode state is
(ab)
ρ̂out

=

(a)
U0 ρ̂in U0 −1

= U0

∞
X
p(n)

n=0
∞
X

n!

n

(â† ) |0, 0ih0, 0|(â)n U0 −1

=

n
n
p(n) †
(â + b̂† ) |0, 0ih0, 0|(â + b̂)
n
2 n!
n=0

=

∞
n
X
p(n)n! X

n=0

2n

|r, n − rihs, n − s|
p
.
r!(n − r)!s!(n − s)!
r,s=0

(2.44)
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The general matrix element of this density matrix is
′

′

(ab)

hn , m |ρ̂out |n, mi = δn′ +m′ ,n+m

(n + m)!p(n + m)
√
.
2n+m n′ !m′ !n!m!

(2.45)

The partially transposed output state is given by
(ab)P T

ρ̂out

=

n
∞
X
p(n)n! X

|r, n − sihs, n − r|
p
,
r!(n
−
r)!s!(n
−
s)!
r,s=0

2n

n=0

(ab)P T

therefore the matrix elements of ρ̂out
′

′

(ab)P T

hn , m |ρ̂out

(ab)P T

We note that ρ̂out

(2.46)

are given by

′
q
√n+m
′
2n+m n !m′ !n!m!
qn+m′
.
= δn′ −m′ ,n−m
′√ ′
2n+m n !m′ !n!m!

|n, mi = δn′ +m,n+m′

′

(2.47)

ommutes with the dieren e operator N̂a − N̂b , i.e.,

(ab)P T

(N̂a − N̂b ) ρ̂out

(ab)P T

Thus the operator ρ̂out

(ab)P T

(N̂a − N̂b )
= ρ̂out
∞
n
X
p(n)n! X (s + r − n)|r, n − sihs, n − r|
p
=
.
2n r,s=0
r!(n − r)!s!(n − s)!
n=0

(2.48)

is simply a dire t sum of operators, ea h spe ied by the energy

dieren e δ. Thus δ an be employed to label these invariant subspa es :
(ab)P T

ρ̂out

=

X
δ

(ab)P T (δ)

⊕ρ̂out

(2.49)

.

A test for entanglement would be to look for violation of positivity in any of these
subspa es.
It is lear that δ an take both negative and positive values. We dene δ to be
(ab)P T

positive if the b-mode has more number of photons. The matrix elements of ρ̂out

in

the subspa e spe ied by δ is given by
′

′

(ab)P T

hn , n + δ|ρ̂out

′

′

(ab)P T

|n, n + δi = hn + δ, n |ρ̂out |n + δ, ni
′
q
+δ
p ′ n+n
=
.
′
′
n+n
+δ
2
n !(n + δ)!n!(n + δ)!
(ab)P T (δ)

With a slight modi ation of notation let us denote by ρ̂out
(ab)P T (−δ)

to the subspa e N̂a − N̂b = δ ≥ 0, and by ρ̂out

(2.50)
(ab)P T

the restri tion of ρ̂out

the restri tion to N̂b − N̂a = δ ≥ 0.
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(ab)P T (δ)

With the denition of the matrix elements, it is easy to see that the operators ρ̂out
(ab)P T (−δ)

and ρ̂out

for a given hoi e of δ are
′

(ab)P T (δ)
ρ̂out

=

X
n,n′

(ab)P T (−δ)
ρ̂out

=

X
n,n

′

′

qn+n′ +δ |n , n + δihn, n + δ|
p
,
′
2n+n +δ n′ !(n′ + δ)!n!(n + δ)!
′

′

qn+n′ +δ |n + δ, n ihn + δ, n|
p ′ ′
.
′
2n+n +δ n !(n + δ)!n!(n + δ)!

(2.51)

With the appropriate hoi es of basis ve tors, both of them are given by
(ab)P T (±δ)

ρ̂out

1

= diag


′

qδ


 qδ+1
 .
 .
 .

 qδ+N

..
.
diag

δ

2n + 2

p

n′ !(n′ + δ)!

!

qδ+2

..

qδ+2

qδ+3


.. qδ+N +1 . 


×

.. qδ+2N . 

..
.

1
δ

p

n!(n + δ)!

!

.

qδ+N

.



qδ+1

qδ+N +1 qδ+N +2

2n+ 2

×

(2.52)
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In parti ular, for the hoi e of δ = 0 and 1, we have
(ab)P T (0)
ρ̂out

= diag










(ab)P T (1)

ρ̂out



1
′

2n n′ !



×

q1

q2

..

q1
..
.

q2

q3


.. qN +1 . 



1

,
 diag

2n n!
.. q2N . 

..
.
!

qN
..
.

1

= diag


qN +1 qN +2

n′ + 12

2
q1

p

qN

n′ !(n′ + 1)!

q2

q3

..

.



q0

×

qN +1

.





q3
q4
.. qN +2 . 
 q2
 .

 .

 .
×


 qN +1 qN +2 qN +3 .. q2N +1 . 


..
..
.
.
!
1
.
diag
1p
2n+ 2 n!(n + 1)!

(ab)P T (δ)

It is lear from Eqs. (2.52) and (2.53) that positivity of any ρ̂out
the positivity of either

(ab)P T (0)
ρ̂out

or

(ab)P T (1)
ρ̂out
,

(2.53)
is subsumed in

depending on whether δ is even or odd,

whi h is in turn equivalent to the positivity of L(N ) or L̃(N ) for arbitrary N . Taking into
a ount all N , we have the following equivalen e
(ab)P T

L(N ) ≥ 0 and L̃(N ) ≥ 0 ⇔ ρ̂out
L

(N )

6≥ 0 or L̃

(N )

6≥ 0 ⇔

(ab)P T
ρ̂out

≥ 0,

6≥ 0.

(2.54)

Our on lusions may be summarised in the following theorem :

Theorem 2.3 With

as input to a beamsplitter, the output two(a)
mode state is NPT entangled if the phase-insensitive ρ̂D
at the input is non lassi al. If
(a)
the output is PPT, then it is separable, and the input ρ̂D is lassi al.
(ab)

ρ̂in

(a)

= ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0|

It follows that PPT bound entangled state an never arise at the output of the beamsplitter in this situation. Stated dierently
(a)
(ab)
= U0 (ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0|) U0−1 , the partial transTheorem 2.4 For states of the form ρ̂out

pose map proves to be a ne essary and su ient test for entanglement.
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T
(ab)
Proof : If ρ̂(ab)P
is not positive, then ρ̂out is NPT and hen e entangled. On the other
out
(ab)P T

hand by the equivalen e that we have established above if ρ̂out
then both

L(N )

and

L̃(N )

is positive semidenite,
(ab)

are positive denite for arbitrary N , and hen e ρ̂in

by Theorem (2.2). It follows that

(ab)
ρ̂out

Corollary 2.1 For states of the form

is lassi al

is lassi al, and hen e separable.

ρ̂out = U0 (ρ̂D ⊗ |αibb hα|) U0−1 ,

where |αi is a
oherent state, partial transpose gives a ne essary and su ient test for entanglement.
That is, states of this form an never be PPT bound entangled.
(a)

(ab)

(a)
Proof : If ρ̂D
was lassi al, the output is lassi al, and hen e separable. On the other
(a)

hand if ρ̂D is non lassi al, the output is denitely NPT entangled, as may be seen by
arrying out partial transpose test in the b-mode with respe t to the displa ed Fo k basis
of the b-mode as ompared to the standard Fo k basis in the earlier ase.
The proof outlined above an be easily translated to the ase of general beamsplitter
represented by an element of U (2), even though we have demonstrated the proof only in
the ase of the 50:50 beamsplitter. The result in this Se tion is remarkable in the sense
that one has been able to relate matrix onditions on non lassi ality to matrix onditions
on the violation of positivity under partial transpose in a transparent manner. This is
a manifest example in ontinuous variable entanglement theory where partial transpose
has proved to apture entanglement ompletely, in a non-Gaussian ontext.

2.7 Non lassi al PND and distillable entanglement
Having produ ed NPT entangled output, it is pertinent to ask if the output is distillable,
NPT being a ne essary ondition for distillability [45℄. In this Se tion we demonstrate
(ab)

(a)

that ρ̂out is distillable if the a-mode input state ρ̂D violates one of the three term lo al
lassi ality onditions. The strategy we use is the one outlined in [45℄, where distillability

A state ρ̂ is distillable if and only if, for some two
dimensional proje tors P , Q and for some number n, the 2 × 2 state P ⊗ Qρ̂⊗n P ⊗ Q
is entangled. Su h a denition is well motivated from the fa t that for 2 × 2 systems,

is dened in the following terms.

there are well dened proto ols to distill entanglement from every entangled state [37℄.
(ab)

In our ase we show one opy distillability by proje ting the output state ρ̂out into an
appropriate 2 × 2 subspa e.

Consider the following 2 × 2 dimensional proje tors

P ⊗ Q = (|nihn| + |mihm|)a ⊗ (|n + δihn + δ| + |m + δihm + δ|)b .

(2.55)
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In this 2 × 2 subspa e, the partially transposed output reads as

P⊗

(ab)P T
Q ρ̂out

P ⊗Q = D



D = 
(ab)P T

Clearly the positivity of ρ̂out

q2n+δ

qn+m+δ

qn+m+δ

q2m+δ

δ
n+ 2

2

!

q1
n!(n+ δ2 )!

0

D, where
0

δ
m+ 2

2

q1

m!(m+ δ2 )!



(2.56)


.

in this parti ular subspa e is learly determined by the
(a)

three term lassi ality ondition on the a-mode input state ρ̂D .
(a)
(ab)
(a)
Theorem 2.5 The output ρ̂out
= U0 (ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0|) U0−1 is one- opy distillable if ρ̂D ,

fully spe ied by the PND {p(n)}, violates any one of the lo al three term lassi ality
onditions.
Though we have demonstrated distillability through the violation of a lo al three term

lassi ality onditions on {p(n)}, the issue of distillability is mu h ri her. There are states

whi h respe t all lo al three-term lassi ality onditions, but are nevertheless non lassi al
by violation of a higher order non lassi ality ondition, say a ve term lo al lassi ality
(ab)

ondition. Though su h a violation would imply the violation of positivity of ρ̂out , this
violation is not aptured by a simple rank 2 state as earlier, indi ating room for further
exploration of the issue of distillability in the present ontext.

2.8 Distillable entanglement from antibun hing
In the previous Se tion, we dis ussed the issue of distillability arising from the violation
of a lassi ality ondition in {p(n)} whi h is lo al in n. In this Se tion,

we explore the possibility of distillable entanglement through the violation of three-

term lassi ality ondition in {γn }. Sin e antibun hing is a viable resour e within urrent te hnology, we explore the possibility of extra ting distillable entanglement from

antibun hing, violation of a lassi ality ondition involving γn for n = 0, 1, 2. The proof
is then extended to more general non lassi ality onditions involving three γn 's. Our
(a)

strategy is as follows. For a given ρ̂D , we initially assume that none of the three term
onditions on {p(n)} is violated. We show that su h a state an never be antibun hed.
(a)

Hen e at least one three term onditions in {p(n)} has to be violated for ρ̂D to be

antibun hed, implying distillable entanglement at the output.

Our idea is to use the relation between the fa torial moments {γn } and the PND
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probabilities {p(n)} stated in Eq. (2.13) :

γn =

∞
X
(n + m)!

n!

n=0

p(n + m) =

∞
X
qn+m

n=0

n!

(2.57)

.

It is easy to see that the most general {qn } whi h meets all the three-term lassi ality
onditions is

b3
b4
b2
, q3 = α2 α21 2 , q4 = α3 α22 α31 3
a
a
a
n
b
. . . . . qn = αn−1 α2n−1 · · · α2n−2 α1n−1 n−1 , · · · ,
a
a > 0, b > 0, αj ≥ 1, j = 1, 2, 3, · · · .
q0 = a, q1 = b, q2 = α1

(2.58)

(a)

Clearly, b = 0 if and only if ρ̂D = |0ih0|, and all the αj 's are unity for a oherent state.

It is readily veried that all the lo al three-term onditions are satised. It is useful to
dene the sequen e of numbers {λn } as fun tions of the α's :

λ0 = 1 λ1 = α1 , λ2 = α2 α21 , · · · ,
λn = (αn α2n−1 · · · α2n−1 αn1 ), · · ·

(2.59)

With this denition, it is easy to see that the set of inequalities on {λn }
(2.60)

λn−r+1 λr−1 ≥ λn−r λr

is equivalent to the set of all three-term lassi ality onditions on {qn }. We an now

write

γ0 γ2 − γ12 =
X

r< n
2

∞ n+2 
X
b
(λn+1 − λn )
+
an
n!

n=0

(λn−r+1 λr−1 − λn−r λr )







1
1
.
−
(n − r)!r! (n − r + 1)!(r − 1)!

(2.61)

Clearly γ0 γ2 − γ12 is positive if all the lo al three term onditions are satised. Thus a

state annot satisfy all the lo al three term lassi ality onditions on {qn } and still be

antibun hed. If a PND is antibun hed, it denitely violates at least one of the three

term lassi ality onditions. Hen e the output generated from the beamsplitter from an
(a)

antibun hed ρ̂D is ne essarily distillable.

Theorem 2.6 The output

(ab)

(a)

ρ̂out = U0 (ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0|) U0−1

(a)
is distillable if ρ̂D
, spe ied
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by the PND {p(n)}, is antibun hed.
The proof an be extended along similar lines to demonstrate distillable entanglement
from violation of any three-term lassi ality ondition in the fa torial moments {γn }.

2.9 Bounds on the EOF
It is well known that determining the EOF of a given state is an extremely di ult
problem even in the nite dimensional ase. Only in very spe ial ases has one been
able to solve for a losed form expression [67, 6972℄ for EOF. In the ontinuous variable
ontext progress has been a hieved only in the ase of two-mode Gaussian states [70, 327℄.
The issue of establishing bounds on the EOF for nite dimensional systems has been
dis ussed in [76, 328330℄. In [328℄ the possibility of establishing bounds on EOF dire tly
from experiments has been dis ussed. An analyti expression for a lower bound on the
entanglement of formation for arbitrary m ⊗ n dimensional systems is given in [76, 325℄.

In [330℄ an improvement over the lower bound in [76, 325℄ is demonstrated. However this
improvement holds only in the ontext of 4 ⊗ n dimensional systems.

Our motivation here is to establish simple lower and upper bounds on the EOF

on a lass of entangled non-Gaussian states that ould arise from a non lassi al PND.
Our guiding prin iple tool is the fa t that the average entanglement does not in rease
under LOCC [37℄. Su h an approa h has already been used to estimate entanglement in
ontinuous variable states [262, 331℄. In [262℄ the estimation was done at the phase spa e
level, and in [331℄ at the onguration spa e level. However the estimation in [331℄, being
tied to the Wootters formula, has a drawba k that it annot estimate more than one ebit
of entanglement, even if more was present. We work with the Fo k basis sin e it seems
to be the most appropriate hoi e in the present ontext.
Our s heme of things is as follows. By restri ting ourselves to lo al Von Neumann
measurements we evaluate the entanglement in ea h of the orthogonal subspa es. These
subspa es are the probable out omes of the lo al measurements, the average gives us a
lower bound on the entanglement of formation. That we are able to al ulate the entanglement in ea h of these subspa es is ensured by a areful hoi e of lo al measurements,
so as to ensure that the out ome is a pure entangled state. We explore this pro edure
rstly on a nite dimensional entangled state generated from a mixture of the ground
state and the nth Fo k state by oupling to an auxiliary mode in the ground state and
passing through a 50:50 beamsplitter. In the pro ess we expli itly demonstrate that we
an distill more amount of entanglement for the ases n > 6 than given by the lower
bound on EOF in [76℄, whi h uses the Terhal-Vollbre t formula [69℄, and is al ulated
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using the tra e norm of the state subje ted to either partial transpose or the realignment
riterion [75, 332, 333℄. We then go on to establish bounds on the EOF of a lass of
genuine ontinuous variable entangled states generated from a PND orresponding to a
spe ial superposition of oherent states, where we are able to provide an analyti expression. That we are able to do so, is again due to a areful hoi e of lo al measurement
observables. Su h an evaluation does not involve any optimisation whatsoever in terms
of the hoi e of the lo al measurements involved or of additional improvements based on
lassi al ommuni ation if possible, but it is nevertheless a reasonable estimate from a
more pra ti al point of view when one is dealing with su h states. In the more general
ontext, we outline a possible method whi h uses the Terhal-Vollbre t formula [69, 76℄,
to establish lower bounds on the EOF. Before pro eeding any further, it is appropriate
to dis uss negativity in our ontext, whi h will prove useful in our analysis later.

2.9.1

Negativity

As noted in Se tion 1.6.4, the logarithmi negativity E(ρ̂AB ) of a state ρ̂AB is [75℄
T
E(ρ̂AB ) = log2 ||ρ̂PAB
||,

(2.62)

T || is the tra e norm of ρ̂P T :
where ||ρ̂PAB
AB
T
T
||ρ̂PAB
|| = 1 + 2N (ρ̂PAB
).

(2.63)

T ) is the absolute value of the sum of the negative eigenvalues of ρ̂P T , the negativity
N (ρ̂PAB
AB

of ρ̂AB . For a state of the form

(ab)

(a)

ρ̂out = U0 ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0| U0−1 ,

(2.64)

where U0 orresponds to the unitary a tion of a 50:50 beamsplitter, we have already seen
(ab)P T

in Eq. (2.49) that the partially transposed matrix ρ̂out

splits into a dire t sum of

operators, labelled by δ, the number dieren e :
(ab)P T

ρ̂out

=

X
δ

(ab)P T (δ)

⊕ρ̂out

.

(2.65)

(a)

Thus, for a mixture ρ̂D trun ated at the kth Fo k state,
(a)
ρ̂D

=

k
X

p(n)|nihn|,

(2.66)

n=1
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(ab)P T

the operator ρ̂out

splits into a dire t sum of nite number of operators,
(ab)P T

ρ̂out

=

+k
X

δ=−k

(ab)P T (δ)

⊕ρ̂out

(2.67)

.

The negativity is therefore simply given by
(ab)P T
||ρ̂out ||

=

+k
X

δ=−k

(ab)P T (δ)

Ea h of the ρ̂out

(ab)P T (δ)
||ρ̂out
||

=

(ab)P T (0)
||ρ̂out
||

+2

+k
X
δ=1

(ab)P T (δ)

||ρ̂out

||.

(2.68)

is seen to be a matrix whose entries below the anti-diagonal vanish,

the dimension of the matrix itself de reasing with in reasing δ. Thus one sees immediately
(ab)P T (δ)

that it is only those ρ̂out

's for whi h the orresponding L(k) or L̃(k) (appropriate for
(ab)P T

the trun ated form) fails to be positive, ontribute to the negativity of ρ̂out

. For the

simple example of an entangled state generated from a non lassi al PND onsisting of a
mixture of the ground state and the nth Fo k state at the input,

ρ̂(a) = (1 − p)|0ih0| + p|nihn|,

(2.69)

(ab)

the output state ρ̂out is
(ab)

ρ̂out = (1 − p)|00ih00| +

n
p X n!|r, n − rihs, n − s|
p
.
2n r,s=0 r!s!(n − r)!(n − s)!

(2.70)

For this state the negativity is al ulated to be
(ab)P T

|| = f (p)
v
!2
r
n u
 p 2
n
p X u
p
2
t
 −
+
4
+
= n
.
(1
−
p)
2
2n−1
2n
r
r=0
||ρ̂out



(2.71)

We note that for this kind of mixture, the realigned norm [332, 333℄ is same as negativity :
(ab)

(ab)P T

||R(ρ̂out )|| = ||ρ̂out

|| = f (p).

(2.72)
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(ab)

Here R(ρ̂out ) is the realigned [332, 333℄ version of ρ̂out . This an be seen for example
(ab)

from the matrix elements of R(ρ̂out ) :
(ab)
(R(ρ̂out ))ij,kl

p
= (1 − p)δ0,i+k δi+k,j+l + n δn,i+k δi+k,j+l
2

v
u
u
t

n
k

!

n
l

!

.

(2.73)

We will use Eq. (2.72) in evaluating bounds on the entanglement of formation of states
of this kind.

2.9.2

Example a

In this Se tion, we dis uss the bounds on entanglement of formation of the states already
dened in Eq. (2.70). It is also useful to note that the negativity f (p) of this state
is a monotoni ally in reasing onvex fun tion of p. The monotoni ity an be seen, for
instan e, from physi al requirements su h as avoiding the possibility of generating more
entanglement by mixing lesser amount of a non lassi al state with the ground state. The
onvexity of the fun tion f (p) follows from the onvexity of negativity [75℄. Given the
negativity of a two-mode state, a lower bound on the entanglement of formation an be
evaluated [76℄. In the example we have onsidered this lower bound is given by
(ab)

El1 (ρ̂out ) ≥ H2 (γ(f (p))) + (1 − γ(f (p)))log 2 (n),
4n
],
f (p) ∈ [1,
n+1
log2 (n)
(f (p) − (n + 1)) + log2 (n + 1),
≥
n−1
4n
f (p) ∈ [
, (n + 1)],
n+1
where

γ(f (p)) =

p
p
2
1
n(n + 1 − f (p))] .
2 [ f (p) +
(n + 1)

(2.74)

Note that for n = 1 the Wootters formula already gives the exa t entanglement of formation.
A simple upper bound on the entanglement of formation for states (2.70) is obtained
by evaluating the expe ted entanglement in the spe tral basis of ρ̂out , and we have
(ab)
Eup (ρ̂out )

" n
p X
=− n
2
r=0

n
r

!

log2

n
r

!

n

#

−2 n .

(2.75)
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We now give a simple method whi h gives us an alternative lower bound on EOF for
these states. Our method is based on the non-in rease of EOF under LOCC. Our hoi e
of the lo al measurement observable for both Ali e's and Bob's side is of the form

Ô = λ0 |0ih0| + λn

n
X
j=1

|jihj|
(2.76)

= λ0 P0 + λn Pn .

For brevity, we denote the ollapse of the state into the subspa e P0 as the event 0c and
the ollapse into the subspa e Pn by nc , where c ould be either Ali e or Bob. In su h
a s enario, there are four possible out omes for this lo al measurement done on both
Ali e's and Bob's side: 0a 0b , 0a nb , na 0b , and na nb . Denoting the probability of possible
(ab)

out omes by pij = Tr(ρ̂out Pi ⊗ Pj ), with i and j denoting the possible out omes on
Ali e's and Bob's sides, we have

p0a 0b

= (1 − p),

p
,
2n !


n−1
1
p X n
= p 1 − n−1 .
2n r=1
2
r

p0a nb = pna 0b =
p na nb =

(2.77)

We end up with a produ t state in the out omes orresponding to 0a 0b , 0a nb , and na 0b ,
however we end up with a pure entangled state
na nb
=
ρ̂out

1
2n−1

n−1
X
n!|r, n − rihs, n − s|
p
.
r!s!(n
−
r)!(n
−
s)!
r,s=1

(2.78)

orresponding to the na nb out ome. Hen e the average entanglement of ρ̂out subje ted
to su h a lo al measurement s heme is simply given by
(ab)
El2 (ρ̂out )



1



na nb
= p 1 − n−1 E(ρ̂out
)
2
!!

 "n−1
X
n
1
1
log2
= −p 1 − n−1
n−2
2
2
r
r=1

1
2n − 2

n
r

!!#

.

(2.79)

For the ases n = 1 and n = 2, su h a distillation pro edure does not yield any entanglement. However for the ases n ≥ 3, it is easy to see that the lower bound given by
(ab)

(ab)

El2 (ρ̂out ) performs marginally better than El1 (ρ̂out ) for small values of p. This an be
(ab)

seen, for instan e, by the fa t that El2 (ρ̂out ) as a fun tion of p is linear monotoni ally
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Eup (ρ̂out ),

bound

line

2

the lower bound

urve

(ab)

in reasing in p, however El1 (ρ̂out ) is a monotoni ally in reasing onvex fun tion of f (p)
by onstru tion, while f (p) is a monotoni ally in reasing onvex fun tion of p. Thus
(ab)

El1 (ρ̂out ) is a monotoni ally in reasing onvex fun tion of p. This simply means that for
(ab)

(ab)

small values of p, El2 (ρ̂out ) > El1 (ρ̂out ), the range of values of p for whi h this is true be(ab)

(ab)

ing determined by n. What we a tually observe is that for n = 6, El2 (ρ̂out ) > El1 (ρ̂out )
for most of values of p ex ept in a small region lose to 1. However for n = 7 we observe
(ab)

(ab)

that El2 (ρ̂out ) > El1 (ρ̂out ) for all values of p. This is illustrated in Figure (2.2) and
(ab)

(ab)

Figure (2.3). Another useful observation is that El2 (ρ̂out ) tends to Eup (ρ̂out ) for larger
(ab)

n. This an be seen from the fa t that the mixture in ρ̂out is almost bi-orthogonal for
large n, with the overlap in ea h of the lo al modes going as

1
2n ,

indi ating that we an

distill as mu h of the entanglement that is present [74℄.

2.9.3

Example b

We now establish bounds on another lass of ontinuous variable states by extending the
ideas of the previous example. These are states that arise from phase averaging of states
of the form
n−1
1 X
|Ψn (α)i = √
(ωn )r |(ωn )r αi,
N r=0

(2.80)
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where ωn is the primitive nth root of unity and |(ωn )r αi is the oherent state with displa ement (ωn )r α, and N is the appropriate normalisation. These states an be generated

through nonlinear opti al pro esses [180, 181℄. With the use of the identity
n−1
X
k=0

(ωn )jk = n if j ≡ 0 mod n,
= 0 otherwise,

(2.81)

we an rewrite the state as
∞
αnk+n−1
1 X
p
|Ψn (α)i = √
|nk + n − 1i.
N k=0 (nk + n − 1)!

(2.82)

Denoting |α|2 by λ, the state after phase averaging is
(a)

ρ̂D (λ, n) =

∞
1 X λnk+n−1
|nk + n − 1ihnk + n − 1|.
N
(nk + n − 1)!

(2.83)

k=0
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On ombining this state with the ground state of an auxiliary b-mode and then passing
through a 50:50 beamsplitter, we have
(ab)
ρ̂out (λ, n)

∞
1 X λnk+n−1
1
=
×
N
(nk + n − 1)! 2nk+n−1
k=0

nk+n−1
X

(nk + n − 1)!|r, nk + n − 1 − rihs, nk + n − 1 − s|
p
.
r!s!(nk + n − 1 − r)!(nk + n − 1 − s)!

r,s=0

(2.84)

The lo al measurement observable we hoose on both Ali e's and Bob's side is of the
form

Ô =

∞
X
κ=0

γκ

n−1
X
r=0

|nκ + rihnκ + r|.

(2.85)

For out omes κ1 , κ2 respe tively on Ali e's and Bob's side, the resultant state upto
normalisation is given by
(ab)

Pκ1 ⊗ Pκ2 ρ̂out (λ, n)Pκ1 ⊗ Pκ2 , where
n−1
n−1
X
X
|nκ2 + rihnκ2 + r|.
|nκ1 + rihnκ1 + r| ⊗
Pκ1 ⊗ Pκ2 =
r=0

(2.86)

r=0

The total number of photons in this subspa e an vary from n(κ1 + κ2 ) to n(κ1 + κ2 ) +
(a)

2(n − 1) The fa t that ρ̂D (λ, n) has nonvanishing proje tors only for photon numbers of

the form nk + n − 1 implies

n(κ1 + κ2 ) ≤ nk + n − 1 ≤ n(κ1 + κ2 ) + 2(n − 1)

(2.87)

for the permitted values of k, for given κ1 , κ2 . It is easy to see that the only possible
solution to this onstraint is k = κ1 +κ2 . This means that for a given out ome κ1 , κ2 , the
pure entangled state in ρ̂out (λ, n) orresponding to nk + n − 1 with k = κ1 + κ2 photons

is singled out. Now for a xed total number of photons nk + n − 1, the possible values
for (κ1 , κ2 ) are (k, 0), (k − 1, 1), · · · , (0, k) Given the out omes orresponding to γκ1 on

Ali e's side and γκ2 on Bob's side, the photon number on Ali e's side an run from nκ1

to nκ1 + (n − 1) and similarly on Bob's side run from nκ2 + (n − 1) to nκ2 . Thus the

resultant state orresponding to the out ome γκ1 on Ali e's side and γκ2 on Bob's side is
the pure state

|ψ(κ1 , κ2 )i ∝

n−1
X
r=0

p

p

(n(κ1 + κ2 ) + n − 1)!

(nκ1 + r)!(nκ2 + n − 1 − r)!

|nκ1 + r, nκ2 + n − 1 − ri.(2.88)
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Thus, for a given k, the possible states after the lo al measurement are
(2.89)

|ψ(0, k)i, |ψ(1, k − 1)i, · · · , |ψ(k, 0)i.

Computation of average entanglement after the measurement, whi h is by denition the
entanglement distilled by this proto ol, is fa ilitated by the following fa ts. Firstly, ea h

|ψ(κ1 , κ2 )i is already in the S hmidt form. Se ondly, these |ψ(κ1 , κ2 )i's are biorthogonal
[334℄. Thus the entanglement distilled is

Eav (nk + n − 1) =
"
!#
nk+n−1
X
nk + n − 1
1
−
×
2nk+n−1
r
r=0
!#
"
nk + n − 1
1
log2 nk+n−1
+
2
r
"
!#
k
n−1
X
X nk + n − 1
1
×
2nk+n−1
nr + d
r=0
d=0
!#
"
n−1
X nk + n − 1
1
.
log2 nk+n−1
2
nr + d

(2.90)

d=0

Thus the total average entanglement harvested over all possible photon number is
(ab)

El (ρ̂out (λ, n)) =

∞
1 X λnk+n−1
Eav (nk + n − 1).
N
(nk + n − 1)!

(2.91)

k=0

(ab)

(ab)

Clearly El (ρ̂out (λ, n)) is a lower bound on the EOF of ρ̂out (λ, n).

(ab)

A simple upper bound on the entanglement of formation of ρ̂out (λ, n) is obtained by
evaluating the average entanglement in its spe tral basis, and is given by
(ab)

Eup (ρ̂out (λ, n)) =

∞
1 X λnk+n−1
E(nk + n − 1),
N
(nk + n − 1)!
k=0

where

E(nk + n − 1) =
"
nk+n−1
X
1
−
nk+n−1
2
r=0

nk + n − 1
r

!#

log2

"

1
2nk+n−1

nk + n − 1
r

!#

.

(2.92)

(ab)

In Figure (2.4), we plot the lower and upper bounds El (ρ̂out (λ, n)) and
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(ab)

Eup (ρ̂out (λ, n)) for the ases n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4.
We now dis uss a more general method whi h establishes lower bounds using LOCC
and the Terhal-Vollbre t formula. In most of the pra ti al situations su h as in [312, 318,
319, 322℄, the probabilities of the PND vanish for larger n. In su h a ase, one an do a
trun ation to evaluate a lower bound based on [76℄.
A trun ation orresponds to a LOCC. To see this suppose the input on Ali e's side is
(a)

ρ̂D =

∞
X

p(n)|nihn|.

(2.93)

n=1

Let
(ab)

Tr(ρ̂out Pk ⊗ Pk ) = 1 − ǫ, where
Pk =

k
X
i=0

|iihi|.

(2.94)

Sin e ǫ is a de reasing fun tion of k, we an hoose a value of k to a hieve any small
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(ab)

ǫ > 0. The trun ated version of ρ̂out is
(ab)(tr)

ρ̂out
(ab)(tr)

The state ρ̂out

=

1
(ab)
(Pk ⊗ Pk ρ̂out Pk ⊗ Pk ).
1−ǫ

(2.95)

is the 0a 0b out ome orresponding to the measurement of the lo al

observable

λ0

k
X
i=0

|iihi| + λk

∞
X

i=k+1

(2.96)

|iihi|

on both Ali e's and Bob's side. Sin e negativity is an entanglement monotone under
LOCC [75℄, we have
(ab)P T

N (ρ̂out

(ab)P T (tr)

) ≥ (1 − ǫ)N (ρ̂out

(2.97)

).

(ab)

A lower bound on the EOF of ρ̂out is now simply given by
(ab)

(ab)P T

E(ρ̂out ) ≥ F (N (ρ̂out

(ab)(tr)

)) ≥ F [(1 − ǫ)N (ρ̂out

)],

(2.98)

where F (.) is the Terhal-Vollbre t formula [76℄. The last inequality follows from the fa t
that F (.) is a monotoni ally in reasing fun tion of its argument.

2.10 Con lusions
To on lude, we have demonstrated the ee tiveness of partial transpose in the study of
entanglement of a family of non-Gaussian ontinuous variable states. We have presented
partial results on distillability of these states. We have demonstrated distillable entanglement from violation of three term onditions both on {p(n)} and {γn }, parti ularly

from an antibun hed input. We have evaluated both upper and lower bounds on the
entanglement of formation of a family of non-Gaussian ontinuous variable states. We
have illustrated the possibility of going beyond the Terhal-Vollbre t formula in estimating
entanglement through a areful hoi e of lo al observables to be measured. However, our
analysis relies on partial transpose, and hen e annot answer issues in respe t of PPT
bound entangled states.
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3
Non lassi ality, Mandel lassi ation, and
entanglement
3.1

Introdu tion

In the pre eding Chapter quantum opti al non lassi ality in single-mode elds was studied from the perspe tive of entanglement. In the ase of phase invariant states, the nonlassi ality was ompletely determined by the photon number distribution [170℄. This
was possible due to the onne tion with the lassi al Stieltjes moment problem [170, 324℄.
It was shown that if a phase-invariant single-mode state is oupled to a se ond mode in
va uum or some oherent state and then passed through a U (2) beamsplitter, the resulting two-mode output state shows NPT entanglement [27℄ pre isely when the input
single-mode is quantum opti ally non lassi al. The signatures of the two, non lassi ality
and entanglement, oin ided exa tly [194℄.
In this Chapter, we ontinue this exploration further. We begin with the study of
non lassi ality of two-mode states and its potential to generate entanglement, our study
being now restri ted by the absen e of results su h as the result of the Stieltjes moment
problem. We begin with the des ription of a single test, whi h if su essful, is able to
simultaneously establish both the non lassi ality and NPT entanglement of a given twomode state. We then turn to Mandel matrix analysis of the two-mode elds and show that
non lassi ality at this level naturally separates into distin t Types I and II, depending
on whether the sub-Poissonian statisti s is visible or not at a single-mode level. We then
present three interesting examples of two-mode states to illustrate the idea. The rst is a
study of two-mode states obtained in the previous Chapter from single-mode states, the
se ond and third are independently onstru ted. Along the way we develop a test at the
Mandel matrix level to see whether the beamsplitter a tion on an initially non-entangled
two-mode non lassi al state results in NPT entanglement, and apply it to the se ond
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family of states. The third family is built upon the extensively studied squeezed va uum
states for one and two modes, where we bring out some of their nonintuitive features. We
extend the method developed for single-mode states to two-mode states and onstru t
NPT entanglement tests to test for entanglement when a two-mode non lassi al state is
oupled to a third mode in va uum and the result is passed through a `U (3) beamsplitter'.
The dis ussion and test is again at the Mandel matrix level and the test is illustrated
with two families of states as examples. We show the possibility of generating genuine
tripartite entanglement from two-mode Mandel type non lassi ality. We then extend the
notion of Mandel's Q parameter to two modes. Based on the Mandel matrix onstru t,
the Mandel parameters Q1 and Q2 are introdu ed to help dierentiate the Type I and
Type II states and gauge their Mandel level non lassi ality, and interesting possibilities
are dis ussed.

3.2

Two-mode elds  Entanglement test, and Mandel lassi ation

Our emphasis here is in new features en ountered in the states of a two-mode system.
The modes will be alled the a-mode and the b-mode, with operator pairs â, â† and b̂, b̂†
obeying the ommutation relations in Eq. (1.95). Some general points an be made right
away.
Sin e we have a two-mode system, apart from examining whether a given state ρ̂(ab)
is quantum opti ally (QO- l) or quantum opti ally non lassi al (QO-non l), we an also
ask whether it is entangled, and if so whether it is NPT type, distillable, et . The
latter questions be ome meaningful in the two-mode ase. In fa t we will develop an
interesting riterion whi h an be witness

simultaneously for QO-non lassi ality as well

as entanglement of the NPT type.
With respe t to the a tion of the beamsplitters representing general elements u ∈ U (2)

in the manner of Eq. (2.31), we note the following. A tion by a beamsplitter is both
nonlo al, in that the modes a and b get linearly mixed, and passive, as N̂a + N̂b is
onserved; sin e annihilation operators go to linear ombinations of annihilation operators
under this a tion, oherent states go into oherent states. Convex sums of oherent
states go to onvex sums of oherent states, and thus su h a tion preserves the QOl or QO-non l nature of a state ρ̂(ab) [335℄. On the other hand, while a QO- l state
has no entanglement, a QO-non l state may possess entanglement or may be separable:
entangled states are a proper subset of QO-non l states. Thus beamsplitter a tion an
ause a transition from a QO-non l separable state to a QO-non l entangled state, in
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whi h ase we an further enquire into the nature of the entanglement so obtained. This
(ab)

was in fa t the ase in the transition from ρ̂in

(ab)

of Eq. (2.43) to ρ̂out of Eq. (2.44).

As mentioned earlier, there is no generalisation of the results of the lassi al Stieltjes
moment problem whi h an be used for two-mode systems, their PND's, et . Therefore
to study aspe ts of two-mode non lassi ality to an admittedly limited degree.

3.2.1

Non lassi ality and entanglement  a dire t onne tion

A general two-mode state ρ̂(ab) possesses the diagonal oherent state representation

ρ̂(ab) =

Z Z

d2 za d2 zb
φ(za , zb )|za , zb ihza , zb |
π
π

(3.1)

in terms of the two-mode (produ t) oherent states |za , zb i. Of interest to us is a test

whi h

simultaneously establishes both QO-non lassi ality of ρ̂(ab) and its NPT entangle-

ment.
To this end, we set up an innite matrix N̂ with operator entries N̂jk,lm where j, k, l, m
run over the range 0, 1, 2, · · · independently. The pair jk denotes a `row index' and takes

in sequen e the values 00; 10, 01; 20, 11, 02; 30, 21, 12, 03; · · · . Similarly the ` olumn index'
pair also takes these same values in the same sequen e. We dene the entries of N̂ thus :
†
N̂jk,lm = N̂lm,jk
= â†j b̂†k âl b̂m .

Clearly N̂ =

(3.2)



N̂jk,lm
is a `hermitian' matrix of operator entries. Note that these

entries are in normal-ordered form. Starting with the diagonal representation (3.1), for
any set of omplex oe ients {cjk } and the asso iated positive semidenite operator
P
∗
jk,lm cjk N̂jk,lm clm , we always have :

Tr(ρ̂(ab)

X

jk,lm

=

Z Z

X
X
c∗jk N̂jk,lmclm ) = Tr(ρ̂(ab) (
cjk âj b̂k )† (
clm âl b̂m ))
jk

X
d2 za d2 zb
φ(za , zb )|
clm zal zbm |2 ≥ 0.
π
π

lm

(3.3)

lm

This is be ause we have here the expe tation value of a positive semidenite hermitian
operator. On the other hand, if we pass to the partial transpose ρ̂(ab)P T of ρ̂(ab) , by
performing transposition only in the spa e of states of the b-mode, this will amount to
everywhere repla ing b̂†j b̂m by b̂†m b̂j , sin e in the Fo k basis b̂† and b̂ are real [27, 57, 227℄.
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Thus for the same positive semidenite operator as in Eq. (3.3) we have

Tr(ρ̂(ab)P T

X

c∗jk N̂jk,lmclm ) = Tr(ρ̂(ab)

=

c∗jk â†j b̂†m âl b̂k clm )

jk,lm

jk,lm

Z Z

X

X
d2 za d2 zb
φ(za , zb ) |
clm zal zb∗m |2 .
π
π

(3.4)

lm

Noti e the dieren e in the integrands of the last integrals in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4); the
latter integral is sure to be positive if ρ̂(ab)P T is a possible state, otherwise it ould be
negative.
Thus we arrive at a single test for QO-non lassi ality and NPT entanglement of ρ̂(ab) .
The above expression being negative implies

two things simultaneously :

(i) φ(za , zb ) 6≥ 0, hence ρ̂(ab) is QO − noncl;

(ii) ρ̂(ab)P T 6≥ 0, and hen e ρ̂(ab) is NPT entangled.

(3.5)

This interesting result is an indi ation of the possibility, in suitable ir umstan es, of
bringing the hara terisations of QO-non lassi ality and entanglement for the two-mode
elds rather lose to one another.

3.2.2

Mandel matrix

In Se tion 2.2.1, we introdu ed the on ept of phase-insensitive non lassi ality for a
single-mode radiation eld. Of relevan e were the matrix elements of operators onserving
the number of photons. Generalising this on ept to two-mode systems, if one is interested
only in the total number onserving matrix elements, then given a ρ̂(ab) it su es to work
(ab)

with the state ρ̂D

obtained from ρ̂(ab) by phase averaging :
2π

dθ iθ(N̂a +N̂b ) (ab) −iθ(N̂a +N̂b )
e
ρ̂ e
2π
0
Z 2
d za d2 zb
P (Ia , Ib , θ)|za , zb ihza , zb |,
=
π π
Ia = |za |2 , Ib = |zb |2 , θ = argza∗ zb ,
Z 2π ′
dθ
′
′
P (Ia , Ib , θ) =
φ(za e−iθ , zb e−iθ ).
2π
0
(ab)
ρ̂D

=

Z

(3.6)

This state is learly number onserving :
(ab)

(ab)

ρ̂D (N̂a + N̂b ) = (N̂a + N̂b )ρ̂D ,
(ab)

hn′ m′ |ρ̂D |nmi = δn′ +m′ ,n+m hn′ m′ |ρ̂(ab) |nmi.

(3.7)
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(ab)

Sin e P (Ia , Ib , θ) is the (real) diagonal representation weight of ρ̂D , we have this QOlassi ation :
(ab)

P (Ia , Ib , θ) ≥ 0 ⇔ ρ̂D

(ab)
ρ̂D

P (Ia , Ib , θ) 6≥ 0 ⇔

is QO- l,
is QO-non l.

(3.8)

Now we present the two-mode generalisation of the Mandel matrix and the asso iated
(ab)

onserving, i.e., ommuting

lassi ation of states [187, 336℄. We onsider only states ρ̂D

with, N̂a + N̂b . Let us rst develop the two-mode analogue of the Mandel riterion. Dene
a olumn and row ve tor with number onserving operator entries as follows :

Ĉ =

â†
b̂†

!

!

â

⊗

b̂



N̂a



 † 


 â b̂ 
 , Ĉ † = N̂a b̂† â â† b̂ N̂b .
=
 b̂† â 


N̂b

(3.9)

With their help next dene a 5 × 5 matrix with operator entries and whi h is `hermitian'

like N̂ in Eq. (3.2), and also `positive denite':

1

Σ̂ =

Ĉ


1

! 

1 Ĉ †



=

b̂† â

N̂a

Ĉ †

1

Ĉ Ĉ Ĉ †
â† b̂

!

N̂b


 N̂a
N̂a2
N̂a b̂† â N̂a â† b̂ N̂a N̂b

†
†
† †
† 2
†
= 
 â b̂ â b̂N̂a â b̂b̂ â (â b̂) â b̂N̂b
 †
 b̂ â b̂† âN̂a (b̂† â)2 b̂† ââ† b̂ b̂† âN̂b
N̂b N̂b N̂a N̂b b̂† â N̂b â† b̂ (N̂b )2






.




(3.10)

(ab)

Given a state ρ̂D , we get the 5 × 5 numeri al hermitian matrix Σ by taking entrywise

expe tation values of the opertors in Σ̂, and the numeri al matrix so obtained is learly

hermitian positive semidenite :

Σ = hΣ̂i =
We dene the two-mode

(ab)
Tr(ρ̂D

1

Ĉ †

Ĉ Ĉ Ĉ †

!

) =

1

hĈ † i

hĈi hĈ Ĉ † i

!

≥ 0.

(3.11)

(ab)
Mandel matrix for the state ρ̂D
by repla ing Ĉ Ĉ † in Eq. (3.11)

by its normal ordered expression (entries of Ĉ and Ĉ † are already in the normal ordered
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form) :

B̂ = : Ĉ Ĉ † :,
M

(2)

(ab)
(ρ̂D )

=

(ab)
Tr(ρ̂D



1

1

Ĉ †

Ĉ

B̂

hâ† âi

!

)
hb̂† âi

hâ† b̂i

 †
 hâ âi hâ†2 â2 i hâ† b̂† â2 i hâ†2 âb̂i

†
†2
† †
†2 2
= 
 hâ b̂i hâ âb̂i hâ b̂ âb̂i hâ b̂ i
 †
 hb̂ âi hâ† b̂† â2 i hb̂†2 â2 i hâ† b̂† âb̂i
hb̂† b̂i hâ† b̂† âb̂i hb̂†2 âb̂i hâ† b̂† b̂2 i
Z 2π
Z ∞
Z ∞
dθ
dIa
dIb
=
P (Ia , Ib , θ)
2π
0
0
0

 
√
1
Ia Ib e−iθ
1 Ia


Ia


 √

iθ 
×
 √ Ia Ib e 


 Ia Ib e−iθ 
Ib

hb̂† b̂i




hâ† b̂† âb̂i 

hâ† b̂† b̂2 i 


hb̂†2 âb̂i 
hb̂†2 b̂2 i
√

Ia Ib eiθ Ib



.
(3.12)

The supers ript 2 indi ates that we are dealing with a two-mode state, and this Mandel
matrix is 5 × 5 hermitian but not ne essarily positive semidenite.

Another useful onstru t is the 2 × 2 Mandel matrix asso iated with a general single-

mode obtained as linear ombination of the modes a and b, al ulated again in the state
(ab)

ρ̂D . The denition of the annihilation operatorÂ of su h a mode and then of its Mandel
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matrix are :

|α|2 + |β|2 = 1;

Â = αâ + β b̂,
(ab)
M (2,1) (ρ̂D ; α, β)

hÂ† Âi

1

=

hÂ† Âi hÂ†2 Â2 i

!

(ab)

= Y (α, β)† M (2) (ρD )Y (α, β),


1
0


 0




Y (α, β) =  0 ψ0 (α, β) 
,


 0

0

∗
!  αα
!
 αβ ∗
α∗
α

=
⊗
ψ0 (α, β) =
 βα∗
β∗
β

ββ ∗





.



(3.13)

The dependen e of Â on α, β is left impli it. The supers ript (2, 1) at the start of the
above equations indi ates that we are dealing with a general single-mode Mandel matrix
(ab)

obtained from the two-mode Mandel matrix for the a − b system in the state ρ̂D , by

fo ussing on the parti ular linear ombination Â of â and b̂. It turns out that for two(ab)

(ab)

mode states both M (2) (ρ̂D ) and M (2,1) (ρ̂D ; α, β) are important.
The two-mode denitions of Mandel-type non lassi ality, sub-Poissonian statisti s
(sub-PS), super-Poissonian statisti s (super-PS), et are now as follows :
(ab)

{ρ̂D

is QO- l
(ab)

M (2) (ρ̂D ) 6≥ 0

⇔

P (Ia , Ib , θ) ≥ 0}

⇔

{ρ̂D is QO-non l, has sub-PS}.

(ab)

(ab)

⇒ {M (2) (ρ̂D ) ≥ 0 ⇔ ρ̂D has super-PS};
(ab)

(3.14)

In the denition of super-PS, we used Eq. (3.12). The sub-PS ase an be usefully
separated into two types, depending on whether or not the nonpositivity of the 5 × 5
(ab)

matrix M (2) (ρ̂D ) is visible already at the single-mode level for some hoi e of oe ients

α, β . Thus we dene :
(ab)

ρ̂D

(ab)

ρ̂D

has Type I sub-PS
has Type II sub-PS

⇔
⇔

(ab)

M (2,1) (ρ̂D ; α, β) 6≥ 0 for some α, β;
(ab)

M (2,1) (ρ̂D ; α, β) ≥ 0 for all α, β,
(ab)

M (2) (ρ̂D ) 6≥ 0.

(3.15)
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The physi al meaning is that in Type I sub-PS, the Mandel level of QO-non lassi ality
is easy to dete t already in terms of a suitable single-mode ombination; while in Type
II sub-PS, su h non lassi ality is hidden or intrinsi ally two-mode in hara ter.
(ab)

For al ulational purposes one an pass from the 5 × 5 Mandel matrix M (2) (ρ̂D ) to

a slightly simpler 4 × 4 matrix as follows. From Eq. (3.12),

M

(2)

(ab)
(ρ̂D )

=

(ab)
Tr(ρ̂D

1

Ĉ †

Ĉ

B̂

!

) =

(ab)

1

C†

C

B

!

,

(ab)

C = Tr(ρ̂D Ĉ), B = Tr(ρ̂D B̂).

(3.16)

(When ne essary the state will be indi ated as argument of C, B ). Then it is easy to see
that
(ab)

M (2) (ρ̂D ) ≥ 0 ⇔ Γ = B − CC † ≥ 0 ,
(ab)

M (2) (ρ̂D ) 6≥ 0 ⇔ Γ 6≥ 0.

(3.17)

Thus the 4 × 4 matrix Γ determines whether we have super-PS or sub-PS. For the separa!
φ1
tion of the latter into Type I and Type II, we have for any omplex 2-ve tor φ =
φ2
(ab)

φ† M (2,1) (ρ̂D ; α, β)φ =
|φ1 + φ2 C † ψ0 (α, β)|2 + |φ2 |2 ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β).

(3.18)

(ab)

So we are able to say, given M (2) (ρ̂D ) 6≥ 0 :
Type I PS
Type II PS

⇔
⇔

ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) < 0 for some α, β;
ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) ≥ 0 for all α, β.

(3.19)

Indeed we easily nd from Eqs. (3.13, 3.17) that

det M (2,1) (ρ̂(ab) ; α, β) = ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β).

(3.20)

We will apply these denitions and lassi ation of QO-non lassi ality to several families
of states and examine the possible onversion of non lassi ality to entanglement in the
next Se tion.
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3.3 Some examples of two-mode states and their properties
We have seen in Se tion 2.6 that a single-mode QO-non l state, when ombined with
a se ond mode in va uum (or in a oherent state) and passed through a beamsplitter,
always results at the output in a two-mode state exhibiting NPT entanglement. We study
these two-mode states in the spirit of the pre eding Se tion as a rst example.

3.3.1

Example (a)

The two-mode state in question is given in Eq. (2.44). It is reasonable that its 5 × 5
Mandel matrix is obtainable from the 2×2 Mandel matrix asso iated with the single-mode
(a)

input state ρ̂D . Straightforward al ulation shows that :
(ab)

ρ̂D

(a)

= Û (u){ρ̂D ⊗ |0ibb h0|}Û (u)−1 , u ∈ U (2) :
(a)

(ab)

M (2) (ρ̂D ) = W (u)† M (1) (ρ̂D )W (u),
W (u) =

1

0

0

0

0

0 u∗11 u11 u∗21 u11 u∗11 u21 u∗21 u21

!

,

W (u)W (u)† = I2×2 .

(3.21)

Next using (3.13) we an immediately obtain the general single-mode proje tion of this
two-mode Mandel matrix :
(a)

(ab)

M (2,1) (ρ̂D ; α, β) = Y (α, β)† W (u)† M (1) (ρ̂D )W (u)Y (α, β)
!
!
1 0
1 0
(1) (a)
,
M (ρ̂D )
=
0 |ξ|2
0 |ξ|2
ξ = u11 α + u22 β.

(3.22)

From these expressions and from the results of Se tion 2.6, we nd that the two-mode
states produ ed from single-mode states in the above manner have the following signiant properties :
(a)

(ab)

(i) ρ̂D has QO-non l PND ⇒ ρ̂D
(a)

(ii) ρ̂D
(iii)

(a)
ρ̂D

(ab)

has super-PS ⇒ ρ̂D
has sub-PS

has NPT entanglement ;

has super-PS;

(ab)
⇒ ρ̂D has Type I sub-PS,
(ab)
M (2,1) (ρD ; α, β) 6≥ 0 for every

α, β.

(3.23)
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Clearly only properties (ii) and (iii) involve the Mandel matrix analysis; and it is signiant that in property (iii),

every single-mode ombination of the modes a and b displays

sub-PS. Thus in the latter ir umstan e, we an say it is not just easy, but a tually very
(ab)

easy, to dete t the Mandel kind of QO-non l of ρ̂D . To these statements we an add the
(ab)

following: states ρ̂D

(a)

obtained from states ρ̂D in the manner of Eq. (3.21) an never
(a)

display Type II sub-PS; and any sub-PS in ρ̂D leads to both Type I sub-PS and NPT
(ab)

entanglement in ρ̂D .

3.3.2

Example (b)
(ab)

Hereafter we onsider dire tly given two-mode states ρ̂D , as opposed to the previous
example. In ase su h a state is QO-non l, even if it is of produ t or separable form, its
passage through a U (2) BS ould result in an entangled state. We rst set up the general
framework to examine this, then illustrate it by an interesting example. For simpli ity
we use an elementary 50:50 BS rather than one orresponding to a general u ∈ U (2).

We hoose the U (2) element and orresponding unitary operator a tion as follows :

1

1
u0 = √
2

1

−1 1

!

∈ U (2) :

Û0−1

â â†
b̂

b̂†

!

Û0 = u0

â â†
b̂

b̂†

!

.

(3.24)

At the operator level, a tion by onjugation on Ĉ , Ĉ † , B̂ of Eqs. (3.9, 3.12) is :

Û0−1 Ĉ Û0 = V0 Ĉ, Û0−1 Ĉ † Û0 = Ĉ † V0T , Û0−1 B̂ Û0 = V0 B̂V0T ,


1
1
1 1


−1 1 −1 1 
1

.
V0 = u0 ⊗ u0 = 
2  −1 −1 1 1 

1 −1 −1 1
(ab)

Then if a state ρ̂D

(3.25)

is transformed by this BS a tion to
(ab)

ρ̂′ D

(ab)

= Û0 ρ̂D Û0−1 ,

(3.26)
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the hange in the Mandel matrix is given by a transformation using V0 :
(ab)
M (2) (ρ̂D )
(ab)
M (2) (ρ̂′ D )

=
=
=

!

1

C†

C

B

1

C ′†

C′

B′
!
0

1

0 V0

→

!

=

(ab)
Tr(ρ̂′ D

1

C†

C

B

!

1

Ĉ †

Ĉ

B̂

1

0

0 V0T

!

!

)

,

C ′ = V0 C, B ′ = V0 BV0T .
Thus Γ′ is related to Γ by

(3.27)

ongruen e :
Γ′ = B ′ − C ′ C ′† = V0 ΓV0T .

(ab)

To test next whether ρ̂′ D

(3.28)
(ab)P T

is NPT entangled, we pass to its partial transpose ρ̂′ D

and evaluate the `expe tation value' of a suitably hosen nonnegative hermitian oper(ab)

ator with respe t to it. If this turns out to be negative, then ρ̂′ D

is denitely NPT

entangled. To onstru t su h a test whi h involves as losely as possible the use of
(ab)

(ab)

(2)
M (2) (ρ̂′ D ), hene of M
 (ρ̂D ), we should use a `matrix of operators' similar in stru !
1 Ĉ †
1
, i.e, making up a `hermitian nonnegative' matrix of operator
ture to
Ĉ
(ab)P T

entries, su h that when the partial transpose operation is swit hed from ρ̂′ D
`matrix', we obtain essentially the expe tation values of Ĉ ,

Ĉ †

and B̂ in

(ab)
ρ̂′ D .

to this

We have

seen in the passage from Eq. (3.3) to Eq. (3.4) that the PT operation onverts b̂j† b̂k to

b̂k† b̂j , and b̂j b̂k† to b̂k b̂j† . Keeping these motivations and fa ts in mind we onstru t a
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5 × 5 matrix of operators as follows :


(

â† â



 † † 


 â b̂ 
† â â b̂ â† b̂† b̂† b̂
 , Ê † =
Ê = 
→
â
 â b̂ 


b̂† b̂
 )P T
!
!
! 
0 0
1 Ĉ †
1 Ê †
1
,
+
=
0 Ŷ
Ĉ B̂
Ê

â† â
0
â† b̂

 0
0
0
Ŷ = 
 b̂† â
†
0
â â + b̂† b̂ + 1

0
0
â† b̂



0


0 
 . (3.29)
b̂† â 

b̂† b̂

We see that in the pro ess of expressing the various operators involved in normal ordered

form, an additional pie e Ŷ linear in the entries of Ĉ appears. Then a test for NPT
(ab)

entanglement of ρ̂′ D

(ab)P T

Tr(ρ̂′ D

1
Ê

is to evaluate

! 

1 Ê †



)

=

(ab)

Tr(ρ̂′ D

(

1
Ê








(2) ′ (ab)
= M (ρ̂ D ) + 






Y

′



! 

1 Ê †
..
.

0
···

..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.

0
0
0
0

 )P T

0

0

0

···

···

···

Y′

C1′

0

C2′


 0
= 
 C′
 3
0

0

0

0

C1′ + C4′ + 1

0

C2′

0




0 
,
C3′ 

′
C4

)


0 

··· 










(3.30)

and see if this matrix is indenite. The 5 × 5 matrix here is, by Eq. (3.27), a ongruen e
(ab)

transformation applied to the initial state Mandel matrix M (2) (ρ̂D ) plus a 4 × 4 pie e
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oming from Ŷ , namely it is :

1

0

0 V0

!

1

C†

C

B

!

1

!

0

0 V0T

+

0

0

0 Y′

!

1

=

C † V0T

V0 C V0 BV0T + Y ′

!

. (3.31)

Therefore by Eq. (3.17) the positivity or otherwise of the matrix (3.30) is equivalent to
the positivity or otherwise of either of the two following 4 × 4 matri es at the level of Γ :

Ω = Γ + V0T Y ′ V0 ,
= V0 ΓV0T + Y ′ .

V0 ΩV0T

(3.32)
(ab)

Nonpositivity of either Ω or V0 ΩV0T is proof of NPT entanglement of ρ̂′ D . There is
(ab)

some dieren e between the Mandel level QO-non lassi ality test for ρ̂D
developed NPT entanglement test for

(ab)
ρ̂′ D ,

and the above

the two being related but not identi al. This

is to be expe ted sin e, as mentioned, entangled states are a subset of QO-non l states,
and NPT states are a further subset.
We now illustrate the above s heme using an interesting family of states whi h is
analyti ally quite simple. We begin with the family of two-mode pure states of innite
S hmidt rank,
− 21 |µ|2

|µi = e

∞
X
µn
√ |n, ni, µ ∈ C,
n!
n=0
(ab)

form the density matrix ρ̂(ab) = |µihµ|, and pass to ρ̂D
(ab)

ρ̂D

= e−λ

∞
X
λn

n=0

n!

(3.33)

via Eq. (3.6) :

|n, nihn, n|, λ = |µ|2 ≥ 0.

(3.34)

This is learly separable though not of produ t form. For the Mandel matrix analysis,
(ab)

|µihµ| and ρ̂D

are equivalent.
(ab)

The matri es C , C † , B , Γ involved in M (2) (ρ̂D ) are easy to al ulate sin e we have

hâ† âi = hb̂† b̂i = λ, hâ†2 â2 i = hb̂†2 b̂2 i = λ2 .

(3.35)
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We thus have :



λ





λ2




 0 

0


C=
 0 , B = 
0



λ
λ2 + λ

0
0
0
λ

 0 λ2 + λ
0
0
Γ=
 0
2
0
λ +λ 0

λ
0
0
0

0

0

λ2 + λ

λ2 + λ

0

0

0

λ2 + λ

0

0

0

λ2







;





.



(3.36)

(ab)

The eigenvalues of Γ being λ(λ + 1), λ(λ + 1), λ, −λ, it follows that the state ρ̂D

in

(3.34) is QO-non l. To nd its type we ompute

ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) = 2|α|2 |β|2 λ(λ + 2) ≥ 0,

(3.37)

so these states display hidden or Type II- sub-PS.
In passing we note that the state ρ̂(a) of mode a obtained from Eq. (3.34) by tra ing
over b alone is
(ab)

(a)

ρ̂D = Trb ρ̂D

= e−λ

∞
X
λn
n=0

n!

(3.38)

|niaa hn|,

for whi h the diagonal weight P (Ia ) is
(3.39)

P (Ia ) = δ(Ia − λ).
(a)

(b)

Partial tra e over a gives exa tly similar results for mode b. Thus both ρ̂D and ρ̂D are
QO- l, with their PND oin iding exa tly with that of a oherent state.
(ab)

Now we pass the two-mode state ρ̂D
the resulting

(ab)
ρ̂′ D
(ab)

ρ̂′ D

of Eq. (3.34) through the BS Û0 of Eq. (3.24);

is
(ab)

= Û0 ρ̂D Û0−1
∞  n
X
λ
1 †2
−λ
†2 n
2
2 n
= e
3 (â − b̂ ) |0, 0ih0, 0|(â − b̂ ) .
4
n!
n=0

(3.40)

To apply the NPT entanglement test based on Eq. (3.32) it is onvenient to examine
(ab)

V0 ΩV0T . Combining Eqs. (3.27, 3.36) we nd the matri es Γ′ , Y ′ asso iated with ρ̂′ D
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to be

′

Γ =

V0 ΓV0T

Y

′





= 




1 2
2λ

+λ

0
0
− 12 λ2

0
1 2
2λ
− 12 λ2 −

λ

− 21 λ2 − λ

0

0

1 2
2λ

0

λ 0
0

 0 0
0
= 
 0 0 2λ + 1

0 0
0

− 21 λ2

0

0
1 2
2λ

0

+λ











0 
.
0 

λ

(3.41)

Therefore a ording to Eq. (3.32) we have to test the positivity or otherwise of

V0 ΩV0T

= V0 ΓV0T + Y ′

1 2
λ + 2λ
0
 2
1
2

0
2λ
= 

0
− 12 λ2 − λ

− 12 λ2
0

− 21 λ2

0
− 21 λ2 − λ

1 2
2λ

0

+ 2λ + 1

0
1 2
2λ

0

+ 2λ








(3.42)

This establishes that
of Eq. (3.40) is NPT entangled. The emphasis here was to show that the entanglement produ ed by BS a tion an indeed be witnessed by the Mandel matrix onstru t.

The (2, 3) submatrix here is indenite as it has determinant − 12 λ2 .
(ab)
ρ̂′ D

Going ba k to the expression in Eq. (3.40), the terms for n = 0 and n = 1 are
respe tively :

e−λ |0, 0ih0, 0|;
λ −λ
e (|2, 0i − |0, 2i)(h2, 0| − h0, 2|),
2

(3.43)

giving the matrix elements
(ab)

(ρ̂′ D )00,00 = e−λ ;
(ab)

(ab)

(ab)

(ab)

(ρ̂′ D )20,20 = (ρ̂′ D )02,02 = −(ρ̂′ D )20,02 = −(ρ̂′ D )02,20 =

λ −λ
e .
2

(3.44)

One also obtains from the n = 2 term in Eq. (3.40) the matrix element
(ab)

(ρ̂′ D )22,22 =

λ2 −λ
e .
8

(ab)

If we now onsider the partial transpose of ρ̂′ D

(3.45)

and look at the 00 − 22 subspa e of
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dimension two, we have
(ab)P T
ρ̂′ D

1

−λ

→e

− λ2

− λ2
λ2
8

!

(ab)P T

Thus, as the determinant is negative in this subspa e, ρ̂′ D
the form α|0, 0i + β|2, 2i with a negative eigenvalue.

entanglement of

3.3.3

(ab)
ρ̂′ D

in Eq. (3.40) is distillable [37℄.

(3.46)

.

has an eigenve tor of

This demonstrates that the NPT

Example ( )

The third example is built upon the two-mode squeezed (va uum) states. For both
single and multi-mode ases these states have been studied extensively in the literature
[187, 237, 238℄. Here we take them up in the ontext of the viewpoints of Se tions 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3, in parti ular the Mandel level study of QO-non lassi ality. First we assemble the
denition and important properties of a single (a) mode squeezed va uum state. Su h
a state is obtained by applying a unitary (s aling) operator involving the exponential
of a omplex ombination of â†2 and â2 to the Fo k va uum, and is parametrised by a
omplex variable ξ = ξ1 + iξ2 or an equivalent omplex variable ω :

1
|ψ (a) (ω)i = exp{ (ξâ†2 − ξ ∗ â2 )}|0ia
4
s
∞
X
Γ(n + 1/2) n
2 14
√
ω |2nia ,
= (1 − |ω| )
n!
π
n=0
ω =

ξ
tanh(|ξ|/2).
|ξ|

(3.47)

Sin e only even photon number states are present, the probabilities p(1), p(3), p(5), · · ·

in the PND vanish, whi h is immediate eviden e that these states are QO-non l. Some
important expe tation values are :

hψ (a) (ω)|{â† , â, N̂a , N̂a2 , â†2 â2 , â2 }|ψ (a) (ω)i =
{0, 0, S 2 , S 2 (S 2 + 2C 2 ), S 2 (2S 2 + C 2 ),
S = sinh(|ξ|/2), C = cosh(|ξ|/2).

ξ
},
|ξ|

(3.48)

The 2 × 2 Mandel matrix for the state is thus :

M (1) (|ψ (a) (ω)i) =

1

S2

S 2 S 2 (2S 2 + C 2 )

detM (1) (|ψ (a) (ω)i) = S 2 (S 2 + C 2 ) ≥ 0,

!

,
(3.49)
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where S and C are given in Eq. (3.48). Thus these states have super-PS, and the
QO-non lassi ality does not show up at the Mandel level.
For two modes we take the produ t of two su h states, with independent omplex

ξ, ξ ′

or ω, ω ′ :

|ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i = |ψ (a) (ω)i ⊗ |ψ (b) (ω ′ )i.

(3.50)

The se ond fa tor obviously involves an exponential in b̂†2 and b̂2 applied to |0ib . This

two-mode pure state is learly also QO-non l, but it is a manifest produ t state of S hmidt

rank one. Unlike Eq. (3.49), however, now the QO-non lassi ality shows up at the Mandel
level. The 5 × 5 Mandel matrix for the state (3.50) is easily found using Eqs. (3.48) and
their analogues for the b-mode :

M

(2)

(|ψ

(ab)

′

(ω, ω )i) =

1

C†

C

B

!

,



C † = S 2 0 0 S ′2 ,

S 2 (2S 2 + C 2 )
0
0
S 2S ′ 2


0
S2S′ 2
eiη SCS ′ C ′
0
B=

−iη
′
′
2
′
2
0
e SCS C
S S
0

2
′
2
′
2
′
S S
0
0
S (2S 2 + C ′ 2 )

η = argξ ′ ξ ∗





,



(3.51)

Here S ′ and C ′ are dened as in Eq. (3.48) but in terms of ξ ′ . The 4 × 4 matrix Γ of Eq.
(3.17) is :





Γ=



S 2 (S 2 + C 2 )

0

0

0

0

S2S′ 2

eiη SCS ′ C ′

0

0

e−iη SCS ′ C ′

S 2 S ′2

0

0

0

0

S ′ 2 (S ′ 2 + C ′ 2 )





.



(3.52)

The eigenvalues of Γ are S 2 (S 2 +C 2 ), S ′2 (S ′2 +C ′2 ), SS ′ (SS ′ +CC ′ ) and SS ′ (SS ′ −CC ′ ).

Assuming that ξ , ξ ′ are both non vanishing, the last eigenvalue is negative, leading by
Eq. (3.17) to the on lusion that

M (2) (|ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i) 6≥ 0 or that the state |ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i has sub-PS. This

is an interesting

and somewhat nonintuitive result sin e we have seen in Eq. (3.49) that ea h fa tor in
the produ t state |ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i has super-PS. We must now see whether it is Type I or

Type II. For this we must ompute the `expe tation value' of Γ in Eq. (3.52) for the
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four- omponent olumn ve tor ψ0 (α, β) as required by Eq. (3.19) :

ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) =
(|α|2 S 2 + |β|2 S ′2 )2 + |α|4 S 2 C 2 + |β|4 S ′2 C ′2 + 2SCS ′ C ′ ℜ(eiη (α∗ β)2 )
≥ (|α|2 S 2 + |β|2 S ′2 )2 + (|α|2 SC − |β|2 S ′ C ′ )2 > 0,

(3.53)

sin e ℜ(eiη (α∗ β)2 ) ≥ −|α|2 |β|2 . It follows that the sub-PS of the produ t state |ψ (ab) (ω,

ω ′ )i is of Type II, it is hidden or intrinsi as in the state in Eq. (3.34). That it is Type

II is onsistent with the fa t that the individual states |ψ (a) (ω)i and |ψ (b) (ω ′ )i are both
super-PS.

It was noted above that the two-mode state |ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i is both pure and of S hmidt

rank one. The result of a tion by the BS Û0 of Eq. (3.24) on it is seen upon inspe tion
and without any al ulations to be an entangled (pure) state :

1
1
Û0 |ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i = Û0 exp{ (ξâ†2 − ξ ∗ â2 ) + (ξ ′ b̂†2 − ξ ′∗ b̂2 )}Û0−1 |0, 0i
4
4
1
1
†
† 2
∗
2
= exp{ (ξ(â − b̂ ) − ξ (â − b̂) ) + (ξ ′ (â† + b̂† )2 − ξ ′∗ (â + b̂)2 )}|0, 0i. (3.54)
8
8
This is be ause the nal unitary operator a ting on |0, 0i is learly not the tensor produ t
of individual unitary operators a ting separately on the two modes. On a ount of this

simpli ity in this sense of the initial state |ψ (ab) (ω, ω ′ )i, there is no need to apply after the

BS a tion the Mandel level NPT entanglement test developed in onne tion with Example

(b). It is of ourse important that the states |ψ (a) (ω)i, |ψ (b) (ω ′ )i in the initial produ t

are both QO-non l. A two-mode pure produ t QO- l state is ne essarily a produ t of
single-mode oherent states, and the produ t stru ture is maintained by BS a tion in this
ase be ause the fa tors are oherent states.

3.4 From two-mode non lassi ality to three-mode entanglement
We have studied the possibility of a U (2) beamsplitter onverting a two-mode QO-non l
separable state into an entangled one sin e for su h systems both non lassi ality and
entanglement are meaningful on epts. Now we present a treatment of two-mode states
analogous to that given in Se tion 2.6 for single-mode systems. That is, we ouple
(ab)

a given two-mode state ρ̂D
(abc)
ρ̂in

to a third c-mode in va uum, pass su h an input state
(abc)

through a `U (3) beamsplitter', and obtain a three-mode output state ρ̂out . We

then test whether this shows NPT entanglement as a onsequen e of Mandel type QO-
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(ab)

non lassi ality initially present in ρ̂D , the partial transpose operation being applied to
the c-mode.
(ab)

We begin with ρ̂D

(ab)

for whi h M (2) (ρ̂D ) possibly shows QO-non lassi ality. We take

a third c-mode in va uum and have an input three-mode state
(abc)

ρ̂in

(ab)

(3.55)

= ρ̂D ⊗ |0icc h0|,

stri tly analogous to Eq. (2.43). To a general matrix u ∈ U (3) we asso iate a passive

`beamsplitter' whi h unitarily mixes the annihilation operators of the three modes in a
manner analogous to Eq. (2.31), now onserving N̂a + N̂b + N̂c [337℄. In the three-mode
Hilbert spa e this beamsplitter u a ts through an unitary operator Û , and we have



u11 u12 u13


u =  u21
u31
 

â
â
  −1
†
Û  b̂  Û
= u  b̂
ĉ




 
Û −1  b̂  Û
ĉ


u22 u23  ∈ U (3) → Û : Û † Û = Û Û † = 1,
u32 u33
 † 

 † 
â
â

 †  −1
T  † 
 , Û  b̂  Û = u  b̂  ,

ĉ†

 
 † 
â
â


 

= u  b̂  , Û −1  b̂†  Û = u∗ 
ĉ†
ĉ
ĉ

â



Û (N̂a + N̂b + N̂c ) = (N̂a + N̂b + N̂c )Û .

ĉ†

â†




b̂†  ,
ĉ†

(3.56)

Therefore upon passage through this `beamsplitter' the state in Eq. (3.55) hanges to
(abc)

(abc)

ρ̂out = Û ρ̂in

(ab)

Û −1 = Û {ρ̂D ⊗ |0icc h0|}Û −1 .

(3.57)

To test this output state for NPT entanglement, we apply the partial transpose to the

c-mode and then evaluate the `expe tation value' of a suitably hosen hermitian nonneg-
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ative operator :

A

=

α0 + α1 âĉ + α2 b̂ĉ + α3 â† ĉ† + α4 b̂† ĉ† :
(abc)P T

A† A) = α† Xα,

 

(abc)P T 
1 âĉ b̂ĉ â† ĉ† b̂† ĉ† );
1
Tr(ρ̂out

 † † 

 â ĉ 



 b̂† ĉ† 
α=







 âĉ 
b̂ĉ

Tr(ρ̂out
X

=


α0

α1 

α2 
 . (3.58)

α3 
α4

The 5 × 5 hermitian matrix X , onstru ted by taking entrywise expe tation values as
(ab)

dened, is expe ted to be related to the input Mandel matrix M (2) (ρ̂D ). Developing it
we nd


 
PT
 
1




†
†
†
†


1 âĉ b̂ĉ â ĉ b̂ ĉ





â† ĉ† 






 b̂† ĉ† 
=












 âĉ 






b̂ĉ


0
 0
 


 0
0
1 ĉ† â ĉ† b̂ â† ĉ b̂† ĉ

 † 
 0
 â ĉ 
0



† ĉ 

:
+
:
b̂



 ··· ···
 † 

 ĉ â 

†
 0
0
ĉ b̂

0
0
!
â† â + ĉ† ĉ + 1
b̂† â
Ẑ =
â† b̂
b̂† b̂ + ĉ† ĉ + 1


!
!
1 0
â
â† b̂† :
†
.
+ (1 + ĉ ĉ)
=:
0 1
b̂


1

0
0
0
···
0
0

..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.

0

0





0
0 

0
0 

,

··· ··· 




Ẑ

(3.59)
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Using this in Eq. (3.58) we have after implementing the onjugation Û −1 (· · · )Û :

X

Ẑ


â′

=

′



 ′ 
 b̂ 
ĉ′

 
1 ĉ′† â′ ĉ′† b̂′
:  ′† ′ 
 â ĉ 


 b̂′† ĉ′ 


 ′† ′ 
 ĉ â 
ĉ′† b̂′

..
.
0
0
0


..
 0
0
0
.

 0
..
0
0
.
(ab) 

+ Tr(ρ̂D 
 ··· ··· ···

..

 0
0
0
.

..
0
0
0
.

! 
â′
â′† b̂′† :
+ (1 + ĉ′† ĉ′ )
b̂′

!
u11 u12
 â
.
u21 u22 
b̂
u31 u32

(ab)
Tr(ρ̂D

=

:

=







1

â′† ĉ′ b̂′† ĉ′

0

0

0

0



:)







0
0 

,

··· ··· 



′

Ẑ
1 0
0 1

!

,

(3.60)

Here the fa t that the -mode is initially in va uum has been used, and the appearan e
of the extra Ẑ , Ẑ ′ terms is a result of normal ordering similar to the presen e of Ŷ in
Eq. (3.29). One an now disentangle the u-dependen es and express the result in terms
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(ab)

(ab)

of M (2) (ρ̂D ) and C = Tr(ρ̂D Ĉ) :



0
 0

 0
0

 0
0

(ab)
X = W (u)M (2) (ρ̂D )W (u)† + 

 ··· ···


 0
0

0
0

..
1
0
0
.


··· ··· ··· ···
 ···


! 
.

..
u31 u32
u∗11
 0

..
W (u) = 
u∗21
.
 0

 ···
··· ··· ··· ···

!

.
..
 0
u11 u12

∗
u31
..
0
u21 u22
.

0
0
0
···
0
0

..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.

(ab)

Ẑ

u11 u12

=

u21 u22

!

:

â
b̂

! 

â† b̂†



+(1 + (u∗31 â† + u∗32 b̂† )(u31 â + u32 b̂))
(ab)

If this matrix X , dependent on ρ̂D
nature of

(abc)
ρ̂out

:

0

..
.
..
.

..
.

Z ′ = Tr(ρ̂D Ẑ ′ ),
′

..
.
..
.
..
.

0

0





0
0 

0
0 

,

··· ··· 




Z′
0





··· ··· ··· ···




!

∗
u31 u32
u12


∗
,
u22



··· ··· ··· ···

!


u11 u12
∗

u32
u21 u22

u∗11 u∗21
u∗12 u∗22
!
1 0
.
0 1

!
(3.61)

and u ∈ U (3), is indenite, the NPT entangled
(ab)

of Eq. (3.57) follows. Of ourse this an happen only if ρ̂D

is QO-non l,

(at the level of its Mandel matrix), sin e the `U (3) beamsplitter' Û would map any QO- l
input into similar output.
As illustrations of this general pro edure we onsider two simple examples. The rst
is a two-mode state with only a nite number of photons, so that its QO-non lassi ality
is a foregone on lusion :
(ab)

ρ̂D

= p|2, 0ih2, 0| + q|1, 1ih1, 1| + r|0, 2ih0, 2|,
p, q, r ≥ 0

p + q + r = 1.

(3.62)

This is separable, though not a produ t state. The only non vanishing expe tation values
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needed to onstru t its Mandel matrix are

hâ† âi = 2p + q, hb̂† b̂i = 2r + q, hâ†2 â2 i = 2p,

hâ† âb̂† b̂i = q, hb̂†2 b̂2 i = 2r.

(3.63)

Therefore the Mandel matrix is



1

q + 2p 0 0 q + 2r


 q + 2p

(2) (ab)
M (ρ̂D ) = 
0


0

q + 2r

2p

0 0

q

0

q 0

0

0

0 q

0

q

0 0

2r






.




(3.64)

The determinants of various nontrivial 2 × 2 submatri es, the one nontrivial 3 × 3 sub(ab)

matrix, and nally of M (2) (ρ̂D ) itself, are (indi ating the submatri es by the relevant
rows and olumns) :

(1, 2) : 2p − (q + 2p)2 ; (1, 5) : 2r − (q + 2r)2 ; (2, 5) : 4pr − q 2 ;

(1, 2, 5) : q 2 − 4pr;
(ab)

detM (2) (ρ̂D ) = q 2 (q 2 − 4pr).

(3.65)

One an easily imagine situations for whi h the (1, 2) and (1, 5) submatri es be ome
indenite, for instan e q lose to unity and p, r lose to zero. In any ase, sin e the

(2, 5) subdeterminant is opposite in sign to the (1, 2, 5) subdeterminant and to the full
determinant, the state in Eq. (3.62) is always QO-non l at the Mandel matrix level.
The type of sub-PS an be determined easily. From Eq. (3.64) we nd the 4 × 4

matrix Γ to be





Γ = 



δa
0

0 0 q − (q + 2p)(q + 2r)
q 0

0

0 q

0

q − (q + 2p)(q + 2r) 0 0

δb

0

δa = 2p − (q + 2p)2 ,





,



δb = 2r − (2r + q)2 .

(3.66)

Therefore also

ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) =
2p|α|4 + 4q|α|2 |β|2 + 2r|β|4 − ((q + 2p)|α|2 + (q + 2r)|β|2 )2 .

(3.67)
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For α = 1, β = 0 this be omes δa ; for α = 0, β = 1 it is δb . We now onsider p running
over its range [0, 1] in su essive portions and see what on lusions an be drawn :

p=0:
1
0<p< :
2

q = 0 ⇒ δb = −2; q > 0 ⇒ δa < 0;
δa > 0 ⇒ 2p − (p − r + 1)2 ≥ 0 ⇒

(p − r)2 + 1 − 2r < 0 ⇒ 2r > 1 ⇒ δb < 0;

δa = 0 ⇒ (p − r)2 + 1 − 2r = 0 ⇒ p 6= r,

p=

1
:
2

1
<p≤1:
2

2r > 1 ⇒ δb < 0;
q=0 ⇒ p=r=

1
, δa = δb = 0;
2

q > 0 ⇒ δa < 0;

(3.68)

2p > 1 ⇒ δa < 0.

Thus in every situation ex ept p = r = 21 , q = 0, either δa or δb is negative. In this one
ex eptional ase we nd from Eq. (3.67) :

1
p = r = , q = 0 : ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) = −2|α|2 |β|2 ,
2

(3.69)

whi h is negative for α, β 6= 0. This establishes that for the state (3.62) the sub-PS is of
Type I.

Now we ouple this state to the third c-mode in va uum, and pass it through a parti ular U (3) beamsplitter, namely a 50 : 50 beamsplitter a ting on the b and c modes alone.
The nal output state is al ulated using Eq. (3.57), and to test its NPT entanglement
(ab)

we need to al ulate the matrix X of Eq. (3.61) involving the M (2) (ρ̂D ) term and the
added Z ′ term. The hoi e of u ∈ U (3), the resulting W (u), and the two terms making
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up X are as follows.




0
0
√
√ 

u =  0 1/ 2 1/ 2  ∈ U (3);
√
√
0 −1/ 2 1/ 2


1 0
0
0
0
√


0
0 
 0 0 −1/ 2


W (u) = 
0
0
−1/2 
 0 0
;
√


0
−1/ 2
0 
 0 0
0 0
0
0
−1/2

1
0 −r − q/2
0 −r − q/2


0
q/2
0
0
0

 −r − q/2 0
r/2
0
r/2

(ab)
W (u)M (2) (ρ̂D )W (u)† = 

.
.
.


0
0
0
. q/2
0

−r − q/2 0
r/2
. 0
r/2
!
2p + 3q/2 + r + 1
0
.
Z′ =
0
q + 2r + 1
1








;




(3.70)

The dotted lines in (3.70) indi ate where the 2 × 2 blo k Z ′ has to be added to this box.

Leaving out the trivial se ond and fourth rows and olumns as they do not ouple to any
others, the determinants of the various 2 × 2 and the one 3 × 3 submatrix in X are :

(1, 3) : r/2 − (q/2 + r)2 ; (1, 5) : 5r/2 + q + 1 − (q/2 + r)2 ;

(3, 5) : r(q + 2r + 1)/2; (1, 3, 5) : (q + 2r + 1)(r/2 − (q/2 + r)2 ).

(3.71)
(ab)

Comparing Eqs. (3.65) and (3.71) we see: whenever the QO-non lassi ality of ρ̂D
(ab)

manifests itself in the (1, 5) submatrix of M (2) (ρ̂D ) being indenite, simultaneously
(abc)

the 3-mode state ρ̂out

displays NPT entanglement. If one had on the other hand an
(ab)

indenite (1, 2) submatrix in M (2) (ρ̂D ), Eq. (3.65), then by suitably altering the U (3)
(abc)

element u in Eq. (3.70) we ould a hieve NPT entanglement of ρ̂out . In both situations,
(ab)

the signatures of QO-non lassi ality in ρ̂D

(abc)

and of NPT entanglement in ρ̂out

oin ide.

The se ond example to illustrate the ideas of this Se tion is similar in stru ture to
example (3.34) of the pre eding Se tion, but its properties dier in ertain details. For a
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nonnegative real parameter η we dene the separable state
(ab)

ρ̂D

=

∞
1 X η 2n
|n, nihn, n|,
C n=0 (2n)!

(3.72)

where C = Cosh η , S = Sinh η and t = tanh η . Clearly, the ase η = 0 orresponds to the
two-mode va uum, and so we are interested in the parameter range 0 < η < ∞. Using
the elementary sums

∞
X

(n or n2 )

n=0

η 2n
η
η
= S or (S + η C),
(2n)!
2
4

(3.73)

the nonzero expe tation values needed for the Mandel matrix are :

η
t;
2
η
hâ†2 â2 i = hb̂†2 b̂2 i = (η − t);
4
η
† †
hâ b̂ âb̂i = (η + t).
4
hâ† âi = hb̂† b̂i =

(3.74)

Therefore we have



1

 ηt
 2

2 ab
M (ρ̂D ) = 
 0

 0
ηt
2

ηt
2

η
4 (η

− t)

0
0
η
4 (η

+ t)

0

0

0

0

η
4 (η

+ t)

0
0

0
η
4 (η

+ t)

0

ηt
2

η
4 (η




+ t) 

.
0


0

η
4 (η − t)

(3.75)

Leaving out the third and fourth rows and olumns, the remaining 2 × 2 submatrix
determinants are :

(1, 2) and (1, 5) :
The ombination

η
C2

η η
η3 t
( 2 − t); (2, 5) : −
.
4 C
4

(3.76)

− t de reases monotoni ally from 0 to −1 as η runs from zero to

innity. therefore the state (3.72) is QO-non l for all η > 0. To determine its Type we
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ompute Γ and its `expe tation value' in ψ0 (α, β) :



η
C2


η

4


Γ =

−t

η
C2

0

0

0

η+t

0

0

0

η+t

η
C2

+t

0

+t
0
0

η
C2

0

η η
{
− t + 2|α|2 |β|2 (η + 3t)}.
4 C2

ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β) =

− t,





,



(3.77)

At both α = 1, β = 0 and α = 0, β = 1 the last expression is negative, so the state
(3.72) is QO-non l Type I sub-PS. In this ontext we note that the single-mode state ρ̂(a)
obtained from (3.72) by tra ing over b alone is
(a)

∞
1 X η 2n
|niaa hn|,
C
(2n)!

=

ρ̂D

(3.78)

n=0

and this has the Mandel matrix and determinant

M

(1)

(a)
(ρ̂D )

ηt
2

1

=

ηt
2

η
4 (η

− t)

!

,

η η
(
− t) < 0.
4 C2

(a)

detM (1) (ρ̂D ) =

(3.79)

(b)

(a)

The properties of ρ̂D are identi al. Thus in ontrast to the state (3.34), here both ρ̂D
(b)

(ab)

and ρ̂D are QO-non l, a ompanying the Type I nature of ρ̂D .
We now apply the NPT entanglement test outlined in Eqs. (3.58, 3.60, 3.61). The
ne essary expressions are :

W (u)M (2) (ρ̂(ab) )W (u)†



1


 0
 ηt
= 
 −4

 0
− ηt
4
Z′ =

− ηt
4

0
η
8 (η

+ t)

0

0

η
16 (η

0
1+
0

0
0

− t)

0

0

η
16 (η

3ηt
4

0
1+

ηt
2

− t)
!
.

0
η
8 (η

+ t)

0

− ηt
4
0






η
,
(η
−
t)

16

0

η
16 (η − t)
(3.80)

A ording to Eq. (3.61), the 2 × 2 matrix Z ′ has to be `added' at the lower right hand
orner of the 5 × 5 matrix, thus leading to X of Eq. (3.61). Then the positivity or

otherwise of X has to be examined. However, even without taking a ount of Z ′ , the

(1, 3) subdeterminant of X is

η
η
16 ( C 2

− t), whi h is negative. This establishes the NPT
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(abc)

entanglement of ρ̂out

in this example, being ` aused' by the same expression
(ab)
ρ̂D

whose negativity led to

3.4.1

η
C2

−t

being QO-non l in Eq. (3.76).

Genuine tripartite entanglement from Mandel non lassi ality

In this Se tion, we demonstrate the possibility of generating genuine residual tripartite
entanglement from two-mode Mandel type non lassi ality. The entanglement so produ ed
is residual in the sense of [275℄, whereby the end result is a tripartite state similar to the
GHZ state, su h that it has no bipartite entanglement when any one of the three modes
is tra ed away. We demonstrate this using the state onsidered in example (b) of Se tion
3.3, where it was used to demonstrate Type-II sub-PS. Pass the state
(ab)

ρ̂D ⊗ |0icc h0| = e−λ

∞
X
λn

n=0

n!

|n, niab ab hn, n| ⊗ |0icc h0|,

(3.81)

through a 50:50 b − c beamsplitter, whose a tion on the mode operators b̂ and ĉ is

ĉ

Û

b̂

!

Û −1

1
=√
2

1

1

−1 1

!

ĉ
b̂

!

.

(3.82)

The resulting state is
(abc)

ρ̂out

(ab)

= Û (ρ̂D ⊗ |0icc h0|)Û −1
∞
X
λn
n
n
−λ
= e
|niaa hn| ⊗ (b̂† + ĉ† ) |0, 0ibc bc h0, 0|(b̂ + ĉ)
2n n!
−λ

= e
(abc)

Clearly the state ρ̂out

n=0
∞
X

n
X
λn n!
|r, n − ribc bc hs, n − s|
p
|niaa hn|
.
2n
r!(n − r)!s!(n − s)!
n=0
r,s=0

(3.83)

is separable in the a/bc ut. However it is entangled in both

the c/ab ut and b/ac uts as we show below. As a test for NPT entanglement in the

c/ab ut, we evaluate the expe tation value of a suitably hosen positive operator on the
(abc)P T

partially transposed output ρ̂out

, the partial transpose being ee ted on the c mode.

For the hoi e

Â = c0 + c1 b̂ĉ + c2 â† â,

(3.84)

the test for entanglement would be to he k for violation of positivity of
(abc)P T

Tr(ρ̂out

(abc)

Â† Â) = Tr(ρ̂out (Â† Â)

PT

).

(3.85)
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PT

(abc)

The positivity or otherwise of Tr(ρ̂out (Â† Â)

) is equivalent to the positivity or other-

wise of



b̂ĉ†

1

â† â




(abc) 
X = Tr(ρ̂out  b̂† ĉ b̂† b̂ĉ† ĉ b̂† ĉâ† â ).
â† â â† âb̂ĉ† â† ââ† â

(3.86)

Using the beamsplitter relation and the fa t that initially the c mode is in the ground
state, we have
1
2λ
1 2
4λ
1 2
2 (λ +



1
 1
X =  2λ
λ


λ

1 2
6 0.
≥
2 (λ + λ) 
2
λ +λ

λ)

(3.87)

(abc)

In parti ular, the (2,3) submatrix of X is not positive semidenite, thus ρ̂out is entangled
a ross the c/ab ut. It is easy to see that a similar test with the same hoi e of Â, ex ept
that now the partial transpose is done on the b mode, yields the on lusion that the state
(abc)

ρ̂out is entangled a ross the b/ac ut. Thus we have demonstrated bipartite entanglement
in a tripartite setup.
Now to show that the entanglement is genuine tripartite, `residual' in the sense of
[275℄, we have the following.
(abc)

(ab)

ρ̂out = Trc (ρ̂out ) = e−λ
(abc)

(ac)

ρ̂out = Trb (ρ̂out ) = e−λ

n=0
∞
X

2n

ρ̂out = Tra (ρ̂out ) == e

n=0

(ab)

(ac)

|nia a hn|

n
X
|rib b hr|
,
r!(n − r)!
r=0
n

X |ric c hr|
λn n!
|nia a hn|
,
n
2
r!(n − r)!

n=0
∞
X
−λ

(abc)

(bc)

∞
X
λn n!

r=0

λn n!
2n

n
X

|r, n − ribc bc hs, n − s|
p
.
r!(n − r)!s!(n − s)!
r,s=0

(3.88)

Both ρ̂out and ρ̂out are manifestly separable. It may not be obvious at rst glan e
(bc)

(bc)

that ρ̂out is separable, but a loser look shows that ρ̂out an be written in the following
alternate form :
(bc)

ρ̂out = e−λ U (

∞
X
λn

n=0

n!

|nib b hn| ⊗ |0icc h0|)U −1 ,

(3.89)

where U orresponds to a 50:50 b-c beamsplitter. The output is a lassi al state passed
(bc)

through a 50:50 b-c beamsplitter. Thus the state ρ̂out is lassi al and hen e separable.
An interesting question in the present ontext is the possibility of extension of monogamy
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relations to this non-Gaussian ase [254, 255, 275, 276℄.

3.5 Mandel Parameter
In Se tion 3.2.2, we had introdu ed the Mandel matrix onstru t and outlined the possible
lassi ation of states it leads to. It is desirable that we are able to gauge the Mandel
type non lassi ality through the denition of a numeri al measure. In the ase of a
single-mode radiation eld, su h a quantity was dened by Mandel in [295℄ through the

Q parameter. We attempt to extend this denition to the ase of two modes. A useful
requirement of any su h measure would be its invarian e under beamsplitter a tion, as
beamsplitter by itself does not produ e non lassi ality, but rather transforms one form
of non lassi ality to another, thus leaving invariant any reasonable quantitative measure
of non lassi ality. Keeping this requirement in mind, we dene the two-mode Mandel
parameter as

Q2 =

Tr(Γ) − ||Γ||

2(hâ† âi + hb̂† b̂i)

,

(3.90)
(ab)

where Γ is the 4 × 4 matrix dened from the two-mode Mandel matrix M (2) (ρ̂D ) in

Eq. (3.17), and ||.|| is the tra e norm. In our ase, sin e Γ is a hermitian matrix
by denition, the tra e norm is simply the sum of the absolute values of its eigenvalues.

Thus our denition for the two-mode Mandel parameter is simply the sum of the negative
eigenvalues of Γ divided by the total energy of the system. From Eq. (3.27) and Eq.
(3.28), we know that under the a tion of a beamsplitter

Γ → Γ′ = V ΓV T ,

(3.91)

where V = u ⊗ u∗ , u ∈ U (2). Clearly the tra e norm ||Γ|| and tra e Tr(Γ) are both
unitarily invariant, thus invariant under the a tion of a beamsplitter. The total energy

is learly also invariant under beamsplitter a tion. Thus our denition for the twomode Mandel parameter given by Q2 is manifestly beamsplitter a tion invariant. By
denition it is zero for lassi al states, but an be non-zero for non lassi al states. As a
simple example, for the ase of two-mode produ t Fo k states, Q2 = −1. It is nonzero

negative for states either with Type I or Type II non lassi ality. The two-mode Mandel
parameter Q2 an be useful in gauging the two mode Mandel non lassi ality only within
the respe tive types, as the `Type' is invariant under beamsplitter a tion.
To maintain the distin tion between the two types, it is useful to introdu e the singlemode Mandel parameter Q1 dened at the two mode level. From Eq. (3.13), it is easy
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to see that we an dene Q1 to be

Q1 =

hÂ†2 Â2 i − hÂ† Âi
hÂ† Âi

2

.

(3.92)

It lear that the least possible value Q1 an take is −1. Clearly for Type II states, Q1

is positive but Q2 is negative, .i.e., one an never hoose a linear ombination of the
annihilation operators of the two modes to a hieve Q1 to be negative. On the other hand
for Type I states, one an always hoose a parti ular (atleast one) linear ombination of
the annihilation operators of the two modes to make Q1 negative.
To be more pre ise, it is useful to dene Qmin
1 , whi h is the minimum possible value

Q1 an take for a given two-mode state, the minimum being taken over all the possible
linear ombinations of the annihilation operators of the two modes under U (2). With the
min is positive.
denition of Qmin
1 , it is lear that for Type II states, Q2 is negative but Q1

are negative.
On the other hand for Type I states, both Q2 and Qmin
1
Having thus introdu ed Qmin
1 , it is possible to lassify states in the following manner.

(i)

States with Qmin
≥ 0 and Q2 = 0.
1

(ii)

≥ 0 but Q2 < 0.
States with Qmin
1

(iii)

States with both Qmin
< 0 and Q2 < 0.
1

For states denoted by (iii), a further sub- lassi ation is possible :

(iiia)

≤ Q2 .
States with Qmin
1

(iiib)

States with Q2 ≤ Qmin
1 .

States lassied as (i), show no two-mode Mandel type non lassi ality, Type II states
ome under (ii), and Type I states under (iii). Type I states an be further lassied as
(iiia) or (iiib).
All lassi al states are examples for states lassied as (i). As simple examples for
(ii), we onsider states given as example (b) and example ( ) in Se tion 3.3. These are
Type II states, and thus are examples for (ii). From Eq. (3.35) and Eq. (3.36), it is easy
to see that for the state (example (b)) given in Eq. (3.34), Q2 = −1/2, and for the state

(example ( )) in Eq. (3.50), Q2 = SS ′ (SS ′ − CC ′ )/(S 2 + S ′2 ), whi h is greater than

−1/2. At equal squeezings at both ends, Q2 takes the value −1/2. Furthermore from
Eq. (3.53), we see that the state in example ( ) goes over to being a sample for (i) from
(ii), when the squeeze parameter at one of the ends goes to zero.
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All Type I states su h as example (a) of Se tion 3.3 are examples for states lassied
as (iii). The sub lassi ation into (iiia) and (iiib) is a bit subtle, nevertheless we provide
examples for both. As an example for (iiia), we onsider the produ t of a Fo k state at
the a-mode and a oherent state at the b-mode.

|ψi = |ni ⊗ |βi.

(3.93)

For this state, the Γ matrix is diagonal with the diagonal entries given by {−n, n|β|2 ,

n|β|2 , 0}. Thus Q2 for this state is

−n
≥ −1.
n + |β|2

Q2 =

(3.94)

On the other hand, the single-mode Mandel parameter Q1 for the a-mode is −1. Thus

Qmin
≤ Q2 for this ase.
1

As an example for (iiib), we onsider the state in Eq. (3.72) of Se tion 3.4. For this

state it is easy to see from Eqs. (3.77) and (3.74) that Q2 = −1/2, however the expression

for Q1 for an arbitrary value of α and β is, by Eqs. (3.77) and (3.74),

ψ0 (α, β)† Γψ0 (α, β)
hÂ† Âi

=

1 η
{
− t + 2|α|2 |β|2 (η + 3t)}.
2t C 2

(3.95)

The minimum possible value for Q1 is when α or β is zero, i.e.,

Qmin
=
1

η
1
1
1 η
{ 2 − t} = {
− 1} ≥ − .
2t C
2 SinhηCoshη
2

(3.96)

Another interesting example for (iiib) is the lass of states |ψn i, obtained as an equal
superposition of produ t Fo k states with total number equal to n :
n

|ψn i = √

X
1
|r, n − ri.
n + 1 r=0

(3.97)

For the ases n = 1, 2, 3, 4 the numeri ally evaluated values of Q2 are respe tively −1,

−1.085, −1.123, −1.143. However Q1 is obviously bounded from below by −1. Thus
Q2 < Qmin
for this example. In idently, another interesting aspe t should be noted,
1

namely that Q2 an take values less than −1 in omparison with Q1 whi h annot. An

interesting aspe t of these states is that they do not arise from beamsplitters, as entangled

states, produ ed from produ t Fo k states, with the ex eption of the ase n = 1. Indeed,
the value of the two-mode Mandel parameter Q2 falling below −1 is pre isely a signature
of this aspe t.
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3.6 Con luding remarks
In this work, we have made an attempt to bring the notions of non lassi ality of two-mode
states and entanglement as lose as possible. We have given a transparent onne tion
between normal ordering and NPT entanglement in the ontext of ontinuous variables.
We have onsidered generalisation of the Mandel riterion to two-mode systems through
the Mandel matrix onstru t, and exploited it to analyse entanglement. Su h a onstru tion leads to a natural lassi ation of states as Type I and Type II. Type II states are
spe ial in the sense that their antibun hing annot be dete ted lo ally, i.e., through any
single-mode pro ess. We have onsidered several examples to illustrate this lassi ation.
We have shown the possibility of demonstrating NPT entanglement through the Mandel
matrix onstru t. It is also shown that the demonstrated entanglement ould as well be
distilled. We have extended this idea to the tripartite ase, where we have demonstrated
through simple examples that the entanglement ould be tra ed ba k to the Mandel matrix. We have introdu ed the two-mode Mandel parameter Q2 , through the Γ matrix
onstru t, and dis ussed interesting situations that ould arise in the ase of two modes,
by ontrasting the value of Q2 with that of the single-mode Mandel parameter Q1 . We
have demonstrated the ability of the two-mode Mandel parameter Q2 to dete t entanglement that annot arise from beamsplitters. We hope that the perspe tive developed
here will help further interesting developments and generalisations.
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4
Entanglement of Formation for Gaussian states
4.1 Introdu tion
Entanglement is an essential resour e for many quantum information pro essing tasks,
and hen e it is important to be able to quantify this resour e. In Se tion 1.6, we outlined
a set of demands, that any good measure of entanglement should satisfy. In the ase of bipartite pure states, the demands lead to a simple and unique measure for this resour e: it
is the von Neumann entropy of either subsystem [62, 338, 339℄. For mixed states however,
many dierent entanglement measures have been explored [340℄, and there is no measure
whi h justies itself to be unique. Of these measures, the entanglement of formation
(EOF) [37℄ is the most natural extension of the pure state measure of entanglement, to
the ase of mixed states. To re all the denition of EOF in Eq. (1.87), the EOF for a
bipartite state ρ̂(ab) is dened as an inmum :

EOF (ρ̂(ab) ) ≡ inf {

X
j

pj E(ψj ) | ρ̂(ab) =

X
j

pj |ψj ihψj | } .

(4.1)

The inmum is to be taken over all possible ensemble realizations of the given mixed
state ρ̂(ab) as onvex sum of pure states, and E(ψj ) ≡ S(trB [|ψj ihψj |]), where S(·) is the
von Neumann entropy. The regularised version of EOF is the entanglement ost [37, 63℄.

EOF has been omputed in losed form for

arbitrary two-qubit states [67℄, and for highly

symmetri states like the isotropi states [69℄ and the Werner states [71℄.
The role of Gaussian states in quantum information theory has already been outlined
in Se tion 1.9. Their use in teleportation [83, 84℄ and quantum ryptography [97℄ has
been demonstrated. Questions related to their separability [57, 58, 241, 242℄ and distillability [217℄ have been resolved. More re ently, analyti expression for their EOF has

symmetri ase [70℄. This notable a hievement seems to be the rst
omputation of EOF for states of innite rank. These authors exploit a ertain extremal-

been obtained in the
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ity that the two-mode-squeezed va uum enjoys in respe t of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
(EPR) orrelation [341℄ on the one hand and entanglement on the other.
An interesting Gaussian-state-spe i generalisation of EOF, the

Gaussian entangle-

ment of formation, has also been explored [342℄. But the EOF of asymmetri Gaussian
state has remained an open problem [343℄ in spite of onsiderable eort [344℄. Naturally,
the problem of EOF for general (asymmetri ) Gaussian states should be solved before the
important issue of additivity of entanglement for Gaussian states ould be addressed [342℄.
In this work we ompute, under a onje ture, the EOF for arbitrary two-mode Gaussian states. Our analysis rests on two prin ipal ingredients. The rst one is a fourparameter anoni al form we develop for the ovarian e matrix; one of these parameters,
the squeeze parameter, proves to be a measure of EOF. The se ond one is a family of
generalised EPR orrelations for

non ommuting pairs of nonlo al variables; this family

is indexed by a ontinuous parameter θ . And the onje ture is in respe t of an extremal
property of this generalised EPR orrelation.

4.2 Canoni al Form for Covarian e Matrix
Given a two-mode Gaussian state, with the mode on Ali e's side des ribed by anoni al
quadrature variables x̂a , p̂a and that on Bob's side by x̂b , p̂b , we an assume without loss
of generality that the rst moments of all four variables vanish [57, 70℄. Su h a zero-mean
Gaussian state is fully des ribed by the ovarian e matrix [57, 70℄



αβn


0
1
VG = 

2  βkx
0

0
α−1 β −1 n
0
−β −1 kp

βkx

0




−β −1 kp 
,

α−1 βm
0

0
αβ −1 m
0

(4.2)

where the phase spa e variables are assumed to be arranged in the order (xa , pa , xb , pb )

≡ ξ , and we have retained through the parameters α, β > 0 the freedom of independent

lo al unitary (i.e., symple ti ) s alings on the Ali e's and Bob's sides. This freedom will
be used shortly.
Note that VG is left with no orrelation between the `spatial' variables x̂a , x̂b and the
`momentum' variables p̂a , p̂b . Thus it is sometimes onvenient to view VG as the dire t
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sum of 2 × 2 matri es :

XG =

β
2

"

VG = XG ⊕ PG ,
#
"

αn

kx

kx

α−1 m

, PG =

β −1
2

α−1 n −kp
−kp

αm

#

(4.3)

.

Let |Ψr i denote the standard two-mode-squeezed va uum state with squeeze param-

eter r . It takes the S hmidt form in the standard Fo k basis :

|Ψr i =

∞
X

n=0

cn |niA ⊗ |niB ≡

cn = tanhn r/ cosh r .

∞
X

n=0

cn |n, ni ,
(4.4)

Denoting by Er the entanglement of |Ψr i, we have

Er = cosh2 r log2 (cosh2 r) − sinh2 r log2 (sinh2 r) .

(4.5)

The ovarian e matrix of |Ψr i has the form

XΨr

VΨr = XΨr ⊕ PΨr ,
#
#
"
"
C −S
1
1 C S
, PΨr =
,
=
2
2 −S C
S C

(4.6)

C ≡ cosh 2r, S ≡ sinh 2r .

Proposition 4.1 Given a two-mode ovarian e matrix VG , the lo al s ale parameters α,
β

an be so hosen that VG gets re ast in the form
1
V0 =
2



C + u c2

0

S + u cs

0



0
C + v c2
0
−S − v cs

 S + u cs
2
0
C + us
0

0
−S − v cs
0
C + v s2

C ≡ cosh 2r0 , S ≡ sinh 2r0 ; c ≡ cos θ0 , s ≡ sin θ0 .





,



(4.7)

Note : We will all V0 the anoni al form of a two-mode ovarian e matrix; our results
below will justify this elevated status. We assume without loss of generality n ≥ m or,
equivalently, 0 < θ0 ≤ π/4. For a given VG there will be two solutions for the above form.
Canoni al form will always refer to the one with the smaller squeeze parameter r , whi h
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is ensured by the restri tion
(4.8)

tan θ0 ≥ tanh r0 .

This ondition proves entral to our analysis. Its origin may be appre iated by inverse
two-mode-squeezing the Gaussian state V0 until it be omes just separable, and noting
that there exists a range of further squeezing in whi h the

mixed Gaussian state remains

separable before be oming inseparable again. The parameters u, v ≥ 0.

Theorem 4.1 The essen e of the anoni al form is that

diers from the ovarian e
matrix of a two-mode-squeezed va uum |Ψr0 i by a positive matrix whi h is a dire t sum
of two singular 2 × 2 matri es whi h are, modulo signature of the o-diagonal elements,
multiples of one another.
V0

Proof : The anoni al form demands, as a ne essary ondition, that α, β , and r be hosen
to meet

det(XG − XΨr ) = 0 ,

det(PG − PΨr ) = 0 .

(4.9)

These being two onstraints on three parameters, one will expe t to get a one-parameter
family of solutions to these onstraints. For ea h su h solution we may denote the ve tor
annihilated by the singular matrix XG − XΨr by (sin θ, − cos θ), and that annihilated by
′

′

PG − PΨr by (sin θ , cos θ ). The anoni al form orresponds to that solution for whi h
′

θ = θ ; it is this degenerate value that equals θ0 of the anoni al form.

That there exists su h a degenerate value an be seen as follows. We may x the s ale
p
parameter α through α = m/n, and then solve Eqs. (4.9) for β and r , the smaller r
′

being the relevant one. We will nd θ = π/4 and θ < π/4 in this ase. On the other
p
′
hand if we take α = n/m and then solve Eqs. (4.9), we will nd θ = π/4 and θ < π/4.

It follows from ontinuity that there exists an intermediate value α0 for the parameter
p
p
′
α, in the range m/n < α < n/m, for whi h θ = θ (< π/4 sin e n > m). And this
yields the anoni al form.

Viewed alternatively, the anoni al form pla es the following two requirements on the

s ale fa tors α, β :

tr(σ3 XG )
detXG − 1/4
=
,
detPG − 1/4
tr(σ3 PG )
det(XG − σ3 PG σ3 ) = 0 ,

(4.10)

where σ3 is the diagonal Pauli matrix. These are simultaneous equations in α, β , and
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solving these equations yields, in terms of n, m, kx , kp , the values of α, β orresponding
to the anoni al form.

p
p
Two spe ial ases may be noted. If m = n we have α = 1 (sin e n/m = m/n),
p
and hen e β = (n − kp )/(n − kx ), so that the anoni al squeeze parameter r0 is given
p
by e−2r0 = (n − kx )(n − kp ), reprodu ing the results of Ref. [70℄. The parameter θ0
always equals π/4 in this (symmetri ) ase. On the other hand, if kx = kp = k, the
anoni al form orresponds to α = β = 1, and one obtains r0 by simply solving

det

"

n − cosh2r0
k − sinh2r0

k − sinh2r0

m − cosh2r0

#

(4.11)

= 0,

whi h yields this losed-form expression for r0 :

cosh(2η − 2r0 ) =
e ±2η ≡

p
p

nm − k2 + 1

(n + m)2 − 4k2 )
(n + m) ± 2k
(m + n)2 − 4k2

,
(4.12)

.

4.3 Generalised EPR Correlation
To pro eed further, we need to generalise the familiar EPR orrelation in Eq. (1.120) [70℄.
Given any bipartite state |ψi, dene

x̂θ = sin θ x̂a − cos θ x̂b ,
p̂θ = sin θ p̂a + cos θ p̂b ,
Λθ (ψ) = hψ|(x̂θ )2 |ψi + hψ|(p̂θ )2 |ψi .

(4.13)

In dening Λθ (ψ) we have assumed hψ|x̂θ |ψi = 0 = hψ|p̂θ |ψi; if this is not the ase then

x̂θ and p̂θ in Λ̂θ (ψ) should be repla ed by x̂θ − hψ|x̂θ |ψi and p̂θ − hψ|p̂θ |ψi respe tively.

Clearly, the usual EPR orrelation in Eq. (1.120) [70℄ orresponds to θ = π/4. While

x̂π/4 , p̂π/4 ommute, the generalised EPR (nonlo al) variables x̂θ , p̂θ

do not ommute,

and hen e the name generalised EPR orrelation for Λ̂θ (Ψr ); indeed, we have

[x̂θ , p̂θ ] = −i cos 2θ.

(4.14)

For the two-mode-squeezed va uum |Ψr i the generalised EPR orrelation reads

Λθ (Ψr ) = cosh 2r − sin 2θ sinh 2r .

(4.15)
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Let us ombine the quadrature variables of the os illators of Ali e and Bob into boson
√
√
operators â = (x̂a + ip̂a )/ 2 and b̂ = (x̂b + ip̂b )/ 2. Then, Λθ (ψ) has this expression
quadrati in the boson variables :

Λθ (ψ) = hψ|Λ̂θ |ψi,

Λ̂θ = 1 + 2sin2 θ â† â + 2cos2 θ b̂† b̂
− 2 cos θ sin θ(âb̂ + â† b̂† ) .

We may all Λ̂θ the

(4.16)

generalised EPR operator.

The entanglement of Ψr monotoni ally in reases with in reasing value of the squeezing
parameter r . In order that Λθ (Ψr ) be useful as an entanglement measure of Ψr it should,
for xed value of θ , de rease with in reasing r . The restri tion tan θ ≥ tanh r , en oun-

tered earlier in Eq. (4.8) from a dierent perspe tive, simply ensures this. Through the
monotoni relationship (3) between r and Er , we will view this onstraint as a restri tion

on the allowed range of values of θ , for a xed value of entanglement.
Given a squeezed state |Ψr i, let us denote by |Ψ′r i the state obtained from |Ψr i by

independent lo al anoni al transformations [57℄ Sa , Sb ∈ Sp(2, R) a ting respe tively on
the os illators of Ali e and Bob.

Proposition 4.2 We have

for all Sa , Sb ∈ Sp(2, R).

Λθ (Ψ′r ) ≥ Λθ (Ψr ), ∀ θ

in the range 1 ≥ tan θ ≥ tanh r and

Proof : Clearly,
Λθ (Ψ′r ) =

1
{ cosh 2r[ sin2 θ tr(Sa SaT ) + cos2 θ tr(Sb SbT ) ]
2
− sin 2θ sinh 2r tr (σ3 Sa σ3 SbT ) }.

(4.17)

If e±γa are the singular values of Sa , and e±γb those of Sb , then

tr(Sa SaT ) = 2 cosh 2γa ,
tr(Sa SbT ) = 2 cosh 2γb , and
tr(σ3 Sa σ3 SbT ) ≤ 2 cosh(γa + γb ).

(4.18)

Thus the dieren e ∆(γa , γb ) ≡ Λθ (Ψ′r ) − Λθ (Ψr ) obeys

∆(γa , γb ) ≥ cosh 2r[ sin2 θ(cosh 2γa − 1) + cos2 θ(cosh 2γb − 1) ]
− sin 2θ sinh 2r[ cosh(γa + γb ) − 1 ].

(4.19)
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It is easily seen that ∆(γa , γb ) is expremal at γa = γb = 0 orresponding to the standard
squeezed state |Ψr i. To show that this extremum is indeed minimum, we note that the

determinant of the Hessian matrix of the right hand side, evaluated at γa = 0 = γb , is

proportional to sin 2θ cosh 2r − sinh 2r , and hen e is positive if and only if tan θ ≥ tanh r .
On e again we see a role for the requirement tan θ ≥ tanh r . Let the equivalen e

VG ∼ V0 denote the fa t that the orresponding Gaussian states are onne ted by a lo al
anoni al transformation. The fa t that M ≡ V0 − VΨr0 ≥ 0 implies Λθ0 (ρV0 ) ≥ Λθ0 (Ψr0 ).

In view of Proposition 6.2, this implies

Λθ0 (ρVG ) ≥ Λθ0 (ρV0 ) ≥ Λθ0 (Ψr0 ) = cosh 2r0 − sin 2θ sinh 2r0 ,

(4.20)

for any Gaussian state VG onne ted to V0 by lo al anoni al transformation. This assigns
an alternative meaning to the anoni al parameter r0 :

Proposition 4.3 Given a Gaussian state des ribed by

VG ∼ V0 ,

the anoni al squeeze
parameter r0 is the smallest r for whi h the matrix inequality VG − VΨ′r ≥ 0 is true.
It is well known that the two-mode-squeezed va uum has several extremal properties
of interest to entanglement [70, 253℄. It seems that this state enjoys one more su h
distin tion, this time in respe t of our generalised EPR orrelation.

Conje ture 4.1 Among all bipartite states of xed entanglement numeri ally equalling

Er , and for every θ

in the range tanh r ≤ tan θ , the two-mode-squeezed va uum |Ψr i yields
the least value for the generalised EPR orrelation Λθ (·). In other words, no state |ψi
with entanglement E(|ψi) ≤ Er an yield a generalised EPR orrelation Λθ (ψ) < Λθ (Ψr ),
for any θ in the range tan θ ≥ tanh r
The spe ial ase θ = π/4 is the basis of the important work of Ref. [70℄. Hen e the
present assertion an be viewed as a generalisation of their Proposition 1. The original
EPR orrelation Λπ/4 (·) ontinuously de reases to zero with in reasing entanglement.
But this is not true of the generalised EPR orrelation Λθ (·).
Let us denote by rθ the value of r determined by a given value of θ through the
equation tan θ = tanh r , and let θr denote the value of θ so determined by r . Then, for
a given numeri al Er , the relevant range for θ in Conje ture 1 is θr ≤ θ ≤ π/4.

Proposition 4.4 The generalised EPR orrelation Λθ (·) obeys the basi inequality Λθ (·) ≥
cos 2θ .

The two-mode-squeezed va uum saturates this inequality if and only if the squeeze
parameter r respe ts tanh r = tan θ .
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Proof : It is lear that the relations tan θ = tanh r, sin 2θ = tanh 2r, and cos 2θ =
( cosh 2r )−1 are equivalent to one another, and so also are the inequalities tan θ ≥ tanh r ,
sin 2θ ≥ tanh 2r , and cos 2θ ≤ ( cosh 2r )−1 . Now onsider the transformation (â, b̂) →

U (r)(â, b̂)U (r)† where U (r) = exp{ r(â† b̂† − âb̂) } is the unitary two-mode-squeeze oper-

ation :

â → â cosh r − b̂† sinh r, b̂ → b̂ cosh r − â† sinh r.

(4.21)

This implies the following transformation for the anti ommutator {b̂, b̂† } ≡ b̂b̂† + b̂† b̂ :

1
{b̂, b̂† } → ( b̂† b̂ − â† â ) + ({â, â† } + {b̂, b̂† }) cosh 2r
2
− ( âb̂ + â† b̂† ) sinh 2r
= cosh 2r Λ̂θr , θr ≡ arctan(tanh r).

(4.22)

Sin e {b̂, b̂† } ≥ 1, so is also its unitary transform cosh 2r Λ̂θr . That is, Λ̂θr ≥ ( cosh 2r )−1 =

cos 2θr .

Thus, saturation of the inequality Λθr (ψ ′ ) ≥ cos 2θr is equivalent to the ondition

hψ|{b̂, b̂† }|ψi = 1, where |ψ ′ i = U (r)|ψi. A pure state whi h satises hψ|{b̂, b̂† }|ψi = 1,

is of the form |ψi = |φia ⊗ |0ib , where |φia is

any ve tor in Ali e's Hilbert spa e Hb . It

follows that states saturating the inequality Λθr (ρ̂) ≥ cos 2θr onstitute the set { ρ̂(ab) =

U (r)ρ̂(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0|U (r)† }, where ρ̂(a) is any (pure or mixed) state of Ali e's os illator.

Finally, Conje ture 6.1 laims that among all these states saturating this inequality the
two-mode-squeezed va uum |Ψrθ i, orresponding to the hoi e ρ̂(a) = |0iaa h0|, has the

least entanglement.

4.4 Entanglement of Formation
With the anoni al form and the generalised EPR orrelations in hand, we are now fully
equipped to ompute the EOF of an arbitrary two-mode Gaussian state.

Proposition 4.5 Given an inseparable zero-mean two-mode Gaussian state ρV0 with o-

varian e matrix V0 spe ied in the anoni al form by u, v, θ0 and r0 with u, v ≥ 0 and
0 < tanh r0 ≤ tan θ0 ≤ 1, its EOF equals Er0 , the entanglement of the squeezed va uum
|Ψr0 i.
Proof : The fa t that M ≡ V0 − VΨr0 ≥ 0 guaranties that ρV0 an be realized as a onvex
sum of displa ed versions D(ξ)|Ψr0 i of the squeezed va uum states |Ψr0 i, all of whi h
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have the same entanglement Er0 as |Ψr0 i :

ρV0 ∼

Z

1
d2 ξD(ξ)|Ψr0 ihΨr0 |D † (ξ) exp(− ξ T M −1 ξ).
2

(4.23)

Here D(ξ) is the unitary phase spa e displa ement operator. The rank of M equals 2,
and both M −1 and the two-dimensional integral refer to the restri tion of the phase spa e
variable ξ to the range of M .
Sin e a spe i ensemble realization with average entanglement Er0 is exhibited,
EOF(ρV0 ) ≤ Er0 . On the other hand, evaluation of the generalised EPR orrelation

Λθ (ρV0 ) = tr (Λ̂θ ρV0 ), for the parti ular value of θ o urring in V0 shows that Λθ0 (ρV0 ) =

cosh 2r0 − sin 2θ0 sinh 2r0 . And by Conje ture 6.1, this implies EOF(ρV0 ) ≥ Er0 . We
have thus proved EOF(ρV0 ) = Er0 .

An attra tive feature of the anoni al form of the ovarian e matrix is that the twomode-squeezing U (r) a ts on it in a ovariant or form-preserving manner.

Proposition 4.6 Under the two-mode-squeezing transformation U (r) we have
V0 (r0 , θ0 , u, v) → V0 (r0′ , θ0′ , u′ , v ′ ) ;
sinh 2r + cosh 2r sin 2θ0
r0′ = r0 + r,
sin 2θ0′ =
,
cosh 2r + sin 2θ0 sinh 2r
(u′ , v ′ ) = (u, v) × (cosh 2r + sin 2θ0 sinh 2r).

(4.24)

This is easily veried by dire t omputation. While the anoni al squeeze parameter

r0 simply gets translated by r , the parameters u and v get s aled by a ommon fa tor.
If we dene rθ0 , rθ0′ through tan θ0 ≡ tanh rθ0 and tan θ0′ ≡ tanh rθ0′ , the transformation

law for θ0 takes the form of translation: rθ0′ = rθ0 + r .

As a onsequen e of this ovarian e, the onvex de omposition whi h minimizes

the average entanglement goes ovariantly to su h a de omposition under two-modesqueezing: the minimal de omposition ommutes with squeezing. This implies, in parti ular, the following simple behaviour of EOF under squeezing: Er0 → Er0 +r .

Finally, the just separable Gaussian states on the separable-inseparable boundary,

orrespond to the anoni al form with r0 = 0 [57℄. As was to be expe ted, the ondition
(4.8) pla es no restri tion on θ0 in this ase.
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5
Compatibility onditions on lo al and global
spe tra for n-mode Gaussian states
5.1 Introdu tion
The quantum marginal problem has attra ted onsiderable interest in quantum information theory [17, 34, 345351℄. Given a multipartite system, it asks: what kind of
spe tra for the subsystem density operators are onsistent with a given spe trum for the
density operator of the full system? The Gaussian quantum marginal problem (detailed
below) has been solved re ently [285, 352℄ (As noted in Ref. [352℄, the three-mode ase
was known earlier [254℄). Our approa h to this problem makes ee tive use of beam splitter and two-mode squeezing transformations. In the ase of two modes it is shown that

every Gaussian state is uniquely determined, modulo lo al anoni al transformations, by
its global spe trum and lo al spe tra; in parti ular, the entanglement is fully determined
by these spe tra.
Consider a Gaussian state of a system of n-modes, represented by density operator ρ̂.
The mean values of the position and momentum variables qj , pj have no role to play in
our onsiderations, and so we assume that these mean values vanish. Su h a zero-mean
Gaussian state is fully des ribed by its 2n × 2n ovarian e matrix V .

The redu ed state ρ̂j of the j th mode, obtained by tra ing out from ρ̂ all other modes,

is also a zero-mean Gaussian state. With the phase spa e variables assumed arranged in
the order q1 , p1 ; q2 , p2 ; · · · ; qn , pn the j th 2 × 2 blo k along the leading diagonal of V

represents pre isely the ovarian e matrix of the redu ed state ρ̂j . Through (independent)
lo al anoni al transformations ∈ Sp(2, R) on ea h mode we make all the 2 × 2 blo ks

along the diagonal of V multiples of identity. The ovarian e matrix of the j th mode will
then be of the form diag(mj , mj ). It orresponds to a thermal state, with temperature

T (mj ) whi h is a monotone in reasing fun tion of mj . Being thermal, ρ̂j has the spe tral
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resolution ρ̂j = [1 − ξ(mj )]

P∞

k=0 ξ(mj )

njk

|njk ihnjk | . The parameter ξ(mj ) is another

monotone in reasing fun tion of mj , and |njk i's are the energy eigenstates of the j th

os illator. Clearly, the eigenvalue spe tra of the ρ̂j 's are determined by, and determine,
the

lo al spe tral parameters mj .
Using an appropriate (nonlo al) anoni al transformation S ∈ Sp(2n, R) the ovari-

an e matrix V an be de oupled and brought into the anoni al form V (0) of independent

os illators in thermal states [57℄: V (0) = SV S T =diag(κ1 , κ1 ; κ2 , κ2 ; · · · ; κn , κn ). The
asso iated density operator ρ̂(0) thus has the spe tral de omposition

ρ̂(0) =

n
Y

[1 − ξ(κj )]

j=1

∞
X
k=0

ξ(κj )njk |njk ihnjk |.

(5.1)

Sin e ρ̂(0) and the original ρ̂ are unitarily related, the spe trum of ρ̂ is the same as that
of ρ̂(0) . It is lear that this global spe trum and the n-tuple of

global spe tral parameters

(κ1 , κ2 , · · · , κn ) determine ea h other.

We may now ask what are the onstraints onne ting the global spe trum of a Gaus-

sian state to its lo al spe tra. In view of the invertible relationships just noted this

Gaussian quantum marginal problem is equivalent to seeking the ompatibility onstraints
between the global spe tral parameters { κj } and the lo al spe tral parameters { mj }.
Interestingly, the answer an be given in the form of ne essary and su ient onditions.

Theorem 5.1 Let m = (m1 , m2 , m3 , · · · , mn ) and κ = (κ1 , κ2 , · · · , κn ) be the lo al and

global spe tral parameters of an n-mode Gaussian state, written in nonde reasing order.
These are ompatible i
k
X
j=1

mj ≥

mn −

n−1
X
j=1

k
X
j=1

κj , k = 1, 2, · · · , n ,

mj ≤ κn −

n−1
X

κj .

(5.2)
(5.3)

j=1

Remarks : What this laim means an be laried by stating it in two parts. Suppose
a Gaussian state is given. Its lo al spe tral parameters m1 , m2 , · · · , mn , and global

spe tral parameters κ1 , κ2 , · · · , κn are ertain to meet these inequalities (with κ1 ≥ 1).

Conversely, given a set of lo al and global spe tral parameters meeting these inequalities
(with κ1 ≥ 1), we an ertainly onstru t a physi al Gaussian state with these parameters.

The rst part of the theorem was essentially proved by Hiroshima [285℄. But the full

theorem in this form was formulated by Eisert et al. [352℄ who presented an indu tive proof
for the se ond part. Our proof of both parts will be seen to be onstru tive, onsistent
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with the elementary nature of the theorem, and it

appre iation of the two-mode situation.

rests in an essential manner on a fuller

dominates m if m and κ, after their
omponents are rearranged in the nonde reasing order, obey the set of n + 1 inequalities (5.2), (5.3). This denition is su h that permutation of the omponents of m or κ
does not ae t dominan e. Thus (9, 7, 8, 6, 12, 11, 10) is dominated by (5, 2, 18, 4, 1, 12, 3),
Given two ve tors m, κ ∈ Rn , we will say κ

sin e (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 18) manifestly dominates (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). Further, dominan e
so dened is transitive: κ dominates m, and m dominates m′ , together imply κ dominates

m′ .
In the S hur-Horn ase [353℄ wherein m orresponds to the diagonal entries of a
hermitian matrix and κ to its eigenvalues, the last inequality in (5.2) be omes an equality.
It is lear that (5.3) is subsumed by (5.2) in that ase.

5.2 The two-mode ase
This ase is of interest in its own right. Further, it possesses an aspe t whi h seems to be
unique, not shared by any other system. Finally, our analysis of the n-mode ase relies
riti ally on repeated appli ations of the two-mode result. Hen e we begin with a dire t
proof of the theorem in the two-mode ase.

Lemma 5.1 The parameters
Gaussian states i

m1 ≤ m2

and 1 ≤ κ1 ≤ κ2 are ompatible for two-mode

m1 + m2 ≥ κ1 + κ2 ,
m2 − m1 ≤ κ2 − κ1 .

(5.4)

Note that the ondition m1 ≥ κ1 is subsumed by (5.4).

Proof of Lemma : The ovarian e matrix an, through lo al unitary ( anoni al) trans-

formation ∈ Sp(2, R) × Sp(2, R), be brought to the form



m1


 0
V =
 k
 x
0

0

kx

m1

0

0
kp

m2
0

0




kp 
.
0 

m2

(5.5)
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The global spe tral parameters κ1 , κ2 are related to the lo al m1 , m2 through the symple ti invariants [57℄

1
tr (ΩV ΩT V ) = κ21 + κ22 = m21 + m22 + 2kx kp ,
2
det V = (κ1 κ2 )2 = (m1 m2 − kx2 )(m1 m2 − kp2 ).

(5.6)

These immediately imply

κ1 κ2 ≤ m1 m2 ,

κ21 + κ22 ≥ m21 + m22 , if kx kp ≥ 0,

κ21 + κ22 ≤ m21 + m22 , if kx kp ≤ 0,

(5.7)

equality in the rst inequality holding if kx = 0 = kp . These inequalities imply

κ2 − κ1 ≥ m2 − m1 , when kx kp ≥ 0,
κ2 + κ1 ≤ m2 + m1 , when kx kp ≤ 0.

(5.8)

This mu h is immediate from the symple ti invariants. What remain to be proved are :

κ2 − κ1 ≥ m2 − m1 when kx kp ≤ 0 and κ2 + κ1 ≥ m2 + m1 when kx kp ≥ 0.

To prove these we reinterpret (5.6) as simultaneous expressions for kx , kp in terms of

κ1 , κ2 ; m1 , m2 :
kx kp = [ (κ21 + κ22 ) − (m21 + m22 ) ]/2,
1
[ m2 m2 − κ21 κ22 + kx2 kp2 ].
kx2 + kp2 =
m1 m2 1 2

(5.9)
(5.10)

It is lear that real solutions for kx and kp will exist i ` kx2 + kp2 ' ≥ ` 2| kx kp | '. That is,
i

m1 m2 − | kx kp | ≥ κ1 κ2 .

(5.11)

With use of (5.9) for kx kp , this last ondition reads

κ2 − κ1 ≥ m2 − m1 , when kx kp ≤ 0,
κ2 + κ1 ≤ m2 + m1 , when kx kp ≥ 0.

(5.12)

Proof of the Lemma is thus omplete.
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Two types of simple transformations on any pair of modes hara terised by annihilation operators aj , ak deserve parti ular mention; they play a key role in our proof of
the theorem. The rst, Sθ , orresponds to the

ompa t transformations aj → cos θ aj +

sin θ ak , ak → − sin θ aj + cos θ ak , and therefore is represented by Sθ = cos θ σ0 ⊗ σ0 +
sin θ iσ2 ⊗ σ0 ∈ Sp(4, R), 0 ≤ θ < 2π , where σ0 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix and σ2
is the antisymmetri Pauli matrix. Physi ally, Sθ is a

ity

cos2 θ .

The se ond one, Sµ , is

mations aj → cosh µ aj +

beam splitter with transmitiv-

non ompa t and orresponds to squeezing transfor-

sinh µ a†k ,

ak → cosh µak + sinh µ a†j , and is represented by

Sµ = cosh µ σ0 ⊗ σ0 + sinh µ σ1 ⊗ σ3 ∈ Sp(4, R), 0 ≤ µ < ∞.

It is easily veried that when the ovarian e matrix V , Eq. (5.5), has kp = kx ≡ k,

it an be diagonalised by the beam splitter transformation V → Sθ V SθT , with θ xed
through tan 2θ = 2k/(m2 − m1 ). And κ2 + κ1 will pre isely equal m2 + m1 in this ase.

Similarly, if kp = −kx = k > 0, then V is diagonalised by the squeezing transformation

V → Sµ V SµT , with tanh 2µ = 2k/(m2 + m1 ), and one will nd κ2 − κ1 = m2 − m1 in

this ase.

Conversely, suppose we start with the anoni al form V (0) = diag (κ1 ,κ1 ; κ2 ,κ2 ),
and we wish to a hieve through symple ti

ongruen e V (0) → SV (0) S T , S ∈ Sp(4, R),

a ovarian e matrix with diagonals m1 , m2 . If m1 < m2 are su h that m2 < κ2 and

κ2 + κ1 = m2 + m1 , su h a redistribution of κ1 , κ2 among m1 , m2 an always be a hieved
through a beam splitter transformation Sθ . Under Sθ we have m2 + m1 = κ2 + κ1 and

m2 − m1 = cos 2θ (κ2 − κ1 ). On the other hand, if m2 > κ2 and κ2 − κ1 = m2 − m1 ,

so that κ1 and κ2 are enhan ed by equal amounts to m1 , m2 , this an be a hieved

through a squeezing transformation Sµ . Under Sµ we have m2 − m1 = κ2 − κ1 and

m2 + m1 = cosh 2µ (κ2 + κ1 ).
Our Lemma is similar to Lemma 5 of Ref. [352℄, but our proof is dire t and on-

stru tive. There is an important distin tion in ontent as well: while theirs laims that

m2 − m1 = κ2 − κ1 i m2 = κ2 and m1 = κ1 , we have just demonstrated that if
m2 − m1 = κ2 − κ1 then m2 + m1 ould equal cosh 2µ (κ2 + κ1 ) for any 0 ≤ µ < ∞, not

just µ = 0. Indeed, this distin tion is entral to Stage 2 of our proof of the se ond part
of the main theorem, the part whi h distinguishes the present symple ti situation from
the S hur-Horn ase.
Returning to Eq. (5.10), if we are given values for the expressions ` a2 + b2 ' and
` ab ' with a2 + b2 ≥ 2| ab |, the solution for (a, b) is

unique [ (a, b) and (b, a) are not

distin t solutions for our purpose ℄. This inno ent looking observation leads to a surprising
on lusion.

Proposition 5.1 Spe i ation of the lo al and global spe tra of a two-mode Gaussian
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state determines uniquely the state itself, modulo lo al unitary transformations.
States of a pair of qubits share a similarity with two-mode Gaussian states in important respe ts. For instan e, positivity under partial transpose is a ne essary and su ient
ondition for separability and nondistillability in both ases. But a statement analogous
to the above proposition is not true for a pair of qubits!

5.3 Proof of main theorem
Assume we are given a (zero-mean) Gaussian state, or equivalently, an a eptable ovarian e matrix V , the 2 × 2 blo ks along the leading diagonal of V being of the

form diag(mj , mj ). The global spe tral parameters { κj } are immediately dened by

V [57, 192℄. It is assumed that m = (m1 , m2 , · · · mn ) and κ = (κ1 , κ2 , · · · , κn ) are ar-

ranged in nonde reasing order. Let Pκ denote the produ t κ1 κ2 · · · κn and let Pm =

m1 m2 · · · mn . Clearly, Pκ = det V ≤ Pm , equality holding i V is diagonal, i.e., i

mj = κj , j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Our task is to prove that κ dominates m.

Choose a pair 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n su h that the 2 × 2 blo k (in the o-diagonal lo ation)

onne ting the j th and kth modes is nonzero. We an arrange (through lo al rotations)
this blo k to be diagonal. Let us `diagonalise' this 4 × 4 part of the ovarian e matrix

using an appropriate two-mode anoni al transformation ∈ Sp(4, R), so that mj and mk

are transformed to m̃j and m̃k respe tively, the other diagonal parameters remaining
unae ted.
It is be noted that the new m dominates the original m. That this is so follows, in the
ase k < n, from the fa ts m̃j < mj and m̃j + m̃k ≤ mj + mk . In the ase k = n it follows

from the additional fa t that if m̃k is less that mk it is so by a magnitude whi h does
not ex eed the magnitude by whi h m̃j is less than mj (m̃k − m̃j ≥ mk − mj ). Further,

m̃j m̃k < mj mk .

Denote by m′ the new diagonal m-parameters arranged in nonde reasing order by
orrespondingly permuting the os illators. Sin e m̃j m̃k < mj mk we have Pm′ < Pm .
For purpose of larity, let us arry out this pro ess one more time. The parameters

m′

will then go to m′′ dominating m′ , with Pm′′ < Pm′ . It follows from the transmitivity

of dominan e that m′′ dominates m.
It is now lear that when this pro ess is iterated, m goes through a sequen e of
intermediate values, the value at every stage dominating the previous value, and orrespondingly Pm steadily de reasing, until Pm rea hes Pκ or, equivalently, until V be omes
diagonal. This ompletes proof of the rst part of the theorem.
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The elementary nature of our proof may be ompared with that of Ref. [285℄. Pm
played the role of `prot fun tion' monitoring progress of this diagonalisation pro ess.
To prove the se ond part assume, onversely, that we are given the global and lo al
spe tral parameters κ, m ∈ Rn . Assume that these are ompatible: i.e., κ dominates m,
with κ1 ≥ 1. Our task is to onstru t a Gaussian state with these properties. In other

words we have to present a anoni al transformation S ∈ Sp(2n, R) whi h a ting on a

ovarian e matrix V = diag(κ1 , κ1 ; κ2 , κ2 ; · · · ; κn , κn ) will produ e a ovarian e matrix

SV S T with the target diagonal values m. We build su h an S as a produ t of n − 1

spe i two-mode transformations, evolving m(0) ≡ κ su essively through a sequen e of
intermediates m(1) , m(2) , · · · to nally m(n−1) = m. It will be manifestly lear that m(k)

dominates m(k+1) at ea h stage. For larity, this pro ess is implemented through four
elementary stages.

5.3.1

Stage 1
(0)

Sin e m(0) ≡ κ dominates m, we have m1 ≥ m1

(0)

(0)

= κ1 . Suppose m1 = m1 + ǫ1 ,

ǫ1 > 0 (one will move to the next step if m1 = m1 ). Let j1 be the least integer < n
(0)

su h that mj1 ≥ m1 . Carry out a beam splitter transformation Sθ between the rst
(0)

(0)

and j1 th mode so that the orresponding diagonal elements (m1 , mj1 ) get redistributed
(0)

(0)

(0)

to (m1 + ǫ1 , mji − ǫ1 ) = (m1 , mj1 − ǫ1 ), with no hange in the other diagonal en(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

tries: m(0) = (m1 , m2 , · · · , mn ) → m(1) = (m1 , m2 , · · · , mj1 − ǫ1 , · · · , mn ) ≡
(1)

(1)

(1)

(m1 , m2 , m3 , · · · , mn ).

(1)

We an repeat this pro ess. Let m2 = m2 + ǫ2 . By hypothesis ǫ2 ≥ 0 (this is so even

if j1 had equalled 2). Assume ǫ2 > 0 (if ǫ2 = 0, one moves to the next step). Let j2 be
(1)

the smallest integer < n su h that mj2 ≥ m2 [Clearly, j2 an be as small as j1 , but not

any smaller℄. Carry out a beam splitter transformation on the 2nd and j2th modes so that
(1)

(1)

(1)

the orresponding diagonal elements (m2 , mj2 ) get redistributed to (m2 , mj2 − ǫ2 ) to

produ e m(2) , leaving the other diagonals unae ted.

If we are able to repeat this pro ess only ℓ times we have, at the end of it,
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

m(ℓ) = ( m1 , m2 , · · · , mℓ ; mℓ+1 , mℓ+2 , · · · , mn(ℓ) ),
(ℓ)

(l)

(5.13)

(0)

with mj < mj , ∀ ℓ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, and mn = mn = κn . What we have done so far

is identi al to what one would have done in the S hur-Horn situation. Clearly, the beam
splitter transformations arried out so far ae ted neither the sum of the diagonal entries
Pn−1 (k)
(k)
of m(·) nor its nth entry. Consequently, the dieren e mn − j=1
mj has remained

the same for all 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ.
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5.3.2

Stage 2

Dene δ(k) =

Pn

j=1 mj

−

the S hur-Horn situation

(k)
j=1 mj . It is
δ(0) vanishes by

Pn

lear that δ(k) = δ(0) , for k = 1, 2, · · · , l. In

hypothesis. We will now employ two-mode

squeezing transformations Sµ to re tify this `departure' from the S hur-Horn situation.
We know that δ(ℓ) = δ(0) is nonnegative. Assume δ(0) > 0 ( if δ(0) = 0, one will
(ℓ)

move dire tly to Stage 4, as will be ome evident below). Dene ǫℓ+1 = mℓ+1 − mℓ+1 .

Assume δ(ℓ) ≥ 2ǫℓ+1 ( if this is not the ase one will move to Stage 3). Carry out a

two-mode squeezing transformation Sµ between the (ℓ + 1)th and nth modes, raising the
(ℓ)

(ℓ)

(0)

orresponding diagonal entries mℓ+1 , mn = mn

(ℓ)
mn

= κn by equal magnitude to mℓ+1 ,

+ ǫℓ+1 with no hange in the other diagonal entries, so that
(ℓ+1)

m(ℓ+1) = (m1 , · · · , mℓ+1 , mℓ+2 , · · · , mn(ℓ+1) ),
(ℓ+1)

mj

(ℓ)

= mj ,

∀ ℓ + 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1,

m(ℓ+1)
= m(ℓ)
n
n + ǫℓ+1 = κn + ǫℓ+1 .

(5.14)

We an now repeat this kind of two-mode squeezing transformation between the (ℓ + 2)th
mode and the nth mode, and so on. Assume we are able to arry out this pro ess only r
times. We will have, at the end of it,
(ℓ+r)

m(ℓ+r) = (m1 , · · · , mℓ+r , mℓ+r+1 , · · · , m(ℓ+r)
),
n
(ℓ+r)

mj

(ℓ)

= mj , ∀ ℓ + r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1,

m(ℓ+r)
= κn + ǫℓ+1 + ǫℓ+2 + · · · + ǫℓ+r ,
n

(5.15)

so that δ(ℓ+r) = δ(0) − 2(ǫℓ+1 + ǫℓ+2 + · · · + ǫℓ+r ). Clearly, 0 ≤ δ(ℓ+r) < 2ǫℓ+r+1 =
(ℓ+r)

2(mℓ+r+1 − mℓ+r+1 ) (the last inequality en odes the fa t that we ould not arry out the
Stage 2 operation one more time).

5.3.3

Stage 3

Assume δ(ℓ+r) > 0 ( if δ(ℓ+r) = 0, we move dire tly to Stage 4). Carry out a twomode anoni al transformation between the (ℓ + r + 1)th mode and the nth mode, taking
(ℓ+r)

(ℓ+r)

the orresponding diagonal entries mℓ+r+1 , mn
(ℓ+r+1)

mn

(ℓ+r)

= mn

(ℓ+r)

to mℓ+r+1 = mℓ+r+1 + ǫr+ℓ+1 and

+ δ(ℓ+r) − ǫr+ℓ+1 respe tively, leaving the other diagonals invariant,
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so that we have
(ℓ+r+1)

m(ℓ+r+1) = (m1 , · · · , mℓ+r+1 , mℓ+r+2 , · · · , mn(ℓ+r+1) ),
(ℓ+r+1)

mj

= mℓj < mj , ∀ ℓ + r + 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1,
n
X

(ℓ+r+1)
mj

j=ℓ+r+2

=

n
X

(5.16)

mj .

j=ℓ+r+2

i.e., the situation in respe t of the remaining n − (ℓ + r + 1) (or n − ℓ − r if δ(ℓ+r) = 0)

modes is pre isely of the S hur-Horn type, suggesting that we deploy the beam splitter
transformation n − l − r − 2 (or n − l − r − 1 ) times.

5.3.4

Stage 4
(ℓ+r+1)

Note that at the end of Stage 3 we have mn
of the amounts by whi h

(ℓ+r+1)
mℓ+r+1+j ,

larger than mn pre isely by the sum

for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − ℓ − r − 2, are less than mℓ+r+1+j .

Therefore, for ea h value of j in this range, we ee t a beam splitter transformation
(ℓ+r+1)

onne ting the (ℓ + r + 1 + j)th mode to the nth mode, raising mℓ+r+1+j to mj and
(ℓ+r+1+j)

orrespondingly pulling mn

down by an equal amount. It is lear that at the end

of these n − ℓ − r − 2 (or n − ℓ − r − 1) redistributions, the diagonals will be pre isely m.

That is, m(n−1) = m. This ompletes proof of the theorem.

We have taken maximal advantage of the simpler two-mode transformations Sθ , Sµ .
The former was deployed r times in Stage 1 and n − ℓ − r − 2 (or n − ℓ − r − 1) times in
Stage 4, and the latter ℓ times in Stage 2. The more general two-mode transformation

was deployed (at the most) on e in Stage 3.
As illustration, and for omparison with Ref. [352℄, we apply our pro edure to the
P
example noted after the statement of the theorem. The dieren e between 7j=1 mj = 63
P
and 7j=1 κj = 45 indi ates the amount of squeezing that will have to be deployed at

Stages 3 and 4. We have m(0) ≡ κ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 18); m(1) = (6, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 18);

m(2) = (6, 7, 3, 4, 5, 2, 18); m(3) = (6, 7, 8, 4, 5, 2, 23); m(4) = (6, 7, 8, 9, 5, 2, 26); m(5) =

(6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 2, 21); and m(6) = (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) = m. The number of two-mode
transformations required at the four stages are 2, 1, 1, and 2 respe tively. Note that m(k)
dominates m(k+1) , for k = 0, 1, · · · , 5.
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6
Operator-sum representation for Bosoni
Gaussian hannels
6.1 Introdu tion
Gaussian states are fully spe ied by their rst and se ond moments. Sin e the rst
moments play no signi ant role in our study, we may assume that they vanish (this
an indeed be ensured using the unitary Weyl-Heisenberg displa ement operators), so
that a Gaussian state for our purpose is fully des ribed by its ovarian e matrix [192,
202, 226, 354℄. The symple ti group of real linear anoni al transformations (a ting
through its unitary metaple ti representation) and the Weyl-Heisenberg group of phase
spa e translations are the only unitary evolutions whi h preserve Gaussianity, and these
groups are generated by hermitian Hamiltonians whi h are respe tively quadrati and
linear in the reation and annihilation operators [192, 202, 226℄.
Any physi al evolution that maps an input Gaussian state to a Gaussian state at
the output is a Gaussian hannel. In other words, Gaussian hannels are those tra e
preserving ompletely positive (CP) maps whi h image every input Gaussian state into
a Gaussian state at the output. The feasibility of pro essing information using Gaussian
hannels was originally explored in [355, 356℄. More re ently, the problem of evaluating
the lassi al apa ity of Gaussian hannels was addressed in [141, 149, 282℄, and the
quantum apa ities in [157, 159, 281, 283, 284℄. In parti ular, the lassi al apa ity of
the attenuator hannel was evaluated in [282℄, and the quantum apa ity of a lass of
hannels was studied in [159℄. A systemati study of the stru ture of the family of all
Gaussian hannels has been arried out in [158, 286288, 357℄; single-mode Gaussian
hannels have been lassied in [158, 286℄, and the ase of multimodes in [287, 288, 357℄.
Gaussian hannels may be realized as Gaussianity preserving unitaries on a suitably
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enlarged system :



′
†
.
ρA → ρA = TrB UAB (ρA ⊗ ρB ) UAB

(6.1)

Here ρB is a Gaussian state of the an illa B, and UAB is a linear anoni al transformation
on the enlarged omposite system onsisting of the system of interest A and the an illa
B. That all Gaussian hannels an indeed be realized in this manner has been shown by
the work of Holevo and oauthors [158, 286, 288, 357℄.
It is lear that the most general tra e-preserving linear map Ω whi h takes Gaussian hara teristi fun tions to Gaussian, taking states with vanishing rst moments to
′

ones with vanishing rst moments, are ne essarily of the form Ω : χ(ξ) → χ (ξ) =

χ(Xξ) exp[− 21 ξ T Y ξ], where X, Y are real matri es with Y = Y T ≥ 0. And X, Y need
to obey an appropriate matrix inequality to ensure that the tra e-preserving map Ω is
ompletely positive [157, 159, 358, 359℄. For a given X , the minimal Y , say Y0 , meeting

this inequality represents the threshold Gaussian noise that needs to be added to χ(Xξ)
to make atonement for the failure of X to be a symple ti matrix, and thus rendering the
map ompletely positive; if X happens to be a symple ti matrix, then the orresponding
minimal Y0 = 0.
Now, given a Gaussian hannel Ω we an onstru t, `quite heaply', an entire family of Gaussian hannels by simply pre eding and following Ω with unitary (symple ti ) Gaussian hannels U (S1 ), U (S2 ) orresponding respe tively to symple ti matri es

S1 , S2 . Therefore in lassifying Gaussian hannels it is su ient to lassify these orbits
or double osets and, further, we may identify ea h orbit with the `simplest' looking
representative element of that orbit (the anoni al form). Sin e

1
U (S1 ) Ω U (S2 ) : χ(ξ) → χ(S2 XS1 ξ) exp[− ξ T S1T Y S1 ξ],
2

(6.2)

the task a tually redu es to enumeration of the orbits of (X, Y ) under the transformation
′

′

(X, Y ) → (X , Y ) = (S2 XS1 , S1T Y S1 ).

The inje tion of an arbitrary amount of lassi al (Gaussian) noise into the state is

obviously a Gaussian hannel : χ(ξ) → χ(ξ) exp[− a2 ξ T ξ], a > 0. It is alled the lassial noise hannel. Now, given a Gaussian hannel we may follow it up with a lassi al

noise hannel to obtain another Gaussian hannel. A Gaussian hannel will be said to be

quantum-limited if it annot be realized as another Gaussian hannel followed by a lassi al noise hannel. Conversely, the most general Gaussian hannel is a quantum-limited
Gaussian hannel followed by a lassi al noise hannel, and it follows that quantumlimited hannels are the primary obje ts whi h need to be lassied into orbits.
In the single-mode ase where X, Y are 2 × 2 matri es, S1 , S2 ∈ Sp(2, R) an be so
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′

hosen that X equals a multiple of identity, a multiple of σ3 , or (11 + σ3 )/2 while Y

′

equals a multiple of identity or (11+σ3 )/2. Thus the anoni al form of a Gaussian hannel

X, Y is fully determined by the rank and determinant of X, Y and we have the following
lassi ation of

quantum-limited bosoni Gaussian hannels [158, 286℄

D(κ; 0) :

Y0 = (1 + κ2 )11, κ > 0;

X = −κσ3 ,

C1 (κ; 0) :

Y0 = (1 − κ2 )11, 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1;

X = κ11,

C2 (κ; 0) :

Y0 = (κ2 − 1)11, κ ≥ 1;

X = κ11,

A1 (0) :

A2 (0) :
B2 (0) :

B1 (0) :

X = 0,

Y0 = 11;

X = (11 + σ3 )/2,

Y0 = 11;

X = 11,

Y0 = 0;

X = 11,

Y0 = 0.

(6.3)

It may be noted that the quantum-limited end of both the B1 and B2 families is the
trivial identity hannel.

By following the above listed quantum-limited hannels by inje tion of lassi al noise
of magnitude a we get respe tively D(κ; a), C1 (κ; a), C2 (κ; a), A1 (a), A2 (a), and B2 (a);

the last ase B1 (a) is spe ial in that it is obtained from B1 (0) by inje tion of noise into

just one quadrature : χ(ξ) → χ(ξ) exp[− a4 ξ T (11 + σ3 )ξ].

It is lear in the ase of D(κ; 0) that X = −κσ3 orresponds to (s aled) phase on-

jugation or matrix transposition of the density operator. And the phase onjugation is
the most famous among positive maps whi h are not CP [27, 28, 57℄; it is the inje tion
of additional lassi al noise of magnitude (not less than) 1 + κ2 , represented by Y0 , that
mends it into a CP map.
It is well known that every tra e-preserving ompletely positive map has an operatorsum representation of the form
′

ρ→ρ =

X
α

Wα ρ Wα† ,

X

Wα† Wα = 11,

(6.4)

α

often alled Kraus representation [7℄. It may be noted, however, that this representation
appears as Theorem 4 of a mu h earlier work of Sudarshan et al [31℄. It has been presented
also by Choi [6℄, apparently independently. Mathemati ians seem to view it as a dire t
and immediate onsequen e of the dilation theorem of Stinespring [9℄.
In this Chapter we obtain the operator-sum representation of all the quantum limited
single-mode Bosoni Gaussian hannels. Our analysis lends insight into how unphysi al
pro esses su h as the transposition map, or the s aling of Weyl-ordered hara teristi
fun tion, or a ombination of both an be rendered physi al through a threshold Gaussian
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noise. The motive here is to bring out this aspe t in a transparent manner through the
operator-sum representation. We have that s aling of the diagonal weight fun tion and
s aling of the Husimi Q fun tion orrespond to physi al pro esses. As will be seen in the
following Chapter, the fa t that s aling of the Q fun tion is physi al is of riti al relevan e
when one denes a measure of non-Gaussianity for quantum states. This Chapter further
explores the notion of non lassi ality breaking and the notion of entanglement breaking
in light of the operator-sum representation.
We begin with the illustration a general s heme for omputation of Kraus operators,
and this s heme applies uniformly to all quantum-limited Gaussian hannels. This s heme
takes parti ular advantage of the fa t that the symple ti two-mode transformation whi h
realizes the hannel in the sense of (6.1) does not ouple, in the Holevo anoni al form,
the position variables with the momentum variables. With the an illa mode assumed to
be in its va uum state initially, it turns out that the Kraus operators for ea h hannel
an be simply read o from the matrix elements of the appropriate two-mode metaple ti
operator. Even though the single-quadrature lassi al noise hannels B1 (a), a 6= 0 [B1 (0)
is the identity hannel℄ are not quantum-limited, we deal with them briey just to bring
out the fa t that this ase too is obedient to our general omputational s heme.

6.2 Kraus representation: Some general onsiderations
Given density operator ρ(a) des ribing the state of a single-mode radiation eld, the
a tion of a quantum-limited Gaussian hannel takes it to [158, 286℄

ρ

†

′ (a)

= Trb (U (ab) (ρ(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0|) U (ab) ).

(6.5)

Here |0ib is the va uum state of the an illa mode b, and U (ab) is the unitary operator
orresponding to a suitable two-mode linear anoni al transformation. It is onvenient

to perform the partial tra e in the Fo k basis of mode b. We have

ρ

′ (a)

=

X
ℓ

=

X
ℓ

b hℓ|U

(ab)

(ρ(a) ⊗ |0ibb h0|) U (ab) † |ℓib

b hℓ|U

(ab)

|0ib ρ(a) b h0|U (ab) † |ℓib .

(6.6)

Clearly, b hℓ|U (ab) |0ib is an operator a ting on the Hilbert spa e of mode a. The last
expression thus leads us to the Kraus representation of the hannel [7℄ :

ρ→ρ

′ (a)

=

X
ℓ

Wℓ ρ(a) Wℓ† ,

Wℓ = b hℓ|U (ab) |0ib .

(6.7)
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It follows that on e the Fo k basis matrix elements of U (ab) are known, the Kraus opera2 be the matrix elements
tors Wℓ an be easily read o. Let hm1 m2 |U (ab) |n1 n2 i ≡ Cnm11nm
2

of U (ab) in the two-mode Fo k basis. Sin e the an illa mode b is assumed to be in the
va uum state, the Wℓ 's are obtained by setting n2 = 0 and m2 = ℓ :

Wℓ =

∞
X

n1 ,m1 =0

Cnm110ℓ |m1 ihn1 |.

(6.8)

2 it proves useful to employ a resolution of identity in the
Now, in evaluating Cnm11nm
2

position basis [205℄ :

Cnm11nm2 2 = hm1 m2 |U (ab) |n1 n2 i
Z ∞
dx1 dx2 hm1 m2 |x1 x2 ihx1 x2 |U (ab) |n1 n2 i.
=

(6.9)

−∞

Under onjugation by U (ab) the quadrature variables qj , pj (j = 1, 2) undergo a linear
anoni al transformation S ∈ Sp(4, R), of whi h U (ab) is the (metaple ti ) unitary rep-

resentation [192℄. Let us assume that this anoni al transformation does not mix the
position variables with the momentum variables. That is,

q1
q2
p1
p2

!
!

→U
→U

(ab) †

q1

(ab) †

p1

q2
p2

!
!

′

U (ab) =

q1
′

q2
′

U (ab) =

p1
′

p2

!
!

=M

q1
q2

!

,

= (M −1 )T

p1
p2

!

,

(6.10)

where M is a real non-singular 2 × 2 matrix. This assumption that our S ∈ Sp(4, R) has
the dire t sum stru ture S = M ⊕ (M −1 )T will prove to be of mu h value in our analysis.

We have

Cnm11nm2 2

=
=
=

Z

∞

Z−∞
∞

Z−∞
∞
−∞

′

dx1 dx2 hm1 m2 |x1 x2 ihx1 x2 |U (ab) |n1 n2 i
dx1 dx2 hm1 m2 |x1 x2 iψn1 (x′1 )ψn2 (x′2 )
∗
∗
dx1 dx2 ψm
(x1 )ψm
(x2 )ψn1 (x′1 )ψn2 (x′2 ),
1
2

(6.11)

′

where (x1 , x2 ) is linearly related to (x1 , x2 ) through M . These wavefun tions are the
familiar Hermite fun tions, the Fo k states in the position representation. The above
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integral may be evaluated using the generating fun tion for Hermite polynomials [205℄ :

ψn (x) =
=

π −1/4 −x2
√
e Hn (x)
2n n!


√ 2
π −1/4 ∂ n
1
2
√
exp − [(x − z 2) − z ]
2
n! ∂z n

z=0

(6.12)

.

Inserting in Eq. (6.11) the generating fun tion for ea h of the four wavefun tions we have

1
∂ m1 ∂ m2 ∂ n1 ∂ n2
Cnm11nm2 2 = √
m
m
n
n F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 )
n1 !n2 !m1 !m2 ! ∂η1 1 ∂η2 2 ∂z1 1 ∂z2 2

z1 ,z2 ,η1 ,η2 =0

,

(6.13)

where

F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) = π

−1


√
√
1
dx1 dx2 exp − [(x1 − η1 2)2 + (x2 − η2 2)2
2
−∞
o
√
√
+(x′1 − z1 2)2 + (x′2 − z2 2)2 − η12 − η22 − z12 − z22 ] .

Z

∞

(6.14)

The Gaussian integration over the variables x1 and x2 an be easily arried out to obtain

F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ), and from F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) we may readily obtain Cnm11nm2 2 , and hen e the
Kraus operators. This is the general s heme we will employ in what follows to obtain
Kraus representation for quantum-limited Gaussian hannels of the various families.

6.3 Phase onjugation or transposition hannel D(κ), κ ≥ 0
We now use the above s heme to evaluate a set of Kraus operators representing the
phase onjugation hannel. The metaple ti unitary operator U (ab) appropriate for this
ase indu es on the quadrature operators of the bipartite phase spa e a linear anoni al
transformation orresponding to the following S ∈ Sp(4, R)[158℄ :

S =



sinh µ

0

cosh µ


 0
− sinh µ
0

cosh µ
0
sinh µ

0

cosh µ

0

0




cosh µ 
.
0 

− sinh µ

(6.15)
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Written in detail, the phase spa e variables undergo, under the a tion of this hannel,
the transformation

q1
q2

!

′

→

!

→

M

=

p1
p2

q1
′

q2
′

p1
′

p2

!
!

q1

=M

q2

= (M

− sinh µ
cosh µ

!

,

−1 T

)

cosh µ

p1

!

p2
!

− sinh µ

,

.

(6.16)

It is seen that the above S is indeed of the form S = M ⊕ (M −1 )T ∈ Sp(4, R), and does

not mix the position variables with the momentum variables, and so our general s heme
above readily applies.

It is lear from the stru ture of S that the parameter µ is related to κ in D(κ) through
√
κ = − sinh µ > 0, so that cosh µ = κ2 + 1. Thus (6.14) translates, for the present ase,

to the following expression :

(

√
√
1
− [(x1 − η1 2)2 + (x2 − η2 2)2
2
−∞
p
p
√
√
+(−κx1 + 1 + κ2 x2 − z1 2)2 + ( 1 + κ2 x1 − κx2 − z2 2)2
)

F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) = π

−1

Z

∞

dx1 dx2 exp

− η12 − η22 − z12 − z22 ] .

(6.17)

Performing the Gaussian integrals in x1 and x2 we obtain

np
p
F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) = ( 1 + κ2 )−1 exp ( 1 + κ−2 )−1 (η1 η2 − z1 z2 )
o
p
+( 1 + κ2 )−1 (η1 z2 + η2 z1 ) .

(6.18)

2 we need to arry out the pro edure indi ated
To obtain the matrix elements Cnm11nm
2

in Eq. (6.13). This may be done in two steps. We begin by rewriting the fun tion

F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) as
n
p
p
p
−1
2
F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) = ( κ + 1) exp z2 [( 1 + κ2 )−1 η1 − ( 1 + κ−2 )−1 z1 ]
o
p
p
+η2 [( 1 + κ−2 )−1 η1 + ( 1 + κ2 )−1 z1 ] .

(6.19)

Performing the z2 and η2 dierentiations respe tively n2 and m2 times on F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ),
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we obtain

p
p
[( 1 + κ2 )−1 η1 − ( 1 + κ−2 )−1 z1 ]n2 ×
p
p
[( 1 + κ−2 )−1 η1 + ( 1 + κ2 )−1 z1 ]m2 F ≡ GF.

(6.20)

The remaining dierentiations an be arried out using the Leibniz rule. Sin e we nally
set z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 = 0, and sin e F (0) = 1, the only terms that ould possibly survive are
ne essarily of the form

p
∂ m1 ∂ n1 p
n2
2 −1
−2 −1
×
m1
n1 [( 1 + κ ) η1 − ( 1 + κ ) z1 ]
∂η1 ∂z1
p
p
[( 1 + κ−2 )−1 η1 + ( 1 + κ2 )−1 z1 ]m2 .

(6.21)

√
√
To evaluate the above expression we set x = ( κ2 + 1)−1 η1 − ( 1 + κ−2 )−1 z1 and y =
√
√
( 1 + κ−2 )−1 η1 + ( 1 + κ2 )−1 z1 , and ompute
p
p
[( 1 + κ2 )−1 ∂x + ( 1 + κ−2 )−1 ∂y ]m1 ×
p
p
[−( 1 + κ−2 )−1 ∂x + ( 1 + κ2 )−1 ∂y ]n1 xn2 y m2 |x,y=0 .

(6.22)

Straight forward algebra leads, in view of Eq. (6.13), to

Cnm11nm2 2

√
m1
n1 X
p
p
( 1 + κ2 )−1 X
n1
Cj m1 Cr (− 1 + κ−2 )−(m1 +j−r) ( 1 + κ2 )−(n1 −j+r)
=√
n1 !n2 !m1 !m2 ! j=0 r=0
× (−1)m1 −r n2 !m2 !δn2 ,r+j δm2 ,n1 −j+m1 −r .

(6.23)

The Kraus operators Wℓ , denoted Tℓ (κ) in this ase, are obtained from these matrix
elements by setting n2 = 0 and m2 = ℓ. Sin e n2 = 0 ⇒ r, j = 0, we have,

p
Tℓ (κ) = ( 1 + κ2 )−1

n1 ,m1
m1

δℓ,n1 +m1 (−1)

√
√
√
( 1 + κ2 )−n1 (− 1 + κ−2 )−m1 ℓ!
√
×
n1 !m1 !
=0

∞
X

|m1 ihn1 |.

(6.24)

We set n1 + m1 = ℓ and denote n1 = n, leading to
ℓ p
p
p
X
−1
2
( 1 + κ2 )−n ( 1 + κ−2 )−(ℓ−n) ×
Tℓ (κ) = ( 1 + κ )
n=0

p

ℓ C |ℓ
n

− nihn|, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, · · ·

(6.25)
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as our nal form for the Kraus operators of the phase onjugation hannel. We note that
′

the Tℓ (κ)'s are real and manifestly tra e-orthogonal : tr(Tℓ (κ)† Tℓ ′ (κ)) = 0 if ℓ 6= ℓ .

6.3.1

The dual of D(κ)

As is well known (and also obvious), if a set of Kraus operators {Wℓ } des ribes the
P
′
′
ompletely positive map Φ : ρ → ρ = ℓ Wℓ ρWℓ † , then the dual map Φ̃ : ρ → ρ =
P
†
†
ℓ Wℓ ρWℓ , des ribed by the dual or adjoint set of operators {Wℓ }, is also ompletely

positive. It is lear that the dual map Φ̃ is unital or tra e-preserving a ording as Φ is

tra e-preserving or unital.

For the present ase of D(κ), it is readily veried that the Kraus operators {Tℓ (κ)} preP
sented in (6.25) meet ℓ Tℓ † (κ)Tℓ (κ) = 11, onsistent with the expe ted tra e-preserving
P
′
nature of ρ → ρ = ℓ Tℓ (κ) ρ Tℓ † (κ). But the phase onjugation hannel is not unital
in general, for we have

X

Tℓ (κ) Tℓ † (κ) = κ−2 11.

(6.26)

ℓ

We may say that it is `almost unital' to emphasise the minimal nature of the failure : the
unit element is taken by the hannel into a s alar multiple of itself. However, the s ale
fa tor κ−2 an not be transformed away by absorbing κ−1 into the Kraus operators, for
the Kraus operators so modied would not then respe t the tra e-preserving property of
the map.
It is thus of interest to understand the nature of the
set of Kraus operators {Tℓ

(κ)† }.

unital hannel des ribed by the

We have

ℓ p
p
p
p
X
( 1 + κ2 )−n ( 1 + κ−2 )−(ℓ−n) ℓ Cn |nihℓ − n|
Tℓ (κ)† = ( 1 + κ2 )−1
n=0

0 p
q
p
p
X
′
′
= ( 1 + κ2 )−1
( 1 + κ2 )−(ℓ−n ) ( 1 + κ−2 )−n ℓ Cℓ−n′ |ℓ − n′ ihn′ |

p
= ( 1 + κ2 )−1
−1

= κ

−1

Tℓ (κ

).

n′ =ℓ
ℓ p
X

p
p
( κ2 + 1)−(ℓ−n) ( 1 + κ−2 )−n ℓ Cn |ℓ − nihn|

n=0

(6.27)

Thus the dual {Tℓ (κ)† } diers from the original {Tℓ (κ)} in two elementary aspe ts. The
multipli ative fa tor κ−1

is the same for all Kraus operators, independent of ℓ. Thus the

only signi ant dieren e is hange in the argument of Tℓ , from κ to κ−1 . We on lude
that the `dual' hannel whose Kraus operators are κ Tℓ (κ)† is the (tra e-preserving) phase
onjugation hannel D(κ−1 ). We have thus proved
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Theorem 6.1 While the Kraus operators {Tℓ (κ)} des ribe

the `dual' hannel des ribed by Kraus operators {κTℓ
is the tra e-preserving phase onjugation hannel
−1
D(κ ) with re ipro al s ale parameter.
(κ)† }

6.3.2

D(κ),

A tion of the Kraus operators

The expe ted or dening a tion of the phase onjugation hannel on the hara teristi
fun tion is [158℄ :
′

χW (ξ) → χW (ξ) = χW (−κ ξ ∗ ) exp[−(1 + κ2 )|ξ|2 /2].

(6.28)

It is of interest to understand how the `antilinear' phase onjugation (ξ → ξ ∗ ) a tion of
this hannel on the hara teristi fun tion emerges from the linear a tion of the Kraus

operators. To this end, it is su ient to establish su h an a tion on the ` hara teristi
fun tion' orresponding to the operators |nihm|, for arbitrary pairs of integers n, m ≥ 0.

The ` hara teristi fun tion' of |nihm| is given by [169℄

χW |nihm| (ξ) ≡ hm|D(ξ)|ni
r
m!
n−m
(−ξ ∗ )n−m Lm
(|ξ|2 ) exp[−|ξ|2 /2] for n ≥ m,
=
n!
r
n!
=
(ξ)m−n Lm−n
(|ξ|2 ) exp[−|ξ|2 /2 for n ≤ m.
n
m!

(6.29)

Assuming n ≥ m, the a tion of the phase onjugation hannel on the operator |nihm| is
∞
X

Tℓ (κ)|nihm|Tℓ† (κ)

2 −1

= (1 + κ )

ℓ=0

∞ p
p
X
( 1 + κ2 )−(n+m) ( 1 + κ−2 )−(2ℓ−n−m) ×
ℓ=n

p

ℓ C ℓ C |ℓ
n
m

− nihℓ − m|.

(6.30)

Denoting n = m + δ and ℓ − n = λ, we have
∞
X
ℓ=0

p
p
Tℓ (κ)|m + δihm|Tℓ† (κ) = (1 + κ2 )−1 ( 1 + κ2 )−(2m+δ) ( 1 + κ−2 )−δ
×

∞
X
(λ + m + δ)!(1 + κ−2 )−λ
p
|λihλ + δ|.
(m
+
δ)!m!λ!(λ
+
δ)!
λ=0

(6.31)

The manner in whi h D(κ), matrix transposition a ompanied by threshold Gaussian
noise exp[−(1 + κ2 )|ξ|2 /2], a ts as a hannel may now be appre iated. Every operator M
P
an be written in the Krone ker delta basis {|jihℓ|} as M = j,ℓ cjℓ |jihℓ|. The oe ient
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matrix C asso iated with |5ih3|, for instan e, is cj,k = δ5j δℓ3 , with non-zero entry only

at the lower-diagonal lo ation (5, 3) marked ⊗ in the matrix below.


















×

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

⊗
0

0

0

0

0
..
.

0
..
.

0
..
.

0
..
.

0
..
.

0
..
.

0

0

0

0

0

0

×

0

0

0

0

⊕

0

0

0

×

0

0

×

0

0

0

0

0

0
..
.

×
0
..
.

···




··· 

··· 


··· 
.
··· 


··· 

× 

..
.

On transposition this entry moves to the upper-diagonal lo ation (3, 5) marked ⊕, and the

threshold noise then spreads it along the parallel upper diagonal (3+r, 5+r), −3 ≤ r < ∞
marked ×.

Let the Weyl-ordered hara teristi fun tion tr(D(ξ)|m+δihm|) where D(ξ) = exp[ξa† −

ξ ∗ a] is the displa ement operator, be denoted χW |m+δihm| (ξ), and that of the output
P∞
′
†
ℓ=0 Tℓ (κ)|m + δihm|Tℓ (κ) be denoted χW |m+δihm| (ξ). Then we have from Eq. (6.31)
p
p
′
χW |m+δihm| (ξ) = (1 + κ2 )−1 ( 1 + κ2 )−(2m+δ) ( 1 + κ−2 )−δ

∞
X
(λ + m + δ)!(1 + κ−2 )−λ
p
hλ + δ|D(ξ))|λi
×
(m + δ)!m!λ!(λ + δ)!
λ=0

2
p
(1 + κ2 )−1 e−|ξ| /2 p
= p
( 1 + κ2 )−(2m+δ) ( 1 + κ−2 )−δ
(m + δ)!m!
∞
X
(λ + m + δ)! δ δ
×
ξ Lλ (|ξ|2 ),
(1 + κ−2 )−λ
(λ + δ)!

(6.32)

λ=0

where we used (6.29), the Fo k basis representation of the displa ement operator. While
no `phase onjugation' is manifest as yet, we expe t from Eq. (6.28) that the hannel
should take the hara teristi fun tion of |m + δihm| to




1
2
2
χW |m+δihm| (ξ) = hm|D(−κξ )|m + δi exp − (1 + κ )|ξ|
2


1
∗
∗
2
2
= hm + δ|D(κξ )|mi exp − (1 + κ )|ξ|
2
r
 


1
m!
δ δ
2 2
2
2
(κξ) Lm (κ |ξ| ) exp −
+ κ |ξ| .
=
m + δ!
2
′′

∗

(6.33)
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′

Thus the problem redu es to one of establishing equality of χW |m+δihm| (ξ) in (6.32) and
′′

χW |m+δihm| (ξ) in (6.33). That is, it remains to prove
r
=
×



m!
(κξ)δ Lδm (κ2 |ξ|2 ) exp −(1/2 + κ2 )|ξ|2
m + δ!
2
∞
p
p
(1 + κ2 )−1 e−|ξ| /2 X
p
(1 + κ−2 )−λ ( 1 + κ2 )−(2m+δ) ( 1 + κ−2 )−δ
(m + δ)!m! λ=0
(λ + m + δ)! δ δ
ξ Lλ (|ξ|2 ),
(λ + δ)!

(6.34)

for all m, δ ≥ 0 [the ase of |mihm + δ| an be handled similarly℄.

Sin e the asso iated Laguerre fun tions form a omplete orthonormal set, we may

expand the LHS of Eq. (6.34) in the Laguerre basis. That is, we multiply both sides of
Eq. (6.34) by (ξ ∗ )δ Lδℓ (|ξ|2 ) e−

|ξ|2
2

and evaluate the overlap integrals. We use the following

two standard results : (i) orthogonality relation among Laguerres, and (ii) the overlap
between a Laguerre and a s aled Laguerre fun tion [360℄ :
∞

(n + δ)!
δn,m .
n!
0
Z ∞
2
(m + ℓ + δ)! (t − η 2 )m (t − 1)ℓ
e−t|ξ| |ξ|2δ Lδm (η 2 |ξ|2 )Lδℓ (|ξ|2 )d|ξ|2 =
×
m!ℓ!
tm+ℓ+δ+1
0


t(t − η 2 − 1)
.
F −m, −ℓ; −m − ℓ − δ,
(6.35)
(t − 1)(t − η 2 )

Z

2

e−|ξ| |ξ|2δ Lδn (|ξ|2 ) Lδm (|ξ|2 )d|ξ|2 =

Here F [·] is the hypergeometri fun tion. In our ase t = η 2 + 1, whi h implies that the
last argument of F [·] in Eq. (6.35) is zero, and thereby F [·] = 1. Performing the overlap
integrals, we obtain for the left and right hand sides of (6.34)
LHS =
RHS =

(m + ℓ + δ)!
κ2ℓ+δ
p
,
ℓ! (m + δ)!m! (1 + κ2 )m+ℓ+δ+1
p
(m + ℓ + δ)! p
p
( 1 + κ2 )−(2+2m+δ) ( 1 + κ−2 )−(2ℓ+δ) .
ℓ! (m + δ)!m!

(6.36)

These two expressions obviously equal one another for all ℓ. We have thus established Eq.
(6.34), and the fa t that the Kraus operators indeed ee t the ` ompletely positive phase
onjugation' operation, transforming the hara teristi fun tion as expe ted in (6.28).

Theorem 6.2 The s aled phase onjugation transformation χW (ξ) →
2
κ2 ) |ξ|2 ]

χ

′

W (ξ) =
+ κ2 )|ξ|2 /2]

is, in view of the threshold noise exp[−(1
a
ompletely positive map, and is implemented linearly by the Kraus operators {Tℓ (κ)} in

χW (−κ ξ ∗ ) exp[−(1 +
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Eq. (6.25).
The phase onjugation hannel has an interesting property in respe t of lassi ality/non lassi ality of the output states. We may say a hannel is

non lassi ality breaking

if the output of the hannel is lassi al for every input state. That is, if the normal-ordered
′

hara teristi fun tion χN (ξ) of the output, related to the Weyl-ordered hara teristi
′

′

′

fun tion χW (ξ) of (6.28) through χN (ξ) = χW (ξ) exp[|ξ|2 /2], is su h that its Fourier
transform, alled the diagonal `weight' fun tion φ(α) [112℄, is a genuine probability density.
Now, Eq. (6.28) written in terms of the normal-ordered hara teristi fun tion reads
′

χN (ξ) → χN (ξ) = χW (−κξ ∗ ) exp[−κ2 |ξ ∗ |2 /2]
= χA (−κξ ∗ ),

(6.37)

where χA (ξ) = χN (ξ) exp[−|ξ|2 ] is the antinormal-ordered hara teristi fun tion orresponding to the Q or Husimi distribution.
′

Under Fourier transformation this important relation (6.37), namely χN (ξ) = χA (−κξ ∗ ),

reads that the output diagonal weight fun tion φ (α) evaluated at α equals the input Q(α)
′

′

evaluated at κ−1 α∗ . Thus φ (α) is a genuine probability density for every input state,
and we have

D(κ) : φin (α) → φout (α) = κ−2 Qin (κ−1 α∗ ).

(6.38)

Sin e the Q-distribution of a density operator is given by Q(α) = hα|ρ|αi, it is a genuine
probability distribution for all states in luding non lassi al states. We have thus proved

Theorem 6.3 The phase onjugation hannel is a non lassi ality breaking hannel.
6.3.3

Entanglement breaking property

It is known that the phase onjugating hannel is entanglement breaking [361, 362℄. It is
also known that every entanglement breaking hannel has a des ription in terms of rank
one Kraus operators [363℄. We demonstrate these aspe ts using our Kraus operators

{Tℓ (κ)}.

The Kraus operators Tℓ (κ) presented in (6.25) are not of unit rank; indeed, rank

Tℓ (κ) = ℓ + 1, ℓ = 0, 1, 2, · · · . We noted immediately following (6.25) that Tℓ (κ) are
tra e-orthogonal. In the generi

ase, tra e-orthogonality requirement would render the

Kraus operators unique, but this is not true with the present situation. The reason is

that all these tra e-orthogonal Tℓ (κ)'s have the same Frobenius norm: tr Tℓ (κ)Tℓ (κ)† =
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′

′

(1 + κ2 )−1 , independent of ℓ. Thus the set {Tr } dened through Tr (κ) =

ℓ Uℓr Tℓ (κ),

P

for any unitary matrix (Uℓr ) will be a set of tra e-orthogonal Kraus operators des ribing

the same hannel as the original tra e-orthogonal set {Tℓ (κ)}.

′

More generally, and independent of tra e-orthogonality, the map ρ → ρ =
P
P
′†
′
′
†
α Tα (κ)ρTα (κ) des ribes the same hannel as ρ → ρ =
ℓ Tℓ (κ)ρTℓ (κ) if the matrix
′

U onne ting the sets {Tℓ (κ)} and {Tα (κ)} is an isometry [6, 364℄ :
′

Tα (κ) =

X

Uℓα Tℓ (κ),

α

⇒

X

X

∗
Uℓα Urα
= δℓr

α

Tℓ (κ) ρ Tℓ† (κ)

=

X

′

Tα (κ) ρ T

′†

(6.39)

α (κ).

α

ℓ

If the index set α is ontinuous, as in the ase below, then

P

α

is to be understood, of

ourse, as an integral. Now, the matrix elements between oherent states |αi and Fo k

states |ki dene su h an isometry

αℓ
Uℓα ≡ hℓ|αi = exp[−|α|2 /2] √ .
ℓ!

(6.40)

′

The resulting new Kraus operators Tα (κ) are
′

−

Tα (κ) = e

|α|2
2

∞
X
αℓ
√ Tℓ (κ)
ℓ!
ℓ=0

∞
ℓ p
p
p
X
X
αℓ p
ℓ C ( 1 + κ2 )−n ( 1 + κ−2 )−(ℓ−n) |ℓ − nihn|
√ ( 1 + κ2 )−1
n
ℓ!
n=0
ℓ=0
√
√
∞
ℓ
2
p
X
X [( 1 + κ2 )−1 α]n [( 1 + κ−2 )−1 α]ℓ−n
− |α|
−1
2
p
=e 2
( 1+κ )
|ℓ − nihn|
(ℓ − n)!n!
n=0
ℓ=0
p
p
1
(6.41)
=√
|α/ 1 + κ−2 ihα∗ / 1 + κ2 |, ∀α ∈ C.
1 + κ2

= e−

|α|2
2

′

It is manifest that rank Tα (κ) = 1 for all α ∈ C , the omplex plane, showing that the
′

phase onjugation hannel is indeed entanglement breaking. However {Tα (κ)} are not

tra e-orthogonal even though {Tℓ (κ)} from whi h the former are onstru ted were tra e-

orthogonal. This is due to the fa t that the isometry U dened in (6.40) is not an unitary,
whi h in turn is a onsequen e of the over ompleteness of the oherent states.
This brings us to another aspe t of D(κ). In terms of these new Kraus operators the
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phase onjugation hannel D(κ) reads
′

−1

Z

′

′

d2 α Tα (κ) ρ Tα † (κ)
Z
p
p
p
−1
2 −1
= π (1 + κ )
d2 α Q(( 1 + κ2 )−1 α∗ )|α/ 1 + κ−2 ihα/ 1 + κ−2 |. (6.42)

ρ→ρ =π

Thus the diagonal weight fun tion of the output state of the hannel is the Q-distribution

of the input state ρ : φout = κ−2 Qin (κ−1 α∗ ). We may ombine this result with the earlier
one on rank one Kraus operators to state

Theorem 6.4 The diagonal weight of the output of the quantum-limited phase onjuga-

tion hannel is essentially the Q-distribution of the input state. The hannel D(κ) is not
only lassi ality breaking, but also entanglement breaking.
The diagonal weight of the

evaluated at

κ−1 α∗ .

output state at α is the Q-distribution of the input state

Sin e Q(α) ≥ 0 for all α and for any ρ, the hannel is non lassi ality

breaking. The intimate relationship between this result and the earlier one on non lassiality breaking may be noted. While the former followed dire tly from the behaviour of
the hara teristi fun tion, the present one required onsideration of the Kraus operators.

6.4 Beamsplitter/attenuator hannel C1 (κ), 0 < κ < 1
The two-mode unitary operator orresponding to the beamsplitter hannel indu es the
following symple ti transformation on the quadrature operators of the bipartite phase
spa e [158℄ :



cos θ
0
− sin θ
0


 0
cos θ
0
− sin θ
.


 sin θ
0
cos
θ
0


0
sin θ
0
cos θ

S =

(6.43)

Note that S is a dire t sum of identi al two-dimensional rotations: as in the ase of

D(κ), the position and momentum operators are not mixed by this transformation. The
position variables transform as

q1
q2

!

′

→

q1
′

q2

!

=M

q1
q2

!

=

cos θ

sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

!

q1
q2

!

(6.44)
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and, onsequently, the momentum variables as

p1
p2

!

′

→

p1
′

p2

!

= (M −1 )T

p1
p2

!

=M

p1
p2

!

.

(6.45)

It is evident from S that the parameter κ in C1 (κ) is related to θ through cos θ = κ, sin θ =
√
1 − κ2 . The fun tion F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) of (6.14) for the present ase is given by

h p
i
p
F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) = exp η2 ( 1 − κ2 z1 + κz2 ) + η1 (κz1 − 1 − κ2 z2 ) .

(6.46)

As in the previous ase of D(κ), the dierentiation on F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) an be performed
in a straight forward manner to obtain the matrix elements of the unitary operator [326℄,
leading to

Cnm11nm2 2

=

n2
n1 X
p
X
r+n2 −j
1
n1
√
Cr n2 Cj (−1)n2 −j κn1 −r+j ( 1 − κ2 )
n1 !n2 !m1 !m2 ! r=0 j=0

(6.47)

× m1 !m2 ! δm2 ,r+j δm1 ,n1 +n2 −r−j .

Now, to obtain the Kraus operators from these matrix elements we set, as in the ase of

D(κ), n2 = 0 and m2 = ℓ. Setting n2 = 0 ⇒ j = 0, and we have
Bℓ (κ) =

∞ p
X

m=0

m+ℓ C
ℓ

p
( 1 − κ2 )ℓ κm |mihm + ℓ|,

ℓ = 0, 1, 2, · · ·

(6.48)

as the Kraus operators of the beamsplitter or quantum-limited attenuator hannel. It
is easy to see that the Kraus operators are real and pairwise tra e-orthogonal, as in the
ase of D(κ).

6.4.1

A tion of the Kraus operators

Re all that the beamsplitter hannel indu es the following transformation on the hara teristi fun tion [158℄ :

χW (ξ) → χW ′ (ξ) = χW (κ ξ) exp[−(1 − κ2 )|ξ|2 /2]

= χW (κ ξ) exp[κ2 |ξ|2 /2] exp[−|ξ|2 /2].

(6.49)

Thus the normal ordered hara teristi fun tion χN (ξ) transforms as
′

χN (ξ) ≡ χW (ξ) exp(|ξ|2 /2) → χN (ξ) = χN (κ ξ).

(6.50)
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Sin e χN (ξ) and the diagonal weight φ(α) form a Fourier transform pair, it is immediately
′

seen that φ(α) gets simply s aled under the a tion of the C1 (κ) hannel : φ(α) → φ (α) =

κ−2 φ(κ−1 α) [365℄.

It is instru tive to bring out this fa t from the perspe tive of the Kraus operators.
Sin e every state ρ an be expressed through a diagonal `weight' φ(α) as [112℄

ρ=π

−1

Z

d2 α φ(α)|αihα|,

(6.51)

to exhibit the a tion of the hannel on an arbitrary state it is su ient to onsider its
a tion on a generi

oherent state. We have

|αihα| →
=

∞
X

Bℓ (κ)|αihα|Bℓ† (κ)

ℓ=0

∞ X
∞ X
∞
X
((1 − κ2 )|α|2 )ℓ

ℓ!

ℓ=0 m=0 n=0

2

e−|α|
(κα ) (κα) √
|mihn|,
m!n!
∗ m

n

(6.52)

where we used the fa t that the operator

|mihn| →
=

∞
X

Bℓ (κ)|mihn|Bℓ† (κ)

ℓ=0

minX
{m,n}
ℓ=0

p

m C n C (1
ℓ
ℓ

ℓ

− κ2 ) κm+n−2ℓ |m − ℓihn − ℓ|.

(6.53)

Carrying out the summations in Eq. (6.52), one nds [366℄
∞
X
ℓ=0

Bℓ (κ)|αihα|Bℓ† (κ) = |καihκα|.

(6.54)

With this the a tion of the hannel C1 (κ) reads
′

ρ → ρ =π
=

π

−1

−1 −2

κ

Z

Z

d2 α φ(α)|καihκα|

d2 α φ(κ−1 α)|αihα|,

(6.55)

whi h means


C1 (κ) : φ(α) → κ−2 φ κ−1 α .

(6.56)

We have thus proved in the Kraus representation
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Theorem 6.5 The s aling

φρ (α) → φρ (α) = κ−2 φρ (κ−1 α), 0 < κ < 1,
′

positive map whose Kraus de omposition is given by {Bℓ (κ)} of (6.48).

is a ompletely

As an immediate onsequen e we have

Corollary 6.1 The beamsplitter hannel annot generate or destroy non lassi ality.
Proof : By denition a state is lassi al if and only if its diagonal weight fun tion φ(α) is
pointwise nonnegative everywhere in the omplex plane [112℄. Sin e a pointwise positive
fun tion goes to a pointwise positive fun tion under the above s aling transformation,
it follows that a lassi al state (and a lassi al state alone) is taken to a lassi al state
under the a tion of the (quantum-limited) attenuator hannel.

6.4.2

The issue of Entanglement breaking

It is known that the beamsplitter hannel is not entanglement breaking [361℄. It should
thus be possible, as it is obligatory, to demonstrate that this hannel annot be represented using a set of rank one Kraus operators. We begin by noting that in the limiting
ase κ = 0, all our Kraus operators Bℓ (0) are of rank one. Indeed, (Bℓ (0))mn = δm0 δnℓ .
This singular limit orresponds to the quantum-limited A1 hannel whi h is known to be

entanglement breaking. We onsider therefore the nontrivial ase κ 6= 0. It is manifestly
lear that rank Bℓ (κ) = ∞ for all ℓ (for κ 6= 0). If we represent this hannel using another
′

set of Kraus operators {Br (κ)}, then these new operators should ne essarily be in the

support of the set of operators {Bℓ (κ)}. Thus a ne essary ondition that one is able to
represent the hannel {Bℓ (κ)} using rank one Kraus operators is that there be (su ient

number of) rank one operators in the support of {Bℓ (κ)}. It turns out that there is not

even one rank one operator in this support. Indeed, a mu h stronger result is true.

Theorem 6.6 : There exists no nite rank operator in the support of the set {Bℓ (κ)}, κ 6=
0.

Proof follows immediately from the stru ture of the Bℓ (κ)'s : B0 (κ) is diagonal, and the

mnth entry of Bℓ (κ) is nonzero i n = m + ℓ. Any matrix in the linear span of {Bℓ (κ)}
P
is of the form M = ℓ cℓ Bℓ (κ), and is upper diagonal. Let N be the smallest ℓ for whi h

the c-number oe ient cℓ 6= 0. Let M̃ be the matrix obtained from the upper-diagonal

M by deleting the rst N olumns. Clearly, rank M̃ = rank M . Further, the diagonal

entries of the upper triangular M̃ are all nonzero, being the nonzero entries of BN (κ).
Now, the rank of an upper triangular matrix is not less than that of its diagonal part.
Thus, rank M̃ is not less than rank BN (κ) = ∞, thus ompleting the proof.
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6.5 Amplier hannel C2 (κ), κ ≥ 1
The two-mode metaple ti unitary operator des ribing a single-mode quantum-limited
amplier hannel orresponds to the following symple ti transformation on the mode
operators [158℄ :



cosh ν
0
sinh ν
0


 0
cosh ν
0
− sinh ν 
.


 sinh ν
0
cosh
ν
0


0
− sinh ν
0
cosh ν

S =

(6.57)

As in the earlier two ases of D(κ) and C1 (κ), the position and momentum variables do
not mix under the a tion of C2 (κ). The position variables transform as

q1
q2

!

′

→

q1
′

q2

!

=M

q1
q2

!

=

cosh ν
− sinh ν

− sinh ν
cosh ν

!

q1
q2

!

,

(6.58)

and the momentum variables transform a ording to M −1 . Thus the parameter κ in

C2 (κ) is related to the two-mode squeeze parameter ν through κ = cosh ν . The fun tion
F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) in (6.14) is readily omputed to be

n
o
p
F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) = κ−1 exp κ−1 (η1 z1 + η2 z2 ) + ( 1 − κ−2 )(η1 η2 − z1 z2 ) .

(6.59)

As in the earlier ases of D(κ) and C1 (κ), the dierentiation on F (z1 , z2 , η1 , η2 ) an be
performed to obtain the matrix elements of the unitary operator orresponding to the
symple ti S in (6.57). We obtain, after some algebra patterned after the earlier two
ases,

Cnm11nm2 2

=

m1
n2 X
p
X
κ−1
n2
√
n1 !m2 !
Cr m1 Cj (−1)r ( 1 − κ−2 )r+m1 −j ×
n1 !n2 !m1 !m2 !
r=0 j=0

(κ−1 )n2 +j−r δn1 ,r+j δm2 ,n2 +m1 −r−j .

(6.60)

2 by setting n = 0, and m = ℓ. Setting
The Kraus operators are obtained from Cnm11nm
2
2
2

n2 = 0 ⇒ r = 0, and we have
Aℓ (κ) = κ−1

∞ p
X

m=0

m+ℓ C
ℓ

p
ℓ
1 − κ−2 (κ−1 )m |m + ℓihm|,

ℓ = 0, 1, 2, · · ·

(6.61)

as the Kraus operators of the quantum-limited amplier hannel C2 (κ), κ > 1 [367℄.
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6.5.1

Duality between the attenuator family C1 (·) and the amplier
family C2 (·)

The Kraus operators Aℓ (κ), κ > 1 of the amplier hannel C2 (κ) have an interesting dual

relationship to the Kraus operators Bℓ (κ−1 ), κ > 1 of the attenuator hannel C1 (κ−1 ).
P
P∞
′
′
′
†
†
While ∞
ℓ=0 Aℓ (κ)Aℓ (κ) = 11, κ > 1 and
ℓ=0 Bℓ (κ )Bℓ (κ ) = 11, κ < 1, onsistent
′

with the tra e-preserving property of C2 (κ) and C1 (κ ), we have
∞
X

Aℓ (κ)A†ℓ (κ) = κ−2 11,

ℓ=0

∞
X

′

′

′

Bℓ (κ )Bℓ† (κ ) = (κ )−2 11.

(6.62)

ℓ=0

Thus the (tra e-preserving) families C1 and C2 are not unital. But they are `almost

unital', for the failure to be unital is by just a s alar fa tor. This shows that the family

{κAℓ (κ)† , κ > 1} and the family {κ

′ −1

′

′

Bℓ (κ )† , κ < 1} too des ribe tra e-preserving

CP maps, and we may ask what these `new' hannels stand for.
The meaning of these hannels may be easily seen by onsidering the adjoints Aℓ (κ)† , κ >

1 of the Kraus operators of the amplier hannel :
†

−1

Aℓ (κ) = κ

∞ p
X

m+ℓ C
ℓ

m=0
−1

=κ

Bℓ (κ−1 )

p

1 − κ−2

ℓ

κ−m |mihm + ℓ|
(6.63)
′

Thus {κAℓ (κ)† }, κ > 1 are the Kraus operators of the beamsplitter hannel C1 (κ ) with
′

′

′

′

κ = κ−1 < 1. Similarly it an be seen that {κ Bℓ (κ )† }, κ < 1 represents the amplier
′

hannel C2 (κ) with κ = (κ )−1 > 1. Thus we have

Theorem 6.7 The amplier family C2 (κ) and the attenuator family C1 (κ−1 ), κ > 1 are

mutually dual: their Kraus operators are onne ted through the adjoint operation.

6.5.2

A tion of the Kraus operators

Under the a tion of the amplier hannel C2 (κ) the Weyl-ordered hara teristi fun tion
transforms as follows, and this may be identied with the very denition of the hannel :
′

χW (ξ) → χW (ξ) = χW (κ ξ) exp [−(κ2 − 1)|ξ|2 /2].

(6.64)
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Given a Weyl-ordered hara teristi fun tion χW (ξ), the orresponding antinormal ordered hara teristi fun tion orresponding to the Q-distribution is [169℄

χA (ξ) = χW (ξ) exp [−|ξ|2 /2].

(6.65)

Therefore the hannel a tion Eq. (6.64), written in terms of χA (ξ), reads
′

(6.66)

χA (ξ) → χA (ξ) = χA (κ ξ).

That is, χA (ξ) simply s ales under the a tion of the amplier hannel, a fa t that should
be protably ompared with the s aling behaviour (6.50) for the attenuator hannel.
Sin e χA (ξ) and the Q- fun tion form a Fourier transform pair, the a tion of the amplier
′

hannel is fully des ribed as a s aling transformation of the Q-fun tion : Q(α) → Q (α) =

κ−2 Q(κ−1 α), κ > 1 [368℄.

It is instru tive to see in some detail how our Kraus operators Aℓ (κ) bring out this
behaviour. Given a state

ρ=

∞
X

n,m=0

|nihn|ρ|mihm| =

∞
X

n,m=0

ρnm |nihm|,

(6.67)

its orresponding Q fun tion is [169℄
∞
X
(α∗ )n (α)m
√
√ ρnm .
Qρ (α) = hα|ρ|αi = exp[−|α| ]
n! m!
n,m=0
2

(6.68)

To see the a tion of the linear map C2 (κ) on an arbitrary ρ, it is su ient to exhibit its

a tion on the operators |nihm|, for all n, m ≥ 0. We have

|nihm| →

∞
X

Aℓ (κ)|nihm|A†ℓ (κ)

ℓ=0
∞
−(n+m) X

(κ)
= κ−2 √
n!m!

ℓ=0

p
(1 − κ−2 )ℓ p
(n + ℓ)! (m + ℓ)!|n + ℓihm + ℓ|.
ℓ!

(6.69)

Thus, under the a tion of the hannel C2 (κ), ρ goes to
′

ρ = κ−2

∞
X

∞
p
κ−(n+m) X (1 − κ−2 )ℓ p
ρnm √
(n + ℓ)! (m + ℓ)! |n + ℓihm + ℓ|. (6.70)
ℓ!
n!m! ℓ=0
n,m=0
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′

The Q fun tion of the resultant or output state ρ is
∞
X

κ−(n+m) ∗ n m
ρnm √
hα|ρ |αi = κ−2 exp[−|α| ]
(α ) (α)
n!m!
n,m=0
′

2

2

= κ−2 exp[−|κ−1 α| ]
= κ−2 Q(κ−1 α).

∞
X
(1 − κ−2 )ℓ
ℓ=0

ℓ!

|α|

∞
X
(κ−1 α∗ )n (κ−1 α)m
√
√
ρnm
n!
m!
n,m=0

2ℓ

!

(6.71)

We thus on lude

Theorem 6.8 The s aling

Qρ (α) → Qρ ′ (α) = κ−2 Qρ (κ−1 α), 0 < κ−1 < 1,

pletely positive map whose Kraus de omposition is given by {Aℓ (κ)}.

is a om-

This result may be ompared with Theorem 6 for the C1 (·) family of hannels.

The amplier hannel has the following property in respe t of non lassi ality of the

output states :

Corollary 6.2 The amplier hannel annot generate non lassi ality.
Proof : By Eq. (6.64), the normal ordered hara teristi fun tion transforms as follows
′

C2 (κ) : χN (ξ) → χN (ξ) = χW (κξ) exp [−(κ2 − 2)|ξ|2 /2].

(6.72)

This may be rewritten in the suggestive form
′

χN (ξ) → χN (ξ) = χN (κξ) exp[−(κ2 − 1)|ξ|2 ].

(6.73)

Fourier transforming, we see that the diagonal weight φ (α) of the output state is the
onvolution of the (s aled) input diagonal weight with a Gaussian ( orresponding to the
last fa tor), and hen e it is pointwise nonnegative whenever the input diagonal weight

φ(α) is pointwise nonnegative.

Remark :

We are not laiming that the amplier hannel annot destroy non lassi ality

[ ompare the stru ture of Corollary 2 with that of Corollary 1 following Theorem 6℄.
Indeed, it is easy to show that non lassi ality of every Gaussian state will be destroyed
√
by any C2 (κ) with κ ≥ 2 [184, 367369℄. It is also easy to show that there are states

whose non lassi ality will survive C2 (κ) even for arbitrarily large κ [184, 367, 368℄. To

see this, note rst of all, that any state ρ whose Q-fun tion Q(α) = hα|ρ|αi vanishes for
some α is ne essarily non lassi al. The assertion simply follows from the fa t that under
the s aling Q(α) → κ−2 Q(κ−1 α) a zero α0 of Q(α) goes to a zero at κα0 .
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Remark on entanglement breaking :

It is well known that the quantum-limited

amplier hannel is not entanglement breaking [361℄. It may be pointed out in passing
that this fa t follows also from the stru ture of our Kraus operators {Aℓ (κ)}. Sin e

these operators oin ide with the transpose of the beamsplitter hannel Kraus operators

{Bℓ (κ−1 )}, apart from a ℓ-independent multipli ative fa tor, there exists

no nite rank

operator in the support of the set of operators {Aℓ (κ)}. In parti ular, there are no rank
one operators in the support of {Aℓ (κ)}. Hen e, C2 (κ) is not an entanglement breaking
hannel.

6.6 The Singular ase A2
We now onsider briey A2 , the last of the quantum limited Bosoni Gaussian han-

nels. The two-mode metaple ti unitary operator representing A2 produ es a symple ti

transformation on the quadrature variables whi h does not mix the position variables
with the momentum variables [158℄ :

q1
q2
p1
p2

!
!

M

′

→

q1
′

q2
′

→
=

p1
′

p2

!
!

0

q1

=M

q2

= (M
1

!

1 −1

!

−1 T

)

,
p1
p2

!

,
(6.74)

.

Therefore, our general s heme applies to this ase as well. Unlike in the earlier ases of

D(κ), C1 (κ), and C2 (κ), in the present ase it turns out to be more onvenient to evaluate
the matrix elements of U (ab) in a mixed basis :

Cnm11nq2 = hm1 |hq|U (ab) |n1 i|n2 i.

(6.75)

Here |qi labels the position basis of the an illa mode. With this mixed hoi e, the Kraus

operators are labelled by a ontinuous index `q ', and are given by

Vq = hq|U (ab) |0i =

X

m1 ,n1

Cnm110q |m1 ihn1 |,

(6.76)
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where

Cnm110q =
=

Z

Z

dq1 hm1 |q1 ihq1 |hq|U (ab) |n1 i|0i
(6.77)

dq1 hm1 |q1 ihq, q1 − q|n1 , 0i.

Here we have used, as in the earlier ases, the a tion of the unitary operator in the position
eigenstates of the two-mode system. Employing the position spa e wavefun tions of the
Fo k states, we have

Cnm110q

q2
π −3/4
= √ n +m
Hn1 (q)e− 2
2 1 1 n1 !m1 !

Z

dq1 Hm1 (q1 )e−

q2
(q1 −q)2
− 21
2

.

(6.78)

The above integral is easily evaluated [370℄, and we have

π −1/4
Cnm110q = √ n +m
q m1 Hn1 (q) exp[−3q 2 /4]
1
1
2
n1 !m1 !
√
= hm1 |q/ 2)hq|n1 i,

(6.79)

√
√
where |q/ 2) is the oherent state |αi for α = q/ 2, and the purpose of the round bra ket
√
being to distinguish the same from the position eigenket |q/ 2i. With this notation the

Kraus operators are

√
Vq = |q/ 2) hq|.

(6.80)

That the tra e-preserving ondition on the Kraus operators is satised emerges from the
R
R
fa t that the position kets are omplete : dq Vq† Vq = dq|qihq| = 11 .
To onne t these Kraus operators Vq to the a tion of the hannel in the phase spa e

pi ture, we examine the behaviour of an arbitrary pure state |ψi under passage through
the hannel. We have

′

A2 : ρ = |ψihψ| → ρ =
=
=

Z

Z

Z

√
√
dq |q/ 2) hq|ψihψ|qi (q/ 2|

√
√
dq |ψ(q)|2 |q/ 2) (q/ 2|

√
√
dq dp |ψ(q)|2 δ(p) |[q + ip]/ 2) ([q + ip]/ 2|.

(6.81)

The last expression is already in the `diagonal' form in the oherent states basis, with
√
|ψ(q)|2 δ(p), α = (q + ip)/ 2 forming the diagonal weight fun tion φ(α). It follows by
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onvexity that for an arbitrary input state ρ the output of the hannel is given by
′

ρ =π

−1

Z

d2 α φ(α) |αihα|, φ(α) = hq|ρ|qi δ(p).

It is seen that this transformation is the same as χW (ξ) → χW



(11+σ3 )
2

(6.82)


ξ exp[−|ξ|2 /2],

the expe ted behaviour of the hara teristi fun tion under passage through A2 [371℄.

The above results an be alternatively understood through the a tion of the hannel

in the Fo k basis. Under passage through the hannel,

|nihm| →
=
=

Z

Z

Z

dqVq |nihm|Vq†

√
√
dq |q/ 2) hq|nihm|qi (q/ 2|
dq √

π −1/2
2n+m n!m!

√
√
2
Hn (q)Hm (q) e−q |q/ 2) (q/ 2|,

(6.83)

for all n, m. The out ome for an arbitrary input state ρ follows by linearity, and we have

Theorem 6.9 The hannel A2 is both non lassi ality breaking and entanglement break-

ing.

Proof : We note from Eq. (6.80) that the Kraus operators are already in rank one form,
thereby showing that the hannel is entanglement breaking. And from Eq. (6.82) we see
that the output of the hannel, for every input state ρ, supports a diagonal representation
√
with nonnegative weight hq|ρ|qi δ(p) ≥ 0, for all α = (q +ip)/ 2, showing that the output
is lassi al for all input states.

6.7 Single Quadrature lassi al noise hannel B1(a), a ≥ 0
The hannel B1 (a), whose a tion is to simply inje t Gaussian noise of magnitude a into

one quadrature of the os illator, and is not quantum limited. It an be realized in the
form

1
B1 (a) : ρ → ρ = √
πa
′

Z

√
√
dq exp[−q 2 /a] D(q/ 2) ρ D(q/ 2)† ,

(6.84)

where D(α)'s are the unitary displa ement operators. B1 (a) is thus a ase of the so- alled

random unitary hannels [364℄, a onvex sum of unitary hannels. The ontinuum

√
Zq ≡ (πa)−1/4 exp[−2 /2a] D(q/ 2)

(6.85)
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are the Kraus operators of this realization. The quantum-limited end of B1 (a) is obviously
√ −1
the identity hannel, orresponding to a → 0 [lima→0 πa exp[−q 2 /a] = δ(q), and

Zq=0 = identity℄. One may assume a = 1 without loss of generality. The reason we

present a brief treatment of this hannel here is just to demonstrate that this ase too
subje ts itself to our general s heme.
The two-mode metaple ti unitary operator representing B1 produ es a symple ti

transformation on the quadrature variables whi h, as in the earlier ases of D(κ), C1 (κ),

C2 (κ), and A2 , does not mix the position variables with the momentum variables [158℄ :
q1
q2

!

M

′

q1

→

′

q2

!

=M

!
1 −1

=

0

1

q1
q2

!

,
(6.86)

.

And p1 , p2 transform a ording to (M −1 )T .
As in the immediate previous ase A2 , the matrix elements of U (ab) are

Cnm11nq2 = hm1 |hq|U (ab) |n1 i|n2 i,

(6.87)

where |qi's are the position eigenve tors. In view of this the Kraus operators are labelled

by a ontinuous index `q ' and are given by

hq|U (ab) |0i =

X

m1 ,n1

Cnm110q |m1 ihn1 |,

(6.88)

where

Cnm110q =
=

Z

Z

dq1 hm1 |q1 ihq1 |hq|U (ab) |n1 i|0i
(6.89)

dq1 hm1 |q1 ihq1 − q, q|n1 , 0i.

Here we made the two-mode metaple ti unitary operator a t on the position basis.
To evaluate the Kraus operator, it is su ient to evaluate the matrix elements
n1 q
Cm
10

q2
π −3/4
= √ n +m
e− 2
2 1 1 n1 !m1 !

Z

2
q1

dq1 Hn1 (q1 − q)Hm1 (q1 )e− 2 e−

(q1 −q)2
2

.

(6.90)
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The above integral an be readily performed [372℄, and we obtain
n1 q
Cm
10

#

n1 −m1
−q
m
!
1
√
Lnm11−m1 (q 2 /2)
e
= π −1/4 e
n1 !
2
√
q2
≡ π −1/4 e− 2 hm1 |D(q/ 2)|n1 i = Zq .
2
− q2

"

2
− q4

r

(6.91)

We have thus re overed (6.85), but staying entirely within our general s heme.

6.8 Summary
We have obtained operator-sum representations for all single-mode Bosoni Gaussian
hannels presented in their respe tive anoni al forms. Evidently, the operator-sum representation of a hannel not in the anoni al form follows by adjoining of appropriate
unitary Gaussian evolutions before and after the hannel. The Kraus operators were
obtained from the matrix elements of the two-mode metaple ti unitary operator whi h
ee ts the hannel a tion on a single mode. The two-mode symple ti transformation in
ea h ase did not mix the position and momentum variables and this fa t proved valuable
for our study. The Kraus operators for the quantum-limited hannels ex ept the singular
ase were found to have a simple and sparse stru ture in the Fo k basis.
It was shown that the phase onjugation hannels D(κ) and D(κ−1 ) are dual to one

another, and the attenuator and the amplier families C1 (κ) and C2 (κ−1 ), κ < 1 are
mutually dual. The hannels D(κ), C1 (κ), and C2 (κ) were found to be almost unital; in

the sense that the unit operator was taken to a s alar times the unit operator.

In the ase of the phase onjugation hannel, the a tion in phase spa e was brought out
expli itly through the a tion of the Kraus operators on the Fo k basis. The attenuator
hannel resulted in the s aling of the diagonal weight fun tion φ(α) and the amplier
hannel resulted in the s aling of the Husimi Q-fun tion as expe ted. Further, the output
of the hannel with respe t to lassi ality/non lassi ality was studied. It was found that
the phase onjugation hannel D(κ) and the singular hannel A2 are lassi ality breaking
while the attenuator hannel C1 (κ) and the amplier hannel C2 (κ) do not generate

non lassi ality.

The Kraus operators of the phase onjugation hannel was brought to a rank one
form, thereby expli itly bringing out the entanglement breaking nature of this hannel.
It was further shown that there is no nite rank operator in the support of the Kraus operators of either the amplier or the attenuator hannel, and this expli itly demonstrates
that the quantum-limited attenuator and the amplier families of hannels are not entanglement breaking. The Kraus operators of the singular hannel A2 was also obtained in
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the rank one form thereby manifestly showing that this hannel is entanglement breaking.

Note :

A more detailed analysis on the operator-sum representation of single-mode

Bosoni Gaussian hannels an be found at [373℄. This in ludes an analysis on xed
points, an analysis on interrupted evolution, a proof of the extremality of all quantum
limited single-mode Gaussian hannels, and the operator-sum representation of omposite
hannels.
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7
A measure of non-Gaussianity for quantum states
7.1 Introdu tion
Quantum information theory of ontinuous variable systems has been a tively pursued in
re ent years, espe ially in the ontext of Gaussian states [245, 256, 258℄. Su h states are
the ones whi h o ur naturally in most experimental situations, parti ularly in quantum
opti s. While these states live in an innite-dimensional Hilbert spa e, they are remarkably easy to handle sin e they are fully des ribed by their ovarian e matrix (and rst
moments). Further, their evolution under quadrati hamiltonians is easily ast in the language of symple ti groups and ( lassi al) phase spa e [57, 226, 280℄. The fundamental
proto ol of quantum teleportation has been a hieved using these states [36, 83℄. However, there are situations wherein one deals with (non lassi al) non-Gaussian resour es
to generate entanglement [130, 170, 171, 186, 194, 318, 319, 374℄. They arise naturally
in nonlinear evolutions like passage through a Kerr medium [375, 376℄.
It has been shown re ently that teleportation delities an be improved with the use
of non-Gaussian resour es [377℄. It is thus important that one is able to quantify the
non-Gaussianity of su h resour es. Eort in this dire tion has been initiated in some
re ent publi ations [378380℄.
From the perspe tive of lassi al probability theory, Gaussian distributions are those
probability distributions whi h are ompletely spe ied by their rst and se ond moments; all their higher-order moments are determined by these lower-order moments.
Non-Gaussian probabilities do not enjoy this spe ial property. An easier, and possibly
more ee tive, way to distinguish the two is through umulants: every non-vanishing
umulant of order greater than two serves as an indi ator of non-Gaussianity of the
probability distribution under onsideration [381, 382℄.
The purpose of any good measure of non-Gaussianity in the ontext of lassi al probability theory is thus to apture the essen e of the non-vanishing higher-order umulants.
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A non-Gaussianity measure should thus manifestly depend on the higher-order umu-

invarian e of the measure
under s aling. Ultimately, non-Gaussianity measure is a quantitative statement of the
departure of the shape of a probability distribution from Gaussian. But uniform s aling of
all the variables of a probability distribution does not alter the `shape' of the distribution,
and hen e it should not ae t its non-Gaussianity.
lants. Yet another desirable feature one would like to have is

The notion of non-Gaussianity

an be extended to a quantum me hani al state

through its denition on the asso iated Q fun tion, a member of the one-parameter
family of s-ordered quasi-probabilities [168℄. That this is an appropriate route is endorsed by the fa t that the Mar inkiewi z theorem [see below℄ holds for the s-ordered
quasi-probabilities as well. It turns out that the umulants of order greater than 2 for
the various s-ordered quasi-probabilities orresponding to a xed state ρ̂ are independent
of s, indi ating that the higher order umulants are intrinsi to the state. Moreover,
all higher-order umulants of order greater than 2 vanish identi ally for Gaussian states.
Thus any non-vanishing higher-order umulant of the quasi-probability indi ates nonGaussianity of the state, and this on lusion is independent of the ordering parameter

s.
The above onsiderations will suggest that any good measure of non-Gaussianity relevant in the ontext of lassi al probability theory an, with suitable modi ation, lead
to a good measure of non-Gaussianity of quantum me hani al states, provided a state is
identied through its Q fun tion ( For a brief review on su h measures in lassi al probability theory, see [382℄ ). The purpose of su h a quantum measure would be to apture the
essen e of the non-vanishing higher-order umulants of the Q fun tion asso iated with
the state. And invarian e of the measure under an overall s aling of the Q fun tion is a
desirable feature worth insisting on. The desirability for s ale invarian e is endorsed by
the fa t that s aling of the Q fun tion is physi al as shown in the pre eding Chapter.
In this hapter we motivate and present su h a measure of non-Gaussianity of quantum states. Our measure is based on the Wehrl entropy [383℄, the quantum analogue
of dierential entropy [384℄ well-known from the ontext of lassi al information theory
of ontinuous variables [Dierential entropy itself is a generalisation of Shannon entropy
from dis rete to ontinuous variables℄.
The photon-added thermal states [182℄ play a key role in our onsiderations. These
non lassi al states have been generated experimentally [320323℄. Their spe ial importan e to the present work arises from the fa t that the Q fun tions of these states are
s aled versions of those of the Fo k states, and therefore one will expe t any good measure
of non-Gaussianity to return the same values for both lasses of states.
The plan of the Chapter is as follows. We begin with a brief introdu tion to moments
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and umulants, and re all two well-known theorems in the ontext of these notions. The
one-parameter family of s-ordered quasi-probabilities orresponding to quantum density
operators is then briey dis ussed, with parti ular emphasis on the Q fun tion, we then
review the relationship between dierential entropy and the Kullba k-Leibler distan e of
lassi al probability theory. We then review briey the Wehrl entropy [383℄ and some of its
properties. In the pre eding Chapter, we already showed that s aling of the Q fun tion
is physi al. With these preparations, we introdu e our non-Gaussianity measure and
explore some of its important properties, in luding its invarian e under uniform s aling of
the underlying phase spa e. We then evaluate this measure for three families of quantum
states, and we ompare our measure with two other measures of non-Gaussianity available
in the literature. Finally we end with some on luding remarks.

7.2 Moments and umulants
For a multivariate probability distribution P(x), where x = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) ∈ Rn , the
hara teristi fun tion χ(ξ), ξ ∈ Rn , is given by the Fourier transform of P(x) [381℄ :

χ(ξ) =
=

Z

dn x P(x) exp[ iξ · x ]
n
Y
(iξk )mk
mk !

X

m1 m2 ···mn

1 m2
hxm
1 x2

n
· · · xm
n i

=

k=1

Z

!

mn
1 m2
hxm
1 x2 · · · xn i ,

mn
1 m2
dn x xm
1 x2 · · · xn P(x) .

(7.1)

It follows from the invertibility of Fourier transformation that the hara teristi fun tion
retains all the information ontained in the probability distribution. The hara teristi
fun tion is often alled the moment generating fun tion, sin e one obtains from it all the
moments of the underlying probability distribution through this ompa t expression :
mn
1 m2
hxm
1 x2 · · · xn i =

n
Y

k=1

dmk
d(iξk )mk

!

χ(ξ) |ξ=0 .

(7.2)

Another equivalent des ription of a probability distribution is through the umulant
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generating fun tion. This is dened through the logarithm of the hara teristi fun tion

Γ(ξ) = log χ(ξ)
X
=

m1 m2 ···mn

n
Y
(iξk )mk
mk !

k=1

!

γm1 ,m2 ,··· ,mn ,

(7.3)

or, equivalently, through

χ(ξ) = exp(Γ(ξ)) .

(7.4)

From Eq. (7.3), it is easy to see that the umulants γm1 ,m2 ,··· ,mn an be expressed as

γm1 ,m2 ,··· ,mk =

n
Y

k=1

dmk
d(iξk )mk

!

Γ(ξ) |ξ=0 .

(7.5)

Thus, the umulants are related to Γ(·) in pre isely the same way as the moments are
mn
1 m2
related to χ(·). The set of all moments hxm
1 x2 · · · xn i gives a omplete hara terisation

of a probability distribution P(x), and the same is true of the set of all umulants

γm1 ,m2 ,··· ,mn as well. Indeed, one an des ribe one set in terms of the other [324, 381, 385℄.
With these notations and denitions on hand, we now re all two important results
from lassi al probability theory.

Theorem 7.1 The umulant generating fun tion of a Gaussian probability distribution
in n variables is a multinomial of degree equal to 2 [381℄.

Theorem 7.2 (Mar inkiewi z Theorem). If the umulant generating fun tion of a (nor-

malised) fun tion in n variables is a multinomial of nite degree greater than 2, then
the fun tion will not be point wise non-negative, and hen e will fail to be a probability
distribution [386, 387℄.
Theorem 1 is a statement of the fa t that a Gaussian probability is fully determined
by its moments of order ≤ 2 ; all the higher-order umulants are identi ally zero for a
Gaussian probability. Theorem 2 is a mu h stronger statement. It implies that any true

probability distribution other than the Gaussian distribution has a umulant generating
fun tion whi h annot trun ate at any (nite) order. That is, a non-Gaussian probability
distribution has non-vanishing umulants of arbitrarily high order. We note in passing

non-vanishing umulants of order greater than 2 serve as indi ators of the nonGaussianity of the underlying probability.
that
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7.3 Quasi-probabilities and the Q fun tion
A state of a quantum me hani al system spe ied by density operator ρ̂ an be faithfully
des ribed by any member of the one-parameter family of s-ordered quasi-probability
distributions −1 ≤ s < 1 [168℄. In other words, an s-ordered quasi-probability aptures all
the information present in the density operator ρ̂. However, it is not a genuine probability

distribution in general; in parti ular, it is not point wise non-negative. The prex

quasi

unders ores pre isely this aspe t. Nevertheless, the s-ordered family of quasi-probability
distributions gives us a framework wherein one ould give a phase spa e des ription of
quantum me hani al systems in the language of lassi al probability theory.
To re olle t Se tion 1.7, for a quantum state des ribing the radiation eld of n modes
(n os illators) the hara teristi fun tion of the s-ordered quasi-probability, for any −1 ≤

s ≤ 1, is dened through [168℄

s
χρ (ξ, s) = exp[ |ξ|2 ] Tr(ρ̂D(ξ)) ,
2

(7.6)

where ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 , · · · , ξn ) ∈ C n , and D(ξ) is the n-mode (phase spa e) displa ement

operator :

D(ξ) = exp[

X
j

(ξj â†j − ξ ∗ âj ) ] .

(7.7)

The s-ordered quasi-probability itself is just the Fourier transform of this hara teristi
fun tion χρ (ξ, s) :

1
Wρ (α, s) = n
π

Z

exp[

X
j

(α∗j ξj − αj ξj∗ ) ]χρ (ξ, s)

Y

d2 ξj .

(7.8)

j

Here âj and â†j are the annihilation and reation operators of the j th mode, αj represents the ( -number) phase spa e variables qj , pj orresponding to the j th mode through
√
αj = (qj + ipj )/ 2, and α = (α1 , α2 , · · · , αn ) ∈ C n . The parti ular ases s = −1, 0, 1

orrespond, respe tively, to the better known Q fun tion, the Wigner fun tion, and the

P fun tion.
The Q fun tion orresponding to a density operator ρ̂ has a parti ularly simple expression in terms of oherent state proje tions :

Qρ (α) = hα|ρ|αi,

α ∈ Cn .

(7.9)

It may be noted that the Q fun tion is manifestly nonnegative for all α ∈ C n .
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Reality of Wρ (α, s) is equivalent to hermiti ity of the density operator ρ̂, and the fa t
that ρ̂ is of unit tra e faithfully trans ribes to

1
πn

Z

Wρ (α, s)d2 α = 1 .

(7.10)

While these two properties hold for every s-ordered quasi-probability, point wise non
negativity for all states is a distin tion whi h applies to the Q fun tion alone. In other

the Q fun tion is a genuine probability distribution; every other Wρ (α; s) is only
a quasi-probability. Gaussian pure states are the only pure states for whi h the Wigner
words,

fun tion is a lassi al probability [199℄; in the ase of P fun tion, the oherent states are
the only pure state with this property.
However, not every probability distribution is a Q fun tion. This is evident, for
instan e, from the obvious fa t that Q(α) ≤ 1, ∀ α ∈ C n .

The next result aptures, in a on ise form, the manner in whi h members of the

one-parameter family of s-ordered quasi-probabilities Wρ (α, s) dier from one another
for a given state ρ̂.

Theorem 7.3 Only the se ond order umulants of the quasi-probability of a given state

depend on the order parameter s; all the other umulants are independent of the quasiprobability under onsideration.
This result is already familiar in the ase of a single-mode radiation eld [375℄. But the
proof is, as outlined below, immediate in the multi-mode ase as well. The hara teristi
fun tions of a state ρ̂ for two dierent values of the order parameter s1 and s2 are
obviously related in the following manner [168℄ :



χρ (ξ, s1 ) = exp (s1 − s2 )|ξ|2 χρ (ξ, s2 ) .

(7.11)

On taking logarithm of both sides to obtain the orresponding umulant generating fun tions we have

logχρ (ξ, s1 ) = (s1 − s2 )|ξ|2 + logχρ (ξ, s2 ) .
That is,

Γρ (ξ, s1 ) = (s1 − s2 )|ξ|2 + Γρ (ξ, s2 ) .

(7.12)

Thus the umulant generating fun tion for dierent s-ordered quasi-probabilities dier
only in se ond order, ompleting proof of the theorem.
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In these equations |ξ|2 stands, as usual, for

of this theorem we have

Pn

j=1 |ξj |

2

. As an immediate onsequen e

Theorem 7.4 For no quasi-probability an the umulant generating fun tion be a multinomial of nite order > 2.

Proof : Sin e the Q fun tion, for every state ρ, is a genuine probability distribution,
it follows from the Mar inkiewi z theorem that the umulant generating fun tion of

Q annot be a multinomial of nite order > 2. Sin e the dierent s-ordered quasiprobabilities dier only in se ond-order umulants, this on lusion holds for all s-ordered
quasi-probabilities, thus proving the theorem.
We on lude this Se tion with the following remarks. The above onsiderations show
that quasi-probabilities fail to be true probabilities only in this limited sense: they dier
from genuine probabilities only in umulants of order two. The distributions, however,
an be quite dierent from lassi al probabilities, parti ularly for s > 0, and they an
be ome as subtle as Fourier transform of exp [ σ y 2 ], σ > 0, a Gaussian with the wrong
signature for the varian e.
Sin e the higher-order umulants, whi h should play an essential role in any reasonable
denition of non-Gaussianity measure, do not depend on the value of the parameter s,
they may be viewed as attributes intrinsi to the state under onsideration; we may
therefore use any onvenient quasi-probability to apture their essen e.

7.4 Dierential entropy and the Kullba k-Leibler distan e
The role of Shannon entropy of probability distributions over dis rete random variables
is taken over by dierential entropy in the ase of ontinuous variables. Given a multivariate probability distribution P(x) in n variables (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) ∈ Rn , the asso iated
dierential entropy H(P(x)) is dened by [384℄

H(P(x)) = −

Z

dn xP(x)log P(x) .

(7.13)

But unlike the Shannon entropy, the dierential entropy an be negative. This is manifest,
for instan e, for uniform distribution over a region of less than unit volume in Rn .

Among all the probability distributions with a xed set of rst and se ond moments,

the Gaussian probability distribution has the maximum dierential entropy [384℄. This
fa t may be used to modify dierential entropy to result in a non-negative quantity

J(P(x)) = H(PG (x)) − H(P(x)) .

(7.14)
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Here PG (x) is the Gaussian probability distribution

ments as the given probability distribution P(x).

with the same rst and se ond mo-

It may be re alled that Kullba k-Leibler distan e between two probabilities P1 (x)

and P2 (x) is dened as the dieren e of their dierential entropies [384℄ :

S(P1 (x)||P2 (x)) = H(P2 (x)) − H(P1 (x))
Z
= − P1 (x)log(P1 (x))dn x
Z
+ P2 (x)log(P2 (x))dn x .

(7.15)

Thus J(P(x)) an be regarded as the Kullba k-Leibler distan e between the given probability P (x) and the asso iated Gaussian distribution PG (x) :

J(P(x)) = S(PG (x)||P(x)) .

(7.16)

J(P(x)) is sometimes known by the name negentropy.

7.5 Wehrl entropy
Wehrl entropy [383, 388℄ may be viewed as the extension of dierential entropy to the
quantum me hani al ontext, but the Wehrl entropy has interesting properties whi h distinguish it from dierential entropy. The distin tion arises from the fa t that while every

Q fun tion ertainly qualies to be a lassi al probability distribution, every lassi al
probability is not a Q fun tion. The un ertainty prin iple has a fundamental role to play
in this aspe t [383℄. The potential use of Wehrl entropy as a measure of the ` oherent'
omponent of a state has been dis ussed in Ref [389℄. And its possible role in dening an
entanglement measure has also been explored [390, 391℄.
For a state ρ̂ des ribing n modes of radiation eld, the Wehrl entropy is dened as

HW (ρ̂) = −

Z Y

d2 αj Qρ (α)log Qρ (α) ,

(7.17)

where Qρ (α) is the Q fun tion orresponding to ρ̂. This denition may be ompared with
that of dierential entropy; the role of P(x) in dierential entropy is played by Qρ (α) in
Wehrl entropy.

However, in ontradistin tion to dierential entropy, the Wehrl entropy is always
positive. This is an immediate onsequen e of the fa t that the Q fun tion is bounded
from above by unity. It turns out that the Wehrl entropy is always greater than or equal
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to unity [392℄; indeed, it attains its least value of unity for the oherent states and only
for these states. This property an be thought of as a manifestation of the un ertainty
prin iple, whi h the oherent states saturate. Further, the Wehrl entropy is always greater
than the von Neumann entropy [383℄ :

HW (ρ̂) ≥ S(ρ̂) = −Tr(ρ̂ log ρ̂) .

(7.18)

While the von Neumann entropy is zero for pure states, we have just noted that the
Wehrl entropy HW (ρ̂) is greater than or equal to unity for all states. Several aspe ts of
the Wehrl entropy have been explored in Ref. [389℄.

7.6 A non-Gaussianity measure for quantum states
As is well-known, a quantum state ρ̂ is said to be Gaussian i the asso iated Wigner
distribution is Gaussian. This will suggest that the non-Gaussianity of a state is oded
into the non-vanishing umulants of order > 2 of the Wigner fun tion. Sin e the Wigner
and Q fun tions are related by onvolution by a Gaussian, the Q fun tion of a state
is Gaussian i the Wigner fun tion is, and the non-Gaussianity should thus be found
oded in the higher-order umulants of the Q fun tion as well. The onsisten y of these
statements is ensured by the fa t that the higher-order umulants are the same for the
Wigner and the Q fun tions [Indeed, as we have shown earlier, the higher-order umulants
are intrinsi to the state, and hen e are the same for all s-ordered quasi-probabilities℄.
Non-Gaussianity an thus be des ribed using either the Wigner fun tion or the Q
fun tion. The fa t that the Q fun tion is everywhere non-negative, rendering it a genuine
probability in the lassi al sense, makes it our preferred hoi e. We employ therefore the
Wehrl entropy to apture the essen e of the higher-order umulants.
Given a state ρ̂, our measure of non-Gaussianity N (ρ̂) is dened as the dieren e of

two Wehrl entropies :

N (ρ̂) = HW (ρ̂G ) − HW (ρ̂) .

(7.19)

Here HW (ρ̂) is the Wehrl entropy of the given state ρ̂ and HW (ρ̂G ) is the Wehrl entropy
of the Gaussian state ρ̂G that has the same rst and se ond moments as ρ̂. Sin e N (ρ̂)
measures the departure of the Wehrl entropy of ρ̂ from that of its Gaussian partner ρ̂G ,

it an be viewed as a quantum Kullba k-Leibler distan e. N (ρ̂) ould also be viewed as

a relative Wehrl entropy. But we prefer to all it simply a non-Gaussianity measure.

This measure of non-Gaussianity enjoys several interesting properties. We will now
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list some of them :
(i) N (ρ̂) ≥ 0, equality holding i ρ̂ is Gaussian.

Proof : This is a restatement of the fa t that the Wehrl entropy of a Gaussian state is
greater than that of all states with the same rst and se ond moments as the Gaussian
[384℄.
(ii) N (ρ̂) is invariant under phase spa e displa ements :

N (ρ̂) = N ( D(ξ) ρ̂ D(ξ)† ) .

(7.20)

Proof : Let D(ξ) ρ̂ D(ξ)† be denoted, for brevity, by ρ̂ ′ . The Q fun tion of ρ̂ ′ is related
to that of ρ̂ in this simple manner :

Qρ ′ (α) = Qρ (α − ξ) .

(7.21)

That is, displa ement D(ξ) a ts as a rigid translation in phase spa e [192, 383, 392℄. Thus
it has no ee t on the Wehrl entropy of any state, and hen e leaves N (ρ̂) invariant for
every state.

(iii) N (ρ̂) is invariant under passage through any passive linear system.

Proof : A passive linear system is represented by a n × n unitary matrix U . It maps a

oherent state |αi into a new oherent state |α′ i = |U αi [192, 383, 392℄, where α ∈ C n is

to be viewed as a olumn ve tor. Let ÛU be the unitary operator in the n-mode Hilbert
spa e whi h represents the passive linear system labelled by the matrix U . Let us denote

by ρ̂ ′ the transformed state ÛU ρ̂ ÛU† at the output of this passive system. Then the

output Q fun tion is related to the input Q fun tion in this manner :

Qρ′ (α) = Qρ (U −1 α) = Qρ (U † α) .

(7.22)

That is, the a tion of a passive linear system is a rigid SO(2n) rotation in the 2ndimensional phase spa e. It follows immediately that this transformation does not hange
the Wehrl entropy of any state, and hen e does not ae t N (ρ̂).

Remark : While in the single-mode ase of two-dimensional phase spa e all proper rotations are anoni al transformations, this is not true in the multi-mode ase. That is,

Sp(2n, R)∩SO(2n) is a proper subgroup of SO(2n) isomorphi to U(n), the n2 -parameter

group of n × n unitary matri es, whereas SO(2n) is a mu h larger (2n2 − n)-parameter

group [192℄. Only those phase spa e rotations whi h are elements of this interse tion a t
as unitary transformations in the Hilbert spa e of n os illators.
(iv) N (ρ̂) is invariant under a uniform phase spa e s aling λ dened at the level of
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the Q fun tion in the following manner :

λ :

Qρ (α) → Qρ′ (α) = λ2n Q(λα) .

(7.23)

Proof : Under this uniform phase spa e s aling of the Q fun tion, the Wehrl entropy
hanges by a simple additive part that is independent of the state :
HW (ρ̂)

1
πn

Z

1
→ − n
π

Z

=

=

−

Qρ (α)log Qρ (α)

n
Y

d2 αj

j=1
2n

2n

λ Qρ (λα)log ( λ Qρ (λα) )

HW (ρ̂) − 2n log λ .

n
Y

d2 αj

j=1

(7.24)

Note that in arriving at the last equation we have made a hange of variables in the
integral and made use of the normalisation of the Q fun tion. Now it trivially follows
from this result that N (ρ̂), being a dieren e of two Wehrl entropies, remains invariant.

Remark : While the above on lusion holds mathemati ally for all λ > 0, the s aled
Q fun tion fails to be a physi al Q fun tion if λ > 1. Therefore we restri t this s ale
parameter to the physi ally relevant range 0 < λ ≤ 1. This may be seen from the analysis

in Se tion 6.5.

(v) N (ρ̂) is additive on tensor produ t states :

N (ρ̂1 ⊗ ρ̂2 ) = N (ρ̂1 ) + N (ρ̂2 ) .

(7.25)

Proof : Under tensor produ t the Q fun tions go as produ t probabilities by denition.
This is true of their asso iated Gaussian probabilities as well.
(vi) For a bipartite state of the form ρ̂ = ρ̂a ⊗ ρ̂G , where ρ̂G is a Gaussian state

N (ρ̂) = N (ρ̂a ⊗ ρ̂G ) = N (ρ̂a ) .

(7.26)

Proof : From (v) we have
N (ρ̂) = N (ρ̂a ⊗ ρ̂G ) = N (ρ̂a ) + N (ρ̂G ) .
and from (i)

N (ρ̂a ) + N (ρ̂G ) = N (ρ̂a ) .

(7.27)

(vii) For a bipartite state of the form ρ̂out = ÛU (ρ̂a ⊗ |αihα|) ÛU† , where U represents
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a passive linear system and |αi is a oherent state, we have

N (ρ̂out ) = N (ρ̂a ) .

(7.28)

Proof : From (iii) we have
N (ρ̂out ) = N (UU (ρ̂a ⊗ |αihα|) UU† ) = N (ρ̂a ⊗ |αihα|) .
We have from (v)

N (ρ̂a ⊗ |αihα|) = N (ρ̂a ) + N (|αihα|) .
Sin e the oherent state |αi is Gaussian, we have from (i)

N (ρ̂a ) + N (|αihα|) = N (ρ̂a ) .

(7.29)

This result is useful in evaluating the non-Gaussianity of bipartite states produ ed
by the a tion of beamsplitters, as we shall illustrate in the next Se tion.

7.6.1

Shape riterion for good measure of non-Gaussianity

Properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) deal with transformations whi h do not hange the shape
of the Q fun tions. Sin e non-Gaussianity is a quantitative statement regarding the
departure of the shape of the Q fun tion from Gaussian, it will appear that any good
measure of non-Gaussianity should return the same value for all states onne ted by these
transformations. In parti ular, two quantum states whose Q fun tions are related by a
uniform s aling of all the phase spa e oordinates should be assigned the same amount of
non-Gaussianity. We will all this the shape

riterion, and we have seen that our measure

N (ρ̂) meets this requirement.

7.7 Examples
In this Se tion we evaluate our non-Gaussianity measure N (ρ̂) for three families of states,
namely the Fo k states, the photon-added thermal states, and the phase-averaged oherent states of a single-mode of radiation. While the rst two families onsist of non lassi al
states, the third one is a family of lassi al states.
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7.7.1

Photon number states

The Q fun tion of the Fo k state (energy eigenstate) ρ̂ = |mihm| of the os illator is given
by the phase spa e distribution

Q|mi (α) =

|α|2m
exp(−|α|2 ) ,
m!

(7.30)

whose only non-vanishing moment of order ≤ 2 is h|α|2 i = Tr(ρ̂ââ† ) = m + 1. The
phase spa e average h|α|2 i is with respe t to the probability distribution Q|mi (α) and,

by denition, it equals the (quantum) expe tation value of the asso iated anti-normally

ordered operator ââ† . The Gaussian state whi h has the same moments of order ≤ 2 as

ρ̂|mi = |mihm| is learly the thermal state with mean photon number hn̂i ≡ hâ† âi = m.

The Q fun tion of su h a thermal state ρ̂G is given by

1
|α|2
QG (α) =
exp −
hn̂i + 1
hn̂i + 1

!

, hn̂i = m .

(7.31)

The Wehrl entropy orresponding to ρG is easily omputed :

HW (ρ̂G ) = 1 + log(1 + hn̂i)
= 1 + log(1 + m) .

(7.32)

The Wehrl entropy of the photon number state ρ̂ = |mihm| is

HW (ρ̂|mi ) = −

1
π

Z

d2 αQ|mi (α)logQ|mi (α) .

(7.33)

This an be omputed expli itly by going to the polar oordinates, and one obtains [389℄

HW (ρ̂|mi ) = 1 + m + logm! − mψ(m + 1),
m
X
1
ψ(m + 1) =
−γ,
k

(7.34)

k=1

where ψ(m) is the digamma fun tion, and γ = 0.5772 · · · is the Euler onstant. Hen e

the non-Gaussianity of the photon number state ρ̂ = |mihm| is

N (ρ̂|mi ) = HW (ρ̂G ) − HW (ρ̂|mi ),
= ln(m + 1) − m − logm! + mψ(m + 1).

(7.35)

In Figure (7.1) we have plotted this non-Gaussianity as a fun tion of the photon
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number m. It is lear that the non-Gaussianity of |mi in reases monotoni ally with the

photon number m, and goes to ∞ as m tends to ∞. That this was to be expe ted an be

seen as follows. For large m values ψ(m + 1) ∼ ln(m + 1), and logm! ∼ mlogm − m, and
hen e N (ρ̂|mi ) ∼ log(m + 1). We shall be returning to this result in the next Se tion.

Now onsider a bipartite state of two modes with one mode in the Fo k state and the

other in the va uum. Non-Gaussianity of this produ t state is the same as that of the
Fo k state, and this follows from Eq. (7.26) . Let this bipartite state be passed through
a beamsplitter. The state at the output will be entangled due to the non lassi ality of
the Fo k state [171, 194℄, but in view of Eq. (7.28), this two-mode state will have the
same non-Gaussianity as the original single-mode Fo k state.

7.7.2

Photon-added thermal states

In this subse tion we evaluate the non-Gaussianity of the photon-added thermal state
(PATS) [182℄. The PATS is dened through

ρ̂ = C â†m ρ̂th âm ,

(7.36)

where C is the normalisation onstant whi h ensures Tr (ρ̂) = 1, and ρ̂th is the thermal
state given by

ρ̂th = (1 − x)

∞
X



~ω
xk |kihk| ; x = exp −
.
kT
n=0

(7.37)

One an alternatively dene the PATS through parametri dierentiation :

ρ̂ =

∞
(1 − x)m+1 dm X k
x |kihk| .
m!
dxm

(7.38)

k=0

PATS are thus parametrised by two parameters: 0 ≤ x < 1, and m = 0, 1, 2, · · · . The
limit x → 0 orresponds to Fo k states, and the limit m → 0 orresponds to thermal
states.

We may note that PATS (with m ≥ 1) is non lassi al for all values of x [194℄. Indeed,

it violates a three-term lassi ality ondition [170℄.

The Q fun tion of PATS an be easily al ulated and is given by
(m,x)

QPATS (α) =
It is evident that

(1 − x)m+1 2m
|α| exp[−(1 − x)|α|2 ] .
m!

(7.39)

the Q fun tion of the PATS is a s aled version of the Q fun tion of the
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Fo k state :
(m,x)

QPATS (α) = λ2 Q|mi (λ α), λ =

√
1−x .

(7.40)

Sin e our measure of non-Gaussianity respe ts the shape riterion put forward in the
previous Se tion, it is immediate that the non-Gaussianity of the PATS is the same as
that of the photon number state :
(m,x)

N ( ρ̂PATS ) = ln(m + 1) − m − logm! + mψ(m + 1)

(7.41)

= N (ρ̂|mi ) .

It is worth emphasising here that the PATS is a spe ial state with regard to the
question of verifying whether a given measure of non-Gaussianity is a good measure,

i.e.,

whether it satises the shape riterion. The test is as simple as he king whether the
measure in question evaluated for the PATS is independent of the temperature parameter

x or not.
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Variation of

N (ρ)

with number of photons

m

for the Fo k state

ρ = |mihm|.

Finally we onsider, as in the previous Subse tion, a bipartite state of two modes,
(m,x)

with one mode in the PATS ρ̂PATS and the other in the va uum state. Let us pass this
two-mode state through a beamsplitter. That the state at the output of the beamsplitter
is entangled follows from the non lassi ality of the PATS [171, 194℄. It follows from Eq.
(7.28) that non-Gaussianity of this entangled state is the same as that of the PATS, and
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oherent state.

hen e is fully determined by m.
We have already noted that PATS violates a three-term lassi ality ondition. This
implies that the output state is entangled [194℄.

7.7.3

Phase-averaged oherent states

As our nal example, we evaluate the non-Gaussianity for the phase-averaged oherent
states. Given a oherent state |βi its phase-averaged version is

dθ
exp[ −i θ â† â ] |βihβ| exp[ i θ â† â ]
2π
∞
X
|β|2n
= exp(−|β|2 )
|nihn| .
n!

ρ̂|β| ≡

Z

(7.42)

n=0

Sin e ρ̂|β| is a onvex sum of Fo k states, its Q fun tion is a orresponding onvex sum :

Q|β| (α) = exp[−(|α|2 + |β|2 )]

∞
X
|α|2n |β|2n

n=0

n!n!

= exp[−(|α|2 + |β|2 )]I0 (2|α||β|) ,

(7.43)

where I0 (.) is the modied Bessel fun tion of integral order zero. The only non-zero
moment of order ≤ 2 is h|z|2 i = Tr(ρ̂|β| ââ† ) = 1 + |β|2 . The asso iated Gaussian prob-
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|β|

ability QG (α) that has the same rst and se ond moments is thus the thermal state

with average photon number hn̂i = |β|2 . As we have shown earlier in Eq. (7.32), the
|β|

Wehrl entropy of this Gaussian state is HW (ρ̂G ) = 1 + log(1 + |β|2 ). To ompute the

Wehrl entropy orresponding to the original phase-averaged oherent state, however, we

resort to numeri al evaluation. In Figure (7.2) we present the non-Gaussianity of ρ̂|β| as
a fun tion of |β|2 , the energy of the state. It is seen to be a monotone in reasing fun tion

of |β|2 .

Note that the phase-averaged oherent states are lassi al sin e they are, by denition,

onvex sums of oherent states. Thus if a bipartite state onsisting of a phase-averaged
oherent state in one mode and va uum in the other is passed through a beamsplitter,
the two-mode mixed state at the output will remain separable (sin e the phase-averaged
oherent state is lassi al [194℄), with the same non-Gaussianity as the original phaseaveraged oherent state.

7.8 Comparison with other measures
In this Se tion we ompare our non-Gaussianity measure N (ρ̂) with two non-Gaussianity

measures whi h have been proposed re ently.
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7.8.1

Measure based on Hilbert-S hmidt distan e

Genoni

et al [378℄, have proposed a non-Gaussianity measure based on the Hilbert-

S hmidt distan e. They dene non-Gaussianity of a state ρ̂ as

δ1 (ρ̂) =

Tr[(ρ̂ − τ̂ )2 ]
,
2Tr(ρ̂2 )

(7.44)

where τ̂ is the Gaussian state with the same rst and se ond moments as ρ̂. Let us
ompare this measure with ours in the spe i
(m,x)

(m,x)

ase of the PATS ρ̂PATS . In Figure (7.3)

we plot δ1 (ρ̂PATS ) as a fun tion of the Boltzmann parameter x, for xed value of m = 1.
(m,x)

It is seen that δ1 (ρ̂PATS ), for m = 1, is not a onstant but varies with the temperature
parameter x. This shows that this measure of Genoni

et al. does not satisfy our shape

riterion.
Another interesting dieren e appears when one ompares our measure N (ρ̂) with

δ1 (ρ̂) in the ase of the photon number states ρ̂ = |mihm|. As we have shown earlier [see Figure (7.1)℄, our measure monotoni ally in reases with the photon number m
and tends to innity as m tends to innity. In ontrast, as Genoni
emphasised [378℄, their measure δ1 (ρ̂) saturates at the value

et al. have shown and

1
2.
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7.8.2

Measure based on quantum relative entropy

Genoni

et al. [379℄ have proposed, in a subsequent paper, a se ond measure of non-

Gaussianity, this one based on quantum relative entropy. They dene non-Gaussianity
of a state ρ̂ as
(7.45)

δ2 (ρ̂) = S(τ̂ ) − S(ρ̂),

where S(·) is the von Neumann entropy of the state in question and τ̂ is the Gaussian
state with the same rst and se ond moments as the given state ρ̂.
At rst sight it would seem that δ2 (ρ̂) and our measure N (ρ̂) are very similar, the only

dieren e being that ρ̂ is repla ed by Qρ (z) and that the tra e operation in the formula

for the von Neumann entropy is repla ed in our measure by a phase spa e integral. A
loser look reveals that this is not the ase; δ2 (ρ̂) does not redu e to N (ρ̂) under this

kind of `quantum- lassi al orresponden e'. And δ2 (ρ̂) and N (ρ̂) turn out to be quite

dierent entities.

A qualitative dieren e between δ2 (ρ̂) and N (ρ̂) be omes manifest when one ompares
these two measures in the ontext of a pure state. As the von Neumann entropy of a
pure state is zero, δ2 (ρ̂) redu es to S(τ̂ ), the von Neumann entropy of the Gaussian state
with the same rst and se ond moments as ρ̂. In other words δ2 (ρ̂) does not onsult, in
the ase of pure states, moments or umulants of ρ̂ of order higher than 2. Consequently,
all pure states whi h have the same set of rst and se ond moments but dier in higher
moments will get assigned the same non-Gaussianity δ2 (ρ). This is not the ase with our
measure N (ρ̂).

To bring out a se ond qualitative dieren e we he k if δ2 (ρ̂) satises the shape

riterion. To this end we ask if δ2 (ρ̂) will as ribe the same amount of non-Gaussianity
to the PATS and the photon number state,
(m,x)
ρ̂PATS

i.e., , whether δ2 (ρ) evaluated for the PATS

is independent of the temperature parameter x. We nd that this is not the ase.
(m,x)

This is shown in Figure (7.4) wherein we present δ2 (ρ̂PATS ), for xed value m = 1, as a
fun tion of x.
We on lude this Se tion with a further remark. With referen e to Figures (7.3)
(m,x)

(m,x)

and (7.4), while the non-Gaussianity measures δ1 (ρ̂PATS ) and δ2 (ρ̂PATS ), for xed m,
vary with the temperature (or s ale) parameter x, thus failing the shape riterion, the
variation is not monotone. The signi an e of the temperatures at whi h these measures
assume their respe tive minimum values is not lear.
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7.9 Con luding remarks
We have presented a measure of non-Gaussianity of quantum states based on the Q
fun tion. In doing so we have been guided by the fundamental prin iple that any measure
of non-Gaussianity is an attempt to make a quantitative statement on the departure of
the shape of the Q fun tion from Gaussian, and the measure must therefore remain
invariant under all transformations whi h do not hange the shape of the Q fun tion.
Uniform s aling of all the phase spa e oordinates at the level of the Q fun tion
has proved to be an important shape preserving transformation, and our shape riterion
demands that non-Gaussianity of the photon-added thermal states should be independent
of temperature.
We have explored various properties our measure whi h meets the shape riterion.
We have presented analyti al and numeri al results on the non-Gaussianity of a few
families of quantum states. We have also ompared our measure with other measures of
non-Gaussianity available in the literature.
Our measure N (ρ̂) meets the shape riterion whi h, in our opinion, should be re-

spe ted by every good measure of non-Gaussianity. We hasten to add, however, that
this is not the only measure that meets this riterion. For instan e, if γ (2n) is an appropriate linear ombination of the umulants of order 2n, and γ (2) an appropriate linear

ombination of the umulants of order 2, it is lear that the ratio between γ (2n) and
the nth power of γ (2) will meet this riterion, for every n ≥ 2. Our hoi e N (ρ̂) has the

attra tion of being immediately related to well-known entities like the Wehrl entropy and
Kullba k-Leibler distan e.
In the ase of lassi al probability dened on a 2n dimensional spa e C n , one would

have required the non-Gaussianity measure to be invariant under the full Eu lidean group
onsisting of translations and all SO(2n) rotations. In the ase of phase spa e, SO(2n)
rotations whi h fall outside the subgroup Sp(2n, R) ∩ SO(2n) are unphysi al, and hen e

the restri tion to this subgroup of passive linear systems.

Our shape riterion rests on the invarian e semi-group of Q fun tions whi h is dierent
from the invarian e semi-group of the Gaussian family of states  operations whi h map
Gaussian states into Gaussians. The latter semigroup in ludes the full Sp(2n, R), and

not just the interse tion subgroup Sp(2n, R) ∩ SO(2n). It further in ludes a whole family
of ompletely positive maps known as Gaussian hannels.
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8
Dis ussion
Quantum information theory in the ontext of ontinuous variables, has been primarily
explored in Gaussian states. Two immediate reasons for this has been the fa t that they
have been produ ed in many laboratories a ross the world and are experimentally viable,
and se ondly that their hara terisation has been relatively easy in the sense that their
varian e matrix tells everything about them [226℄. The notion of non lassi ality as well
as entanglement in their ontext is by and large well understood [57, 192℄. This is not
so for non-Gaussian states. The hara terisation of non-Gaussian states through their
moments is an on going study in quantum opti s and any progress in quantum opti s is
based on our progress with regard to the theory of moments. A lassi example of this
has been the ase of states of a single-mode of radiation eld whi h are diagonal in the
Fo k basis. The hara terisation of these states in terms of moments has been found to
be equivalent to the Stieltjes moment problem [170℄. We, in our present work, have made
an attempt to make use of this knowledge. A possible future program would be to nd
possible ontinuous variable systems whi h an be mapped to well studied problems in
the ontext of lassi al probability theory, and if su h a thing has been arried out, then
see if it helps us understand entanglement. We might attempt this bearing in mind that
the theory of moments tells us of some pra ti al limitations, and an example of su h is
as implied by the Mar inkiewi z theorem [375℄.
Another area of possible exploration is the extension of the use known positive maps
to the ontinuous variable ase. Only the partial transpose map and the redu tion map
have been extended [57, 217℄. Re ent methods, illustrated in [233℄ give us a window to
this aspe t. The dire t extension of positive maps is still a problem though. The urrent
knowledge seems to be nas ent regarding this issue.
The problem of separability/entanglement has been settled for the ase of multi-mode
Gaussians [242℄. We, in our work, have settled this issue for a restri ted lass of nonGaussian states. But, the issue of separability/entanglement is still open in the more
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general ontext. One major tool has been the use of un ertainty relations [57, 58, 230℄.
Su h relations have been seen to be strong enough in ertain ontexts to dete t bound
entanglement [60, 61, 241℄. Su h a study has been by and large restri ted to the level
of the varian e matrix. Re ently in [232℄, a more general approa h was devised. Further
exploration along these lines would be of great interest.
One of the foremost problems in quantum information theory has been the estimation
of entanglement. In the ontinuous variable ase, the EOF has been evaluated for the
ase of two-mode Gaussians. But for the general multi-mode Gaussian ase, there is not
yet a oherent understanding of entanglement. Extremal properties of Gaussian states
have already played their role in the two-mode ase, but a deeper exploration of su h
properties in the multi-mode ontext is mu h awaited. In the non-Gaussian ase, the
problem is even more intruiging by the very la k of our understanding with regard to
these states. We have in our work, outlined a possible ontext dependant pro edure,
whi h estimates entanglement in very spe ial non-Gaussian states, but a more general
approa h is mu h awaited Re ent methods outlined in [328℄, tell us of the possibility of
estimating entanglement with in omplete knowledge of the state. It would be of great
interest to extend these ideas to the non-Gaussian ontinuous variable state.
A primary on ern in this work, has been the study on non lassi ality, and its relationship to entanglement. The squeezing non lassi ality, a non lassi ality asso iated
with Gaussian states, has been well explored as a resour e in the ontext of quantum
information pro essing. The same annot be said of other available non lassi alities. The
potential role of the other non-Gaussian non lassi alities is yet to be realised. Re ently,
exploration in these lines have started emerging[377, 393, 394℄, the advantages are also
being spelt out. More exploration needs to be done along these dire tions.
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